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3Acronyms and Abbreviations
4wd four-wheel drive
A Area
AC adult and child
ACIM A Child is Missing
AD Alzheimer’s disease
ADRD Alzheimer’s disease and Related Disorders
AFB Air Force Base
AFRCC Air Force Rescue Coordination Center
A–GPS Assisted–Global Positioning System
AHJ Agency Having Jurisdiction
AKRCC Alaska Rescue Coordination Center
AMDR Average Maximum Detection Range
ANOVA analysis of variance
AOR area of responsibility
API Application Program Interface
ASAP as soon as possible
ASD autism spectrum disorders
ASRC Appalachian Search & Rescue Conference
ATV all-terrain vehicle
BASE Buildings Antennae Spans Earth
BOLO Be On the Look Out
BYU Brigham Young University
C coverage
CAP Civil Air Patrol
CASIE Computer Aided Search Information Exchange
CASP Computer Aided Search Planner
Cf correction factor
cm centimetre
CONUS continental United States
CPA closest point of approach
CSV comma separated values
4DAD Disability Assessment for Dementia
DAT Dementia of Alzheimer’s Type
DD MM SS Degrees Minutes Seconds Format
DD MM.MM Degrees Decimal Minute Format
DD.DDD Decimal Degree Format
DEM Department of Emergency Management
DES Department of Emergency Services
DF direction finding
DHS Department of Homeland Security
DOA dead on arrival
DRG Digital Raster Graphic
DSM
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders
DW Distance Watershed
E/W east/west
ED emergency department
ELT Emergency Locator Transmitter
EMA Emergency Management Agency
EMS Emergency Medical Services
EMT Emergency Medical Technician
EOC Emergency Operations Center
EOTD Enhanced Observed Time of Difference
EP Estimated Position
ESW effective sweep width
EVAC Endangered & Vulnerable Adults and Children
F female
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation
FBO Fixed Base Operator
FCC Federal Communication Commission
FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency
FF all female group
FOIA Freedom of Information Act
FPM feet per minute
FRS Family Radio Service
ft feet
5FTL Field Team Leader
GEOS Global Emergency Operations Service
GIS Geographic Information System
GMRS General Mobile Radio Service
GPS Global Positioning System
h hour
HUC hydrologic unit code
Hx history
IADL Instrumental activities of daily living
IAMSAR International Aeronautical Maritime SAR Manual
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
ICP Incident Command Post
ICS Incident Command System
IDEA Integrated Detection Experiment Assistant
IFR instrument flight rules
IGT4SAR
Integrated Geospatial Tools for Search and 
Rescue
IMC instrument meteorological conditions
IMO International Maritime Organization
IPP initial planning point
IRG Initial Response Guidelines
IRSG Initial Response Search Guide
ISRID International Search & Rescue Incident Database
kg kilogram
km kilometer/kilometre
kph kilometers/kilometre per hour
KS Kolmogorov-Smirnov
kts knots
LCQ Lost Caver Questionnaire
LIDAR Light Detection and Ranging
LKP last known point
LORAN Long Range Navigation
LPB Lost Person Behavior
LPQ Lost Person Questionnaire
6m metre/meter
M male
mb millibars
MF mixed sex group
MGRS Military Grid Reference System
min minutes
MM all male group
MMSE Mini-Mental Status Exam
MPQ Missing Person Questionnaire
MRA Mountain Rescue Association
n count
N/S north/south
NASAR National Search & Rescue Association
NCIC National Crime Information Center
NCMEC
National Center for Missing and Exploited 
Children
NCRC National Cave Rescue Commission
NFPA National Fire Protection Association
NHD National Hydrological Data
NLCD National Land Classification Data
nmi nautical miles
NOAA National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration
NPS National Park Service
NSARC National Search and Rescue Committee
NSP National Ski Patrol
NSS National Speleological Society
NSS National SAR Secretariat
NSS National Search and Rescue Supplement
NTAM New Two Area Method
NTAP National Track Analysis Program
NTSB National Transportation Safety Board
NVG night vision goggles
OEBRD Austrian Mountain Rescue Organization
OEG Operations Evaluation Group
OFA Operational Field Assessment
OPS Operations Section Chief
OS operating system
7PANI Pseudo Automatic Number Identification
PDD pervasive developmental disorder
Pden probability density
PDS Progressive Deterioration Scale
PFD personal flotation device
PI principal investigator
PIW person in the water
PKB person, knees, boots
PL private line
PLB Personal Locator Beacon
PLS point last seen
POA probability of area
POC probability of containment
POS probability of success
PSAP Public Safety Answering Point
PSAR Preventative Search and Rescue
PSR probable success rate
R region
R&D research and development
RADES Radar Evaluation Squadron (84th)
Rd range of detection
Rd detection range
Re extinguish range
RF radio frequency
ROW rest of the world
rPLS/LKP revised place last seen/last known position
s segment
S track spacing
SAR Search and Rescue
SARCAT Search and Rescue Collection & Analysis Tool
SARINZ Search and Rescue in New Zealand
SAROPS Search and Rescue Optimal Planning System
SBIR Small Business Innovation Research
SD standard deviation
SEND Satellite Emergency Notification Device
SIS subject information sheet
8SMS Short Message Service
SRU Search and Rescue Unit
SSI Subjective Severity Index
T time
T2NET Travel Time Network Model
TAF Task Assignment Form
TDOA Time Difference of Arrival
TLL track line length
TOA Time of Arrival
TTCSM Travel Time Cost Surface Model
UAV unmanned aerial vehicle
UK United Kingdom
US&R Urban Search & Rescue
USAF United States Air Force
USAR Urban Search and Rescue
USCG United States Coast Guard
USDA United States Department of Agriculture
USGS United States Geological Survey
USNG United States National Grid
U-TDOA Uplink Time Difference of Arrival
UTM Universal Trans Mercator
V velocity (or speed)
VASARCO Virginia Search and Rescue Council
VDEM Virginia Department of Emergency Management
VDES Virginia Department of Emergency Services
VFR visual flight rules
VMC visual meteorological conditions
9W effective sweep width
WASO Washington Support Office
WEMS Wilderenss Emergency Medical Services
WEMT Wilderness Emergency Medical Technician
WiSAR Wilderness Search and Rescue
wk week
WW II World War II
Wx weather
XML Extensible Markup Language
Z area effectively swept
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Abstract
 Search theory allows the optimization of scarce resources to find a missing person 
in the shortest possible time. This work focuses on the central paradigm in search theory 
from a land-based search and rescue perspective: A search planner must send a resource 
where the subject is located, which is unknown. Original research furthered search theo-
ery in probability of area (POA) by adding the dementia subject category, development of 
new spatial models, and creating the International Search and Rescue Incident Database 
(145,000 incidents). Research methodology required developing new data standards to 
integrate multiple databases. Twenty new subject categories were formulated from the 
research, as well as heuristic rules based upon search theory. In addition, several models 
were developed to help predict the location of missing aircraft.  A program called Map-
Score was created which quantizes the effectiveness of the models. This information has 
been widely adopted by search and rescue planners around the world. 
The second component is the conditional probability that the searcher/sensor would de-
tect the subject if the subject were in the search area; this is known as probability of de-
tection. Sweep width experiments have been carried out in order to develop the method-
ology, create tools to simplify the process, determine actual sweep width values for visual 
search, and to examine various correction factors. The visual methodology was modified 
in order to carry out the two-way search problem of detecting subject shouts in response 
to whistle-blasts along with characterizing clues on a trail. Finally, with enough sweep 
width experiments completed it was possible to determine the correlation between the 
easily obtained range of detection and the experimentally derived sweep width, providing 
a quick field estimation tool. Optimal resource allocation can be obtained by maximizing 
the probability of success rate. This is determined by using previous research to determine 
POA, sweep width values and additional research that determined searcher velocity by 
GIS analysis. Ultimately, all search theory is integrated into a tactical decision aid, which 
for the first time will allow the search and rescue planner to easily use search theory.
12
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Commentary
 This work is primarily focused on both aspects of the central paradigm in search 
and rescue theory. In order to find the missing subject, a searcher must look in the right 
place and look in the right way to make an actual detection. This can be expressed by the 
following formula: the probability of success (POS) is equal to the product of the probabili-
ty that the subject is in the defined search area (POA)1 and the conditional probability that 
the searcher/sensor would detect the subject if the subject were in the search area (POD). 
This is shown in Formula 1, as first demonstrated by Charnes and Cooper (1958). Fur-
thermore, the overall probability of success (POS) can be optimized by determining the 
probability of success rate (PSR). The theory then must be translated into clear recom-
mendations and practices that field practitioners can successfully implement.
OPOS =  ∑POS= ∑(POD*POA)       (1)
 The submitted body of work covers original work into both aspects of probability of 
area (POA) and probability of detection (POD). The POA works arose from an operational 
observation that lost people with dementia were behaving quite differently from the then 
existing behavioral profile of “elderly subjects” (Syrotuck, 1974). The earliest research by 
Koester (Koester & Stooksbury, 1992) created the dementia behavioral profile. A more 
formal study enlarged the study size and showed that the “lost” cognitively healthy popula-
tion was in fact spatially different than those with dementia (Koester & Stooksbury, 1995). 
A funded prospective study introduced several new spatial models, such as track offset 
(perpendicular distance to the closest linear feature), find location (geographic feature 
similar to USA National Land Classification Data), and mobility (amount of time subject 
stays in motion tied to travel cost data). In addition, the previous statistical display of the 
distance from the initial planning point (IPP) and elevation was changed to make the data 
more relevant and useful to search planners (Koester, 1998). After introducing these spa-
1  In maritime search and rescue the term Probability of Containment (POC) is often used (IAMSAR 
Manual: 2016) However, in land search and rescue the term Probability of Area (POA) is the preferred 
term (Washburn 2014).  Although Koopman 1946, who is regarded as the father of modern search theory, 
used the term f(r)dA to denote the probability that the target be in the area, the term later become POC. 
They are functionally equivalent.
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tial models in the early dementia papers, this work was further expanded by the creation 
of the International Search & Rescue Incident database (ISRID). With the collection of 
50,692 SAR incidents it was possible to create dozens of new subject categories and spa-
tial models which are published in the book Lost Person Behavior (Koester, 2008). This 
body of work not only addressed missing subjects but also missing aircraft (Koester, 2009; 
Koester & Greatbatch, 2016). The ISRID database has led to extensive interactions with 
academic researchers (Doherty, Guo, Doke & Ferguson, 2013; Drexel, Zimmermann-Jan-
schitz & Koester, 2018; Shalev Greene & Alys, 2016; Stone, Royset & Washburn, 2016; 
Washburn, 2014). The exchange of ideas has also occurred in 93 presentations at ac-
ademic and trade symposiums along with more than forty-seven interactions with the 
media as of December 2018. More recently, ISRID has been expanded to almost 150,000 
incidents (Koester, 2016a).  
 The body of work has fundamentally changed how search and rescue is conducted 
in many parts of the world.  The underlying concepts have been also widely cited (cur-
rently 53 citations of Lost Person Behavior) and numerous collaborations with academic 
researchers have occurred. The concept of “reflex tasking” (data driven heuristic rules for 
tactical deployment based upon search theory) has been purported to reduce the time 
taken to locate missing subjects by 50%; resulting in hundreds if not thousands of lives 
saved2. This is similar to the increase in efficiency as a result of the US Navy introducing a 
tactical decision aid using search theory (Benkoski, 1978). Furthermore, the concepts and 
data from Lost Person Behavior are used by the US Inland SAR School, US Land Search 
and Rescue Addendum to the National Search and Rescue Supplement (NSARC, 2011), 
and presented in the leading SAR textbooks (Auerbach, 2017; Cooper, 2018; NSARC, 
2011; Smith, LaValla, Hood, Lawson & Kerr, 2007; Stoffel & Stoffel, 2017).  
However, simply putting teams in the subject’s most likely location still does not 
guarantee finding the subject. The subject must be detected by the searchers. The sec-
2  The study (D15PX00256) was funded by the US Department of Homeland Security Science 
& Technology Directorate as part of the US National Science Foundation I-Corps program.  A hundred 
search managers from across the United States were asked how much of a reduction if any occurred after 
the use of Lost Person Behavior data and reflex tasking versus before.  Many respondents noted that 
“campaign” searches are now rare. The average reduction in search time reported was 50%. Unpublished 
report.
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ond body of research addresses the scientific method required to objectively determine 
a search team’s probability of detection (POD). The determination of POD is well char-
acterized for the maritime environment (IAMSAR, 2016). However, due to a divergence 
between maritime and land SAR, search theory was not being used to determine POD 
on land (Cooper, Frost & Robe, 2003).Thus, research on this second component of the 
central paradigm began. 
The first paper describes the adoption of an original methodology for determining 
the effective sweep width in the terrestrial environment and the results of the first five 
experiments (Koester, Cooper, Frost, & Robe, 2004). Additional work describes experi-
ments involving sound, light, and nighttime detections (Koester, Gordon, Wells, & Tucker, 
2013). It was also realized that formal experiments cannot be easily carried out during 
actual search incidents. Thus, additional work was conducted to describe how simple 
field procedures can be translated to effective sweep width values (Koester et al., 2014). 
Along with this research were efforts to describe correction factors to better obtain more 
accurate sweep width values. Examples include visibility classes, size, day versus night, 
fatigue, flashlight light lumens, and searcher training. This is all part of a continuum of 
experiments to create easy but valid “rules of thumb” for searchers to use in the field to 
better estimate their POD. This has been an evolutionary process, with research building 
on previous work (Koester, 2016a). This research is also being incorporated into various 
search and rescue textbooks and major training courses (Cooper, 2018; NSARC 2011; 
Stoffel & Stoffel, 2017).
 The third body of work stems from further refining the various models using Geo-
graphic Information Systems (GIS), which is part of a large US Department of Home-
land Security Science & Technology Directorate grant. Results of this work include two 
new spatial models, collaboration on an objective method to score spatial models (Sava, 
Twardy, Koester & Sonwalker, 2016), an exploration of a Monte Carlo based particle mo-
tion model, and the formulation of new predictive models for searcher speed (Koester, 
2014, 2016a). Finally, the fusion of spatial data, GIS, integration of all the POA models, 
POD, and search theory are coming together in new software (Koester, 2016a). It is hoped 
that this will revolutionize ground search and rescue by making advanced search theo-
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ry accessible to a search planner with little to no training, even at the onset of a search 
incident. The body of work represents scientifically sound original research, and often 
the product of collaboration. This research is cited in academic literature (currently 206 
citations in Google Scholar) and advances the literature in SAR research. It is used in 
government reports and training (NSARC, 2011), presented in textbooks (Cooper, 2018; 
Stoffel & Stoffel, 2017;), and perhaps most important of all, it is used every day around the 
world by field practitioners3.
Probability of Area (POA)
 It is well-accepted that if the missing subject’s location is known with enough cer-
tainty, the process ceases to be a search and becomes a rescue. Since a search by its 
very nature involves uncertainty, probabilities are introduced (Koopman, 1946). The most 
central of all uncertainties is the location of the missing subject. Three different methods 
(particle motion, consensus, and stochastic) have been used to determine the initial dis-
tribution of POA, which has been handled differently in maritime and land search theory. 
The maritime approach involves the uncertainty of the initial fix or track of the missing 
vessel and then applying a circular normal distribution around it (IAMSAR, 2016).  Tactical 
decision aids, such as the US Coast Guard’s Search and Rescue Optimal Planning Sys-
tem (SAROPS), will then apply a particle motion model using a Monte Carlo simulation 
to determine the initial Probability of Area/Containment (Kratzhe, Stone, & Frost, 2010). 
In the land environment the traditional and most common way to determine initial POA 
is a manual method, called a Mattson consensus (Mattson, 1976).  The scientific basis 
and value of a consensus method based upon informed opinion is well established (Sur-
owiecki, 2004). Over time the basic process has been further refined with the traditional 
Mattson (1976), O’Conner (O’Conner, 2007), and Proportional methods (NSARC, 2011). 
In land SAR, the stochastic approach of integrating six different models (ring, dispersion, 
elevation, offset, mobility, and terrain) based upon previous cases was first described by 
Koester (2008). This approach was first integrated into a POA map using ArcGIS by ESRI 
as a demonstration project (ArcNews, 2012; Sarow, 2011). Ultimately it should be possible 
3  Lost Person Behavior Train-the-Trainer classes have been presented in North America, Europe, 
and Australia with additional classes taught in South America, Asia, Africa, Antarctica, and Oceania. 
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to integrate all three approaches into a SAR tactical decision aids.
 In order to use a stochastic approach previous incidents must first be collected and 
typically organized to provide useful information (Burrough, 1989). The earliest known re-
corded collection of SAR statistics dates back to 1783. Father Lorenzo, a monk at the St. 
Gotthard Hospice, a monastery in Switzerland, reported an average of 3-4 deaths  each 
year due to avalanches and freezing (Setnicka, 1980)4. In 1973, Dennis Kelley, an opera-
tions analyst, collected 380 case histories from his own search and rescue team in Califor-
nia. He reported on mobility, age, search outcome, mortality cause, injury cause, reason 
for becoming lost, and how long they were lost. It was William Syrotuck (1976), also an 
operations researcher, who made a significant impact on the land SAR community.  Us-
ing 229 incidents from Washington and New York states, he devised subject categories, 
introduced the concept of point last seen (PLS), provided distances from the PLS using 
Euclidean distance (crow’s flight), and noted the influence of terrain. He also introduced 
the use of basic statistics to land SAR (Syrotuck, 1976). 
 The National Association for Search and Rescue (NASAR) initiated a larger collec-
tion project in 1980.  In 1985, Mitchell reported on the results of collecting 3,511 incidents 
from the United States. He was the first to show important regional differences; he intro-
duced mobility time and collected survival factors as well (Mitchell, 1985). Ken Hill (1991) 
reported on 107 cases from Nova Scotia. He introduced new subject categories including 
“walkways” and youth (13-15), and reported the first statistics for despondents. Hill’s had 
a background as a SAR practitioner and academic research in behavior. In 1999, Hill 
published an anthology titled Lost Person Behaviour, a collection of papers, by prominent 
SAR researchers including Kelley (1973), Syrotuck (1976), Koester & Stooksbury (1995), 
and Cornell & Heth (1996). Contributions by Koester will be addressed later in this section. 
 Heth and Cornell (1997) reported on 162 incidents from Alberta, Canada.  They 
introduced the subject categories of car camper, cross-country skier, mountain biker, and 
scrambler.  In addition, the paper introduced a new spatial model called degree of disper-
sion. The release of the first report on data from the Mountain Rescue Council (UK) was 
4  Correspondence by the author with the Monastery to obtain a copy of these early records result-
ed in a reply letter stating that Napoleon had burned the actual records.
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in 2002 by Perkins, Roberts, and Feeney, presenting 708 cases collected from the Unit-
ed Kingdom and Eire.  They were the first to report on gender differences, urban versus 
non-urban, and introduced the find location spatial model. 
 Gibb and Woolnough (2007) published “Missing Persons: Understanding, Plan-
ning, Responding” (often referred to as the Grampian data) which contained 3,000 inci-
dents collected from only law enforcement agencies in the UK.  The database focused on 
mostly urban environments and was the first to add the subject category of attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Several additional POA related studies are reviewed by 
Koester (2008). Since that review additional key contributions have included the iFIND da-
tabase (Eales, 2016). Which contribute new subject categories of Asperger’s syndrome, 
Genetic Condition, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, Personality Disorder, Eating Disorder, 
Financial Problems, and Grief. It reports new statistics on gender, group breakdown, and 
distances traveled if a vehicle or transport was used. Missing Person research in the UK 
has also been assisted by the formation of the UK Missing Persons Unit within the Na-
tional Crime Agency (UK Missing Persons Unit, 2018) and The Centre for the Study of 
Missing Persons, a multidisciplinary academic center established within the University of 
Portsmouth (University of Portsmouth, 2018). Additional studies include the watershed 
model derived from 213 incidents collected from Yosemite National Park (Doke, 2012); 
cost-distance models (Doherty, Guo, Doke, & Ferguson, 2014); missing person incidents 
associated with repeated IPP locations (Greene & Hayden, 2014); additional research into 
substance intoxication among males (Newis & Greatbatch, 2017); a new travel time net-
work model (T2Net)(Drexel, Zimmermann-Janschitz, & Koester, 2018), and the weighing 
of models (Wysokinski & Marcjan, 2015). The additional contributions by Koester will be 
addressed in the review of key papers below.
 In the early 1990s, search incidents for people with dementia were becoming more 
common and at the same time, posing a special challenge to search planners. There was 
no statistics or models for searching for lost persons with dementia. Syrotuck (1976) had 
an elderly subject category, but this included everyone over the age of 65; it lumped togeth-
er elderly hunters or hikers with subjects who had dementia. Therefore, Koester decided 
to perform a study to determine if a new subject category of dementia was warranted. 
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David Stooksbury, a fellow Incident Commander and Ph.D. Candidate at the University of 
Virginia, was enlisted to help with the statistical analysis. A retrospective study of search 
incidents from 1986-1991 was collected from the Virginia Department of Emergency Ser-
vices5 (Koester & Stooksbury, 1992). Twenty-nine (12%) out of the 245 state incidents 
involved possible Alzheimer’s subjects over the five-year period of retrospective incident 
review and included a description of distances traveled, find locations, subjects crossing 
containment (roads), and medical outcomes. The study made several recommendations 
on team deployment and search tactics. At the time, the study still reported the distances 
from the PLS in the same format as Syrotuck (1976).  The study also showed several sta-
tistical differences between those with dementia and subjects over the age of 65 without 
dementia. The major limitations of the study included its retrospective nature, a relatively 
small number of incidents, lack of distinguishing between urban and non-urban search-
es, and a limited number of spatial models. However, it did have practical applications: 
it created a new subject category that search practitioners needed. Although the paper 
was published in the now discontinued and non-indexed Journal of Response it has been 
citied thirteen times in Google Scholar and has appeared in search and rescue textbooks.
 A follow-up study was conducted in 1995 with 42 dementia incidents, also col-
lected from Virginia (Koester & Stooksbury, 1995). While the retrospective methodology 
remained largely the same, the statistical analysis and descriptions were much more ro-
bust. The term commonly used at the time to describe suspected Alzheimer’s cases was 
“dementia of Alzheimer’s type” (DAT). Only later would the much more generic and appro-
priate term of dementia be used to describe the subject category. The paper formally com-
pared the DAT subjects’ behavior to the behavior of elderly lost subjects who possessed 
typical cognitive abilities. It was found that typical elderly individuals on average traveled a 
greater Euclidean distance (2.6 km) from the point last seen (PLS) than did DAT subjects 
(0.9 km). The mortality rate for DAT subjects was 19%. Mortality was caused by hypother-
mia, dehydration or drowning. No fatalities were found among subjects when they were 
located within 24 hours. There was a mortality rate of 46% for subjects requiring more 
than 24 hours to find. This 24-hour survivability window suggests that lost DAT subjects 
5  The department has been renamed to the Virginia Department of Emergency Management.
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require an immediate and aggressive search response (Koester & Stooksbury, 1995). The 
survivability statistic became a widely cited statistic with 44 citations in Google Scholar. 
Furthermore, this work lead to numerous academic presentations and collaboration with 
the US Alzheimer’s Association.
 A limitation of both studies was the retrospective study design. To rectify this, 
Koester obtained funding from the Virginia Center on Aging to conduct a prospective 
study6. This allowed the design of survey tools, the ability to interview search subjects 
and caregivers, and improved data collection. With better data, Koester (1998) developed 
several new spatial models. The term DAT evolved to ‘Alzheimer’s Disease and Related 
Disorders’ (ADRD). Data was again collected from the Virginia Department of Emergency 
Services database of search incidents, missing person reports, after action reports, mis-
sion summaries, and from structured interviews with missing subjects and/or caregivers, 
resulting in a total of eighty-seven (15%) ADRD incidents of 565 total recorded state inci-
dents. Distances were reported using quartiles and the use of the maximum zone repre-
senting the 95.4% was introduced to SAR statistics. The study reported on survivability (a 
21% mortality rate) and the increase in mortality to 32% if the subject was not found within 
24 hours of becoming lost. This was a decrease from the previously reported value of 50% 
(Koester & Stooksbury, 1995). It demonstrates the value of collecting additional statistics 
when working with smaller sample sizes. Other findings included, seasonality with more 
incidents occurring during the summer than the winter, and males significantly (χ2=44.8, 
p<0.001) accounted for 67% of searches although females are more likely to have ADRD. 
 In the few cases where a direction of travel could be determined, it was shown to 
be highly predictive, with the find location showing a significant clustering around that di-
rection (Rayleigh test; p<0.001). A new spatial model was introduced called track offset, in 
which subjects were found a median of 30 meters from a linear feature. The term “inves-
tigative find” was introduced to replace the more pejorative term “bastard case” (Koester, 
1998). Both the prospective and retrospective nature of this study allowed the addition of 
new models which further helped to guide searchers on where to look. The major limita-
tion of this study was the limited geographical area (Virginia) it covered. Search teams 
6  Virginia Center on Aging 97-2 with funding to the Virginia Department of Emergency Services
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from other states such as Colorado and New Mexico often stated the reported statistics 
did not always match what they were seeing in their searches. This paper has received 35 
citations in Google Scholar and lead to two other publications (Koester,1999; Steinberg et 
al., 2012) and collaboration with the Virginia Department of Criminal Justice to establish 
dementia training for law enforcement. This training has reached thousands of police offi-
cers across the United States.
 Based upon the research in creating the dementia profile and the work of creating 
profiles for despondents, intellectual disability7, and mental illness,8 Koester was contact-
ed by Jim Donovan (CEO of Hummingbird) to help create a large lost person database. 
Donovan had just been awarded a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) contract 
from the United States Department of Agriculture to develop search and rescue software. 
The initial Phase I was a 6 month contract within which time period the data needed to 
be collected. This was a major constraint. However, this effort then resulted in a two-year 
Phase II award with Koester being listed as the co-principal investigator9. From this work 
the International Search & Rescue Incident Database (ISRID) was created. A major con-
straint of ISRID was the requirement that it had to be initially completed within six-months. 
Later this data would be used to help provide initial POAs within FIND software (Koester, 
2016a). Data was accepted from governments and Non-governmental Organizations 
throughout the world in whatever format supplied, provided it met the inclusion/exclusion 
criteria.  Therefore, extensive efforts went into data entry, formatting, and data cleaning. 
From the ISRID database it was possible to write the book Lost Person Behavior, 
which describes ISRID and its outputs organized into subject categories (Koester, 2008). 
One major challenge of combining data from all over the world (thirteen countries and forty 
different data sources) was how to make the data relevant and predictive for individual in-
7  In keeping with terminology used by the World Health Organization at the time, the original term 
used was mental retardation. This work was presented at the fourth Syrotuck International Symposium in 
Banff 1998. It was included in a search and rescue textbook (Stoffel, 2001)
8  The original term used was psychotic, which is only a subset of mental illness. This work was also 
presented at the fourth Syrotuck International Symposium in Banff 1998.  It was included in a search and 
rescue textbook (Stoffel, 2001)
9  USDA 2004-33610-14779 – Developing Software for Search and Rescue Planning and Operation
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cidents. One important innovation was organizing statistics around major ecoregions and 
treating urban data as its own unique ecoregion.  Data was further divided into mountain-
ous and non-mountainous categories. In the end, it was possible to provide information 
on forty-one subject categories with six different spatial models. New subject categories 
included aircraft, ATV, autism, caver, gatherer, horseback, BASE jumper, extreme sports, 
motorcycle, runner, skier-alpine, snowboarder, snowmobiler, snowshoer, substance intox-
ication, urban entrapment, vehicle, abandoned vehicle, water, and worker. In addition to 
the six spatial models, statistics were provided on scenarios and survivability. The book 
also contained a review of the literature with over 250 references. It has sold over 25,000 
copies. It is used as a textbook in several college courses, and is cited in other primary 
SAR textbooks (Cooper (2018); NSARC (2011); O’Conner (2007); Stoffel & Stoffel (2013); 
Stoffel & Stoffel (2017); Stone et al. (2016); and Washburn (2014)), wilderness medical 
textbooks (Auerbach (2017); Beebe & Myers (2011); and Hawkins, (2018)), cited in oth-
er academic books (Friedman (2017); Glaus (2014); Greene & Alys 2016); Hammond 
(2013); Kaufman, Kaufman & Moiseichik (2013)), in popular books (Huth (2013); and 
Jenner (2015)), and has received 53 citations in Google Scholar.
 After finishing Lost Person Behavior, NASA contracted with Koester to provide ad-
ditional missing aircraft data and provide a more detailed database.  The goal was to 
use NASA World Wind software as a Tactical Decision Aid (NASA, 2009). This additional 
collection of data was reported in a government report (Koester, 2009). This report was 
copied into the Civil Air Patrol Research Papers (Civil Air Patrol, 2009) and a data adapt-
ed for the USAF Inland SAR School. Koester and Greatbatch (2016) furthered this work 
by looking at the spatial characteristics of missing aircraft in actual distress. The purpose 
of this study was to characterize this distance and then identify environmental and flight 
characteristics that might be used to predict the spatial relationship between the last radar 
fix and the final location and, therefore, aid search and rescue planners. Detailed records 
were obtained from the United States Air Force Rescue Coordination Center for missing 
aircraft in distress from 2002 to 2008. The data was combined with information from the 
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) Accident Database. The spatial relationship 
between the last radar plot and crash site was then determined using GIS analysis. A total 
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of 260 missing aircraft incidents involving 509 people were examined, of which 216 (83%) 
contained radar information. Among the missing aircraft the mortality rate was 89%; most 
accidents occurred in mountainous terrain (57%); and 50% of the aircraft were found with-
in 0.8 nautical miles from the last radar plot. Flight characteristics, descent rate, icing con-
ditions, and instrument flight rule versus visual flight rule could be used to predict spatial 
characteristics. In most circumstances, the last radar position is an excellent predictor of 
the crash site. However, 5% of aircraft are found further than 45.4 nautical miles. The flight 
and environmental conditions were identified and placed into an algorithm to aid search 
planners in determining how factors should be prioritized and which statistical tables to 
use for planning search operations (Koester & Greatbatch, 2016).
 As data and the spatial models from ISRID continued to be used by search plan-
ners an important question arose of just how well does each of the models predict finding 
the subject? From subjective experience it was felt that some of the spatial models might 
be more predictive than others. Therefore, a way to weigh the models could improve the 
overall effectiveness of any tool that combined all of the spatial models. With funding from 
the United States Department of Homeland Security Science and Technology Directorate 
(DHS S&T), as part of a new SBIR with Koester as the principal investigator, it was possi-
ble to support a tool to score POA models. Previous work by Rossmo (1999) had created 
a scoring metric for models. The Rossmo metric considered a model, grid squares, and 
where the subject was actually located. Then it scored the ratio of the total number of pre-
dicted points with scores equal or higher than the actual find location to the total number 
of points within the entire search area.  
 However, it was felt that an equivocal model that assigned equal probability to the 
entire search area (which would score a perfect score of 1.0) would not be operationally 
useful and should not be rewarded. Therefore, a modification to the Rossmo metric was 
made as described in the paper describing MapScore (Sava et al., 2016). The MapScore 
project provides a way to evaluate probability maps using actual historical searches (pro-
vided from the ISRID database). In this work probability maps with the Euclidean distance 
tables in Koester (2008), and using Doke’s (2012) watershed model were generated. 
Watershed boundaries follow high terrain and may better reflect actual barriers to travel. A 
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third model using the combination of the Euclidean (ring) and watershed features was also 
scored. On a metric where random maps score 0 and perfect maps score 1, the Euclidean 
distance model scored 0.78 (95%CI: 0.74–0.82). The watershed model by itself was clear-
ly inferior at 0.61, but the combined model was slightly better at 0.81 (95%CI: 0.77–0.84) 
(Sava et al., 2016). It is the long term plan to use MapScore to evaluate each of the spatial 
models, determine a weighted value to each of the spatial models, and then create an 
algorithm to combine them in such a way to get the optimal operational result. A similar 
approach has also been described using ISRID data by Wysokinski & Marcjan, (2015). 
This work has been cited twelve times in Google Scholar. Although, determining where 
to look is critical, it is still only half of the equation to actually finding the missing subject. 
Probability of Detection (POD)
 A comprehensive review of search theory and POD was conducted by Benkoski, 
Monticino, and Weisinger (1991). Since then additional contributions to POD in search 
theory have been numerous. Washburn (2016) has recently addressed detection models, 
different sensors, lateral range curve, stationary targets, moving targets, multiple targets, 
and false alarms. In Stone et al. (2016), the focus was on moving targets. Iida (1993) 
discusses an inverse Nth power detection law based upon the lateral range curve. Stone, 
Keller, Kratze, and Strumpfer (2014) have shown how prior POD from different sensors 
changed the a priori in the search for AF447. Frost (1999a, 1999b, 1999c) has also pub-
lished a series of articles on general search theory that was directed at a land SAR audi-
ence.
 The development of formal search theory, particularly POD, in the land SAR disci-
pline has not paralleled the aeronautical or maritime discipline. Search theory has been 
adapted in several other fields, such as archaeology (Stewart et al., 2015), fishing (Man-
gel & Clark, 1983), mining (De Geoffroy & Wignall, 1985) or weed control (Baxter & Pos-
singham, 2011). Cooper, Frost, and Robe (2003) provide a comprehensive review of the 
use/non-use of search theory in land SAR. One of the earliest land SAR texts by Bridge 
(1960) makes no mention of search theory. This is not too surprising since Koopman’s 
work was not declassified until 1956 (Koopman, 1946). In fact, the first mention of search 
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theory was by Kelley (1973) who cites Koopman (1956). Wartes (1974) conducted the 
first land-based POD experiments during the day and at night. His methodology precludes 
a direct comparison of results to sweep width experiments, since he did not produce a 
lateral range curve, counted detection opportunities differently, and mixed different types 
of search objects. However, for a “spacing” of 30.5 meters between searchers a POD of 
51% was obtained during the day and 19% at night for an “unconscious” human subject. 
Wartes (1974) reported that much of his POD results were based upon the spacing of the 
searchers. While not in his original report, his results were summarized as a formula that 
gave a POD based upon searcher spacing for all conditions in the land SAR textbooks of 
the time (LaValla, Stoffel & Jones, 1981). Bownds, Lovelock, McHugh, and Wright (1981) 
conducted a POD experiment in the Arizona desert using a helicopter search crew as 
the sensor looking for non-high-visibility people on the ground. A similar experiment was 
conducted in mountainous terrain in Arizona by Bownds, Harlan, Lovelock, and McHugh 
(1991), with the helicopter flying either a descending contour search or a route search 
pattern. 
Perkins (1989) described a method of determining POD called “critical separa-
tion,” whereby a spacing between searchers at twice the maximum detection range while 
moving away from the intended search object results in a POD of 50%. This was the first 
technique in land SAR to account for the search object and the environment. However, 
it did not account for search effort.  In the paper, Perkins (1989) noted that he conduct-
ed empirical testing, spacing the searchers at one critical separation but allowing the 
searchers to wander within their lanes to investigate any features. They reported an actual 
POD of 80%, which can be accounted for by the extra effort in the trackline, resulting in 
a greater coverage. Colwell (1992) conducted POD experiments in the Pacific Northwest 
and reported POD results based upon different spacings. He reported different curves 
depending upon the search object or sensor (sound sweep, high visibility sweep, standard 
sweep, and low visibility sweep). Even in 1996 the USAF National Search and Rescue 
School Inland SAR Coursebook (1996) did not address lateral range curves, sweep width, 
coverage, or detection models. Thus, it is somewhat understandable that the land SAR 
discipline was not aware of formal search theory and how it handled POD. 
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Robe and Frost (2002) were the first to conduct an effective sweep width ex-
periment on land, demonstrating that even in the highly variable land environment, the 
distance between the searcher and the search object is the most important factor. They 
also introduced the use of the cross-over technique to obtain the actual sweep width value 
from the often highly variable lateral range curve. The methodology was improved and a 
series of five additional experiments were carried out in different types of terrain and times 
of the year (Koester et al., 2004). These experiments will be detailed later. Chiacchia and 
Houlahan (2010) collected sweep width values for different search objects and noted 
some correction factors involving youth in SAR. These experiments also involved im-
provements to the methodology and the first use of Integrated Design Experiment & Anal-
ysis (IDEA) which automates the experimental design, data collection, and data analysis 
for land-based sweep width experiments (Koester, Guerra, Frost, & Cooper, 2006). While 
in most experiments the search sensor was visual detection during the daytime, experi-
ments have been conducted to determine the sweep width value for mounted searchers 
on horses (Koester et al., 2004), for air-scent dogs representing olfactory search (Chiac-
chia, Houlahan & Hostetter, 2015), and for auditory search (Koester et al., 2013). Koester 
et al. (2014) reviewed land-based visual effective sweep width experiments. This paper 
will also be discussed later. These efforts have made land SAR POD research consistent 
with formal search theory.
 After the study of compatibility of land SAR procedures with search theory (Coo-
per et al., 2003), the USCG funded a pilot study to determine whether it is possible to 
determine a sweep width value in the land environment at low cost. The pilot study was 
conducted, but it almost failed to produce results because the subjects (trash bags filled 
with balloons) had not been placed far enough away from the track (Robe & Frost, 2002). 
This led to further USCG funding for five additional experiments. Koester was hired as the 
principal investigator and conducted experiments in Virginia (two), New Mexico, Califor-
nia, and Washington State (Koester et al., 2004). The report describes several enhance-
ments, changes, and innovations to the methodology.  In order to eventually assist others 
in designing experiments, a software tool was developed (Integrated Design Experiment 
& Analysis) to assist in the design, collection, and analysis of data (IDEA, 2006).  Standard 
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search objects (stuffed coveralls) were constructed based upon research of clothing worn 
by subjects on actual ground missions and standard human dimensions.  Modifications 
were made on how to scout and layout the experiment track.  Changes were made in how 
to determine the Average Maximum Detection Range (AMDR).  Several additional meth-
ods to characterize the vegetation and terrain were added.  Laying out the actual search 
objects was greatly simplified by the development of the IDEA software tool (IDEA, 2006). 
The software enabled the data to be scored, documented, analyzed and plotted, which 
further simplified the process.
 During the experiments described by Koester et al. (2004), experienced searchers 
participated in the five experiments; with an averaged 8.7 years in SAR and 47 searches. 
The search speed was remarkably consistent in all five experiments, with searchers mov-
ing at 1.75 km/hr on average.  The environmental measurements, including AMDR, varied 
widely at each experiment, as expected due to different ecoregions. Sweep width values 
ranged from 142 meters for a high-visibility adult in the Virginia forest (Hot Continental 
Eco-region) during the winter to 17 meters for a low-visibility adult in the dense Washing-
ton forest (Marine Eco-region) during the spring. A possible relationship was also found 
between AMDR and sweep width.  
 Several potential correction factors were measured to determine whether they in-
fluenced the sweep width. Unexpectedly, the results indicated that search experience did 
not improve the number of detections.  The age of the searcher showed that the probabil-
ity of detection (POD) increased up to the age of 40 and then started to decline.  Search-
er speed when kept between 1-3 km/h did not affect sweep width.  Searcher’s height, 
color-blindness, self-reported morale, and self-reported fatigue had dramatic effects on 
sweep-width (Koester, et al., 2004).  Observations on height were actually confounded 
with age, as later studies would find (Chiacchia et al., 2004). Gender was found to have 
no effect.  Perhaps the most important result was that the sweep width results could easily 
be obtained in the ground environment and that the scoring and analysis became highly 
automated (Koester et al., 2004). 
 The final broad goal of the research was to develop a methodology that other SAR 
teams could easily follow to determine sweep width values for terrain and foliage in their 
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own area of responsibility. To further refine the methodology and automate experiment 
planning with IDEA, additional USCG funding was secured to enhance and test the meth-
odology (Koester et al., 2006). This resulted in additional sweep width studies carried out 
by others (Chiacchia & Houlahan, 2010; Chiacchia et al., 2015) and several unpublished 
experiments10. While Koester et al. (2004) has been cited twenty times in Google Scholar, 
the major goal of comprehensive sweep width tables akin to the IAMSAR manual (2016) 
has not been realized. The methodology, while easy to carry out, is not easily understand-
able to a non-researcher. In addition, the organization and human resources required to 
carry out an experiment are extensive. Therefore, the need for some robust simplified tool 
became apparent.
 Sweep width experiments are not limited to visual searching. The Search and 
Rescue Institute in New Zealand (SARINZ) funded a study to determine the sweep width 
value of its sound sweep technique. The experiment was unique because searching with 
sound is a two-way (cooperative) search problem rather than a one-way (uncooperative) 
search problem, which is more common (Lie & Wang, 2017). When the searcher sends 
out a whistle-blast, the subject must detect the signal, choose to respond, shout-back; 
finally, the searcher must be able to detect the return shout. This required several changes 
to the visual methodology previously described (Koester et al., 2004, 2006). 
 Two experimental trials were carried out at Nelson Lakes in New Zealand (Koester, 
et al., 2016). The first experiment was conducted during the day with six subjects and 
fourteen two-person teams using a sound line tactic. The detection index for a subject 
hearing a whistle blast was 401 meters. The detection index for a search team detecting 
the returned shout was 332 meters. Searchers were able to detect 99% of high-visibility 
clues (orange gloves) and 52% of low-visibility clues (gray gloves) on the track. The night 
experiment was conducted at the same location, but with different search subjects placed 
in different locations. Search teams used a sound-light line tactic in two-person teams. 
The detection index for a subject hearing a whistle was 395 meters and seeing a light 
277 meters. The detection index for a subject detecting either signal was 460 meters. The 
10  We are aware of unpublished experiments that took place in Massachusetts, Arizona, Michigan, 
and Iceland.
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detection index for a search team hearing the reply shout was 306 meters. This is the first 
report in the land search literature of both elements (searcher and subject) of a two-way 
detection problem (Koester et al., 2016). This experiment showed some of the complex-
ity of sound detection and critical factors involved. These results will be integrated into 
search and rescue software (Koester, 2016a). However, once again it was demonstrated 
that a full-blown sweep width experiment is resource intensive.
 Therefore, the need existed to find a short-cut or proxy to sweep width values. 
Koester et al. (2004) had already suggested a possible relationship between Average 
Maximum Detection Range (AMDR) and sweep width (W). With additional sweep width 
experiments being performed, it was possible to review the data and look for a mathemat-
ical relationship (Koester, et al., 2014). A robust empirical correlation between detection 
range (Rd) and W was found that may be used as a quick field estimate for W. The pre-
viously reported average maximum detection range (AMDR), Rd, and W values from 10 
detection experiments were used. The study also provided a review of all known sweep 
width experiments including several which had not been previously published. The study 
measured the correlation between Rd and W, and tested whether the apparent relation-
ship between W and Rd was statistically significant. It was found on average W ≈ 1.645 
× Rd with a strong correlation (R2 = .827). The paper then set out the correlation for 
three different visibility classes. The correction factor was W ≈ 1.8 × Rd for high-visibility 
subjects, the medium-visibility class had W ≈ 1.6 × Rd, and the low-visibility class had a 
correction factor of 1.1 for Rd to W. A high correlation between the AMDR and Rd (R2 = 
.9974) was also reported (Koester et al., 2014). The use of the range of detection (Rd) 
method is much simpler than an AMDR procedure and doesn’t require laser range finders 
for measurements. The Rd procedure now appears in search and rescue textbooks for 
both field resources and management (Stoffel & Stoffel, 2013, 2017). In addition, the pa-
per has been cited in four other sources in Google Scholar.
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Search Optimization
 While POA is about putting the team in the right place and POD is concerned with 
the team making a detection, search theory involves one final important concept. Since 
limited search resources are almost always the normal, an optimal allocation of scarce 
resources is needed. Formula two for the probability of success rate (PSR) combines all 
of these elements, where W is the effective sweep width, V is the velocity of the search 
resource, and Pden is the probability density or POA divided by the size of the search 
area. The PSR is the instantaneous rate of change in POS for adding one more increment 
of effort (search resource) to the search (NSARC, 2011). Thus an optimal search plan 
attains the maximum PSR possible from the available resources (Frost, 1999c).
PSR = W * V * Pden     (2)
 Koester was awarded an SBIR contract from the United States Department of 
Homeland Security Science & Technology Directorate in order to create a tactical deci-
sion aid that would integrate search theory, mapping, and incident management into one 
comprehensive package11. During the Phase I six-month work effort, ISRID was expanded 
from 50,692 incidents to 145,155 incidents, the database was moved from Excel to R, a 
data collection tool was built (SARCAT), 700 GPS tracks were obtained from searchers 
to estimate searcher velocity, MapScore was funded to score spatial models, and a new 
spatial model for revised Place Last Seen or revised Last Known Position was developed 
(Koester, 2014). A follow on contract was then awarded for Phase II12. Based upon the 
updated ISRID summary data a new field book (Endangered & Vulnerable Adults and 
Children) was written which included the updated statistics, tactical briefings, and the new 
subject category of medical (Koester, 2016b). In addition, SARCAT software was imple-
mented and started collecting SAR incident data (SARCAT, 2016). 
 Finally the Lost Person Behavior App became available for Android, iOS, and 
Blackberry operating systems (Lost Person Behavior, 2015). The Phase II funding also 
11  Phase I – DHS S&T HSHQDC-13-C-00107 ($100,000)
12  Phase II – DHS S&T D14PC00153 ($1,050,000), DHS S&T NSF I-Corp – D15PX00256 ($50,000)
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allowed applied research on:
•	 creation of a parametric model for distance from the Initial Planning Point (IPP), 
•	 additional data collection and cleaning for ISRID, documentation for ISRID, formal 
statistical testing of ecoregions, 
•	 creation of a point model, testing of a particle motion model, 
•	 collection of range of detection (Rd) from all National Land Classification Data types 
and from all forest types as classified by the National Atlas of the US, 
•	 additional searcher velocity based upon slope and search type, 
•	 further improvements to MapScore and use of MapScore to test combining models, 
•	 examine survivability modeling, and
•	 the development of the tactical decision aid known as FIND (Koester, 2016b). 
 The FIND software is documented in the Search and Rescue Initial Response 
Tools DHS S&T Phase II Report (Koester, 2016a). The FIND software consists of TotalTo-
po which is 14-zoom-level topographic map, built from more than twenty sources. Other 
base maps are integrated as well. The search theory component allows the integration of 
eight different stochastic spatial models based upon ISRID data. The computer model can 
be integrated with the traditional Mattson if it has been conducted. The search area is then 
broken into smaller areas using an auto-segment rule. For each potential search sector, 
the probability density (Pden) and Probability of Success Rate (PSR) are displayed.  The 
calculation of PSR requires the Pden value, recognizing slope and land features to deter-
mine velocity, and then recognizes either the National Land Classification Data or forest 
type to determine the sweep width (W) value. Tasks may be sorted based upon the PSR 
or Pden ranking. Once a task is completed, an extensive set of algorithms were developed 
to determine the POD.  Several different methods are documented in a POD white paper 
that was written. The software also takes advantage of various incident management tools 
to track and update all of the relevant data (Koester, 2016a). While the software has not 
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been commercially released at this time, it has been tested during operational exercises 
and passed its DHS Operational Field Assessment13.
 An important component of the FIND software is the ability to visualize the quartile 
data from each of the spatial models and then integrate them so they may be visualized all 
at once. Examples of each of the spatial models appear in the search and rescue chapter 
(Conover, Circh, Koester, 2018) in the textbook Wilderness EMS (Hawkins, 2018). The 
chapter also provides the reader with an overview of search theory. It covers POA, reflex 
tasking, POD, ISRID, PSR, and tactical decision aids. As a textbook, it integrates and 
presents much of the previously described research in a practical way to demonstrate how 
it is used operationally on a search and rescue incident.
Contributions & Theoretical Framework
 This body of academic work started with two simple questions: where is the subject? 
- and why did the team miss them?  From the first study (Koester & Stooksbury, 1992), 
conducted as a practitioner addressing a gap in knowledge to new spatial models that 
require advanced GIS capabilities (Koester, 2016; Drexel, Janschitz, & Koester, 2018), 
significant contributions to the field have been made. The POA research started with a 
small data set from just Virginia looking only at dementia (Koester & Stooksbury, 1992). 
The next two papers (Koester & Stooksbury, 1995; Koester, 1998) build upon this work by 
increasing the size of the database, performing statistical analysis, and introducing new 
and novel spatial models to better characterize dementia wanderers. This approach cul-
minated in the publication of Lost Person Behavior (Koester, 2008), which presented six 
spatial models, built upon the ISRID database, introduced the novel approach of present-
ing data based upon ecoregions, and created many new subject categories. The building 
of the dementia wandering profile built upon field observations from multiple search in-
cidents. A personal database was transformed to an actual objective database. Intuitive 
observations where then transformed to objective spatial models. Research methodology 
largely consisted of defining terms and creating new data standards where none existed. 
13  Warner, B., Patel, B. (2016) FIND Lost Person Locator, Operational Field Assessment Report, 
DHS Science & Technology Directorate, National Urban Security Technology Laboratory (Report Marked 
FOUO and not for public release)
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This body of work is now widely used in applied practice around the world as evidenced 
by academic citations, widespread use of the book, and citation in primary SAR textbooks. 
In Koester & Greatbatch (2016), a single subject category (missing aircraft) was ex-
amined in-depth with a new theoretical construct to better define which conditions should 
be prioritized to maximize probability density. In Sara et al., (2016), another spatial model 
(watershed) was introduced, but more importantly the value of combining models is direct-
ly quantified and found to be beneficial. Combining models is the entire theoretical foun-
dation of the approach used in the FIND software (Koester, 2016a). The ability to measure 
each model along with combined models with the MapScore metric was a theoretical 
breakthrough along with the success in the actual methodology that made it possible. The 
various models are both illustrated in Conover, Circh, and Koester (2018) and illustrate 
the research being adopted into more general textbooks. In Drexel, Janschitz, & Koester 
(2018) the mobility model is refined by using a more streamlined model building approach 
and then assessed using a different theoretical approach of using Pden (much like in 
Koester & Greatbatch, 2016) instead of the MapScore approach (Sava et al., 2016). While 
not previously discussed, the use of Pden to evaluate models may represent a silver stan-
dard while the MapScore approach is more robust. Each approach had advantages and 
disadvantages which warrant further exploration.
The theoretical approach in search theory for determining the POD of a resource’s 
effort was already well established (Frost, 1999b). However, for the land environment a 
new experimental methodology was required and to identify any potential correction fac-
tors. Koester et al., (2004) and Koester et al., (2006) refined the methodology suitable for 
the land environment. This body of work also started the process of identifying and quan-
tifying correction factors. Unfortunately, a sweep width experiment is only valid for the 
conditions it is held or for determining potential correction factors. Therefore, Koester et al 
(2014) reviewed all land based sweep width experiments conducted and found a theoret-
ical relationship between the sweep width value and the Rd value. The use of Rd values 
has allowed the determination of prospective W values by conducting Rd experiments 
in NLCD classes and forest type groups (Koester, 2016a). This represented a significant 
step in actually using search theory in the field. Prior to this work, it was impossible to 
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have prior ESW values. This represents both a theoretical break through along with one 
in research methodology. In addition, to visual search, other sensors are used in SAR. 
Koester et al., (2013) looked at auditory sensors for the two-way search problem. New 
on-going research is looking at multiple sensors (EO and IR) used on UAVs. All of this 
work is critical to a unified search theory approached found in the FIND software (Koester, 
2016a). In this way all theoretical POD work along with critical correction factors is made 
more practical and placed into the hands of the SAR practitioners without the need to 
conduct any math themselves.
The FIND software is the culmination of research efforts contribution to search 
theory packaged into an intuitive tactical design aid for SAR practitioners. It would not 
be possible without a comprehensive database that is made relevant by ecoregions and 
terrain, new spatial models that can be integrated, relevant subject categories, integra-
tion with scenario analysis through subject matter export input, the ability to use Rd to 
predict the prospective W values, development of correction factors, display of PSR in a 
relevant fashion, Bayesian updates based upon actual searching, and a new more simple 
approach to search optimization. All of these tools are also packaged with the incident 
management tools and geospatial mapping so that the field searcher, mission manager, 
and search planner all get what they need.
Limitations
Unlike aeronautical and maritime SAR, land SAR has no international organizing body 
(IAMSAR, 2016). In many countries, land SAR is either delegated to the lowest govern-
mental entity or to non-governmental organizations (NSARC, 2011). Therefore, interna-
tional standards, databases, and common practices often do not exist. The greatest lim-
itation to research into probability of area has been collecting quality incident data. When 
incident data does exist, it is often difficult to obtain, usually low quality, lacks critical fields, 
lacks any standards, and typically requires extensive data cleaning. Few SAR databases 
are mandatory (Greatbatch, Koester & Kleinsmith, 2018). In many cases it exists only in 
paper forms. Incident data is the key to most future research such as agent based mod-
eling, development of new statistical models, validation of models, influence of environ-
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mental factors, role of psychological factors, survival predictions, creation of new subject 
categories, and many other research needs. For example, the development of new sub-
ject categories by definition means it isn’t an existing tick box or option on most forms. 
Only well-constructed data collection instruments allow data collection on unusual cases. 
SARCAT is an example of a data collection tool based upon the written data standards 
that were used to construct ISRID (SBIR paper). However, this represents a voluntary 
standard. However, due to a lack of mandatory reporting requirements at any level, this 
freely available tool hasn’t been widely adopted at this time.
The major limitation of POD research is the tremendous human resources required 
to construct and carryout experiments. It was for this reason the use of Rd to determine 
the ESW was examined and found to be valid (Koester et al., 2014).  However, this still 
leaves 1330 different environment to determine the Rd value (Koester et al., 2014). It is 
hoped that various correction factors may reduce this number greatly. However, conduct-
ing ESW experiments, which are still required to determine a valid correction factor, are 
often fraught with environmental uncertainty.  In one experiment, set up with 50 searchers, 
it snowed during the critical window to carry-out the experiment.  The snow selectively 
stuck only to the green polypropylene fabric targets and not the vegetation.  This effective-
ly turned the low-visibility targets into high contrast ones and invalidated the experiment. 
While, getting other searchers to conduct experiments was the stated goal of the USCG 
sponsored research (Koester et al., 2004), it has provided difficult due to the time and re-
sources required. Therefore, the need for an alternative method to determine ESW short 
of a full blown experiment was required. In addition, visual searching isn’t the only sensory 
modality used in the land environment. The land-based visual methodology has also been 
successfully modified for auditory and olfactory search resources (Chiacchia, Houlahan & 
Hostetter, 2015; Koester et al., 2013), however many other resource types remain untest-
ed. The repeatability of the experimental results has not been tested at this time, nor has 
a correction factor for variability between searchers been discovered. Trained searchers 
can vary as much as detecting 5 – 90% of the same visibility class on the same experi-
mental course (Koester et al., 2004). This variability at some point needs to be accounted 
for in search theory. In the end, determining what makes a “good” or “bad” visual searcher 
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could be a huge contribution to the field.  It is hope “bad” visual searchers could then be 
turned into “good” searchers.
Ongoing Collaborations
Sharing ISRID data and collaborations are currently taking place with Monash Uni-
versity (dementia and freedom), Rayerson University (dementia and drones), Linkoping 
University (improving data collection), and New Mexico State University (probability of 
detection with virtual reality). In addition, recent grant proposals have been successful in 
collaboration with Virginia Tech (NSF for machine learning with drones in a search and 
rescue environment) and George Mason University (Virginia Center for Aging for demen-
tia and building particle motion models with machine learning). Probability of Detection 
is not limited to visual search; instead many different types of sensors can be used for 
search.  Many of these sensors can be placed airborne on sUAVs.
Future Work  
 The tactical decision aid, FIND, supported by the US Department of Homeland 
Security is the current focus of research and development efforts. The FIND software 
integrates mapping, incident management, and search theory. It also automates many 
of the previous research findings into tools available to search planners. Future work on 
the mapping software, called TotalTopo which currently maps the entire United States, 
includes mapping other countries, adding more public safety facilities, updating trails, in-
tegrating user made changes and data, adding heli-spots, and updating USGS contour 
lines to custom contour lines based upon newer more accurate DEM data. The integration 
of search theory is a major innovation and builds upon previous POA and POD research 
and findings.
Future work on POA will include improving ISRID, data collection, POA models, 
further integration of the environment, and additional subject categories. New sources of 
incident data for ISRID are always being sought along with greater standardization and 
usefulness of the collected data through the free release of ISRID data standards and 
SARCAT (Koester, 2016a). This new data will further help with the rest of the research 
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goals. Three methods can be used to determine initial POA; a consensus of subject matter 
experts, an objective combining of statistical models, and an agent based particle motion 
model. FIND currently integrates the consensus and statistical models. Additional testing 
using MapScore (Sava et al., 2016) will help to determine if the different models should 
be weighed, the user should be given the ability to weigh models, or if they should always 
be given equal weight. Research into the third method, of using agent based models, has 
been started as part of the collaboration with the team at Virginia Tech as part of NSF 
funded research. Agent based modeling is much more sensitive to the period of time the 
subject has been missing. Currently, the statistical approach only takes into consideration 
the ecoregion domain and terrain. With additional data it should be possible to include the 
polar domain, and examine some key ecoregion divisions. In the polar domain, results 
may need to be divided into snow on or off the ground. All of the data may benefit from 
a closer examination of environmental conditions since Syrotuck (1976) reported differ-
ences in detectability. The newer models (Koester, 2016a) of the revised Place last Seen, 
point model, and watershed model require additional data analysis and refinement for 
each subject category. Integrating scenario analysis into the formal process is required. 
Preliminary work (Koester, 2016a) has already determined the statistical model results 
based upon different scenarios outlined in Lost Person Behavior (Koester, 2008).  Finally, 
research into new subject categories will be undertaken for scenario based categories, 
brain trauma, BASE jumpers (including wingsuits), vision quest, cell phone forensics, and 
beacons. The goal of all of these various approaches remains the same, to better deter-
mine the possible locations of the missing person.
In search theory it is equally important to continue to improve determining the POD 
once a search resource has actually been deployed. Prospective sweep width values 
have been determined for major land classifications and forest types (Koester, 2016a). 
This initial work can easily be improved upon. Additional correction factors can be deter-
mined for northern or southern exposure, slope, and altitude. It may also be possible to 
estimate the sweep width by combining two-three observable factors and preclude the 
need to conduct an Rd test. Several additional correction factors to the initial sweep width 
value need to be tested. Some of these factors include; individual variability, searcher ve-
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locity, and environmental factors (precipitation, wind, etc.). In order to determine the POD 
for responsive subjects the ability to hear a returned shout from a searcher’s whistle blast 
requires a sweep width value. While Koester et al., (2013) determined an initial sweep 
width value, several correction factors are need to improve final results.  Correction fac-
tors are needed for temperature, relative humidity, background noise, vegetation, wind, 
searcher and subject hearing losses, gender, and types of whistles being used. While 
sweep width values and some correction factors have been determined for three common 
search sensors (human visual search on foot, human visual search on horseback, and 
air-scent dogs) many other types of search resources and sensors need to be determined. 
Future testing is needed for ATV, bicycle, vehicle, helicopter, and fixed wing platforms with 
human visual search. In addition, preliminary testing has already begun for UAV based 
sensors including Electro-optical (EO) and infrared (IR).  Current research funded by the 
Virginia Center for Innovative Technology is ongoing to determine sweep widths and cor-
rection factors14. UAV based sensor platforms will require various correction factors for 
sensor type (lines of resolution), optical lens field of view, velocity, Above Ground Level 
(AGL) altitude, camera tilt, canopy cover, visibility class, method used to view flight, and 
characteristics of the image analyst.
The underlying algorithms that drive FIND can always be improved. A particle mo-
tion model that takes into account subject categories remains elusive at this point, but 
with more and better data, time and effort, these problems can be solved. However, I have 
learned that practitioners often simply accept new findings without critical assessment 
(especially if it fits with prior beliefs); therefore critical and rigorous standards must be 
applied to all research results released to the SAR community. Continuous improvement 
even if incremental is critical when lives are at stake and minutes matter.
14  Virginia Center for Innovative Technology SBIR16-023-US & SBIR17-041-US
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Lost Alzheimer's Subjects-Profiles and Statistics  
 
By Robert I. Koester and David E. Stooksbury  
 
Introduction 
Incident commanders in missing person searches rely on lost 
person behavior profiles for the initial deployment of 
resources and development of objectives. To characterize 
the behavior of lost Alzheimer's subjects in the Middle 
Atlantic States, five years of search and rescue data from 
Virginia has been analyzed.  
 
William Syrotuck was the first to systematically collect and 
analyze lost person behavior1. Barry Mitchell presents 
several subject profiles based on a large data set collected by 
the National Association for Search and Rescue.2 Mitchell's 
work provides both behavior profiles and statistics to help 
predict the lost subject's location. The profiles include 
hunters, hikers, children (by age group), the mentally 
retarded, berry pickers and the elderly. These studies are 
incorporated into the major textbooks and field guides used 
by incident commanders.3,4 More importantly, planners use 
this information during searches. Unfortunately, search 
subjects suffering from Alzheimer's disease have either been 
grouped with elderly subjects or been undocumented. 
  
Early estimates of the prevalence of Alzheimer's disease was 
two million cases in the United States.5 Current estimates 
are four million.6 The increase is believed to be due to both 
an increase in awareness of the disease and an increase in 
medium age of the U .S. population. Regional demographics 
also greatly affect the percentage of Alzheimer's cases found 
in each state.  
 
Alzheimer's disease is known as a disease of exclusion since 
it can only be diagnosed positively after the subject's death. 
However, Dementia of Alzheimer's Type (DAT) has been 
well characterized and can be documented with behavioral 
tests.7-8 DAT is a chronic progressive disorder of unknown 
onset in which the affected individual suffers:  
• A "loss of intellectual abilities of sufficient severity 
to impair their social or occupational functioning"  
• Severely impaired memory  
• Problems with abstract thinking, judgment, higher 
order cortical functioning or personality changes9  
Initially, these changes are difficult to detect. However, they 
will eventually lead to such problems as wandering, pacing, 
aggression, irritability, withdrawal, fear and anxiety.  
 
DA T is delineated into mild, moderate and severe 
categories.1O  The earliest signs of DAT often appear during 
trips to unfamiliar surroundings. The patient is often visiting 
friends or family and becomes confused only a short 
distance from the residence. The patient with moderate DAT 
often appears normal even though they suffer from memory 
problems. Usually the caregiver relates stories about the 
patient previously be- coming lost, a decline in personal 
hygiene, an inability to carry out financial matters and an 
inability to remember recent conversations. Those patients 
suffering from severe DAT will clearly be recognized as 
suffering from "mental problems." Caregivers will usually 
report a patient with incontinence, an inability to feed or 
groom themselves, and a lack of recognition of loved ones.11 
In cases of severe DAT:  
• 71% suffer from poor personal hygiene.  
• 50% tend to wander.  
• 50% become restless-  
• 38% are easily agitated-  
• 30% have hallucinations-  
• 30% experience difficulty with incontinence.  
• 29% experience falls.  
• 29% become suspicious of those around them.  
Four of these characteristics, wandering, agitation, poor 
hygiene and incontinence, significantly increase with further 
deterioration of the DAT patient. Among mild cases of 
DAT, 18% of the patients wander, while in severe cases 
wandering increases to 50%.12 This particular trait has 
serious consequences when the patient wanders into a 
wilderness or rural location.  
 
It is important to realize that 35% of DAT patients have a 
coexisting diagnosis.13 The most common additional 
problems are depression (25%), overmedication, 
hypothyroidism, hyperparathyroidism, diabetes, acute 
infections and Parkinson's disease.14 Most of these problems 
tend to decrease activity and the potential distance a DAT 
patient may travel.15  
 
DAT subjects differ significantly from other lost subject 
behavioral profiles. Hikers, hunters and other groups 
venture into the woods with both a purpose and equipment. 
Therefore, the types of clues they leave often involve 
multiple physical objects. Containment is an effective 
technique in searches for hikers and hunters. The tactic 
relies upon the lost subject recognizing and following  
features such as a road, trail or string barrier. DAT subjects 
may simply wander into the woods and tend not to leave 
physical clues other than signs of passage and scent. The 
only other potential physical clues are the subjects' 
discarded clothing or pocket contents. DAT subjects may 
not recognize the value of such features or even recognize 
the fact they are lost 
  
 
Materials and Methods  
The Virginia Department of Emergency Services (DES) is 
responsible for coordinating search and rescue (SAR) 
activities throughout the state. In 1986, a new management 
system was introduced that utilizes selected operations 
personnel to 'handle all requests for SAR assistance. 
  
Therefore, all SAR requests are handled by personnel 
involved in SAR education and operations. Additionally, it 
created a new record-keeping system and database.16 This 
retrospective study begins in June 1986 with the first state 
recorded mission (VAOO1) and ends in June 1991 
(VA234). Due to duplications in the numbering of some 
missions, 245 incidents are covered.  
 
System Description. The DES SAR duty officer is 
responsible for alerting state field operational resources, 
coordination between the local law enforcement agency and 
state police, coordination with local emergency 
coordinators, coordination between state and federal 
resources, field support and data collection.  
State field operational resources are tested by the 
independent Virginia Search and Rescue Council 
(VASARCO). VASARCO has representatives from all 
active statewide SAR resources. State resources include air 
scent dog teams, dog tracking teams, mounted horse teams, 
explorer scouts, management teams, ground teams, tracking 
teams, the Civil Air Patrol and government resources. The 
state peacetime disaster plan places responsibility with the 
local law enforcement agency if the local plan does not 
otherwise specify the role. The initial response from local 
law enforcement varies depending upon the locality. While 
some law enforcement officials contact DES immediately to 
request state resources, many localities will conduct search 
operations for six hours to several days before requesting 
state help.  
 
To activate the system, a citizen reports the missing person 
to a local law enforcement agency, rescue squad or fire 
department. Once a request for state assistance is made, the 
initial response usually consists of an overhead management 
team, air scent dog teams, tracking dog teams, hasty teams 
and helicopters. After assessing the situation, the overhead 
team is responsible for requesting additional resources.  
 
Criteria for Inclusion. Only searches issued a DES mission 
number are included in the relationship studies and the point 
last seen analysis. Five additional searches before 1986 and 
four additional searches after June 1991 are added to the 
clues, roadway crossings, techniques used, medical 
conditions and attraction analysis. Mission numbers are 
issued only when state SAR resources are dispatched to the 
incident. All data was collected from a combination of the 
DES Missing Person Reports, DES after Action Reports and 
Virginia SAR Council mission summaries. These reports 
generally are completed by the incident commander or a 
general staff member. Missing information is often collected 
later by the DES SAR officer. Copies of the original reports 
were furnished by DES.  
 
  
The state data forms do not include information concerning 
the medical diagnosis of injured or dead subjects, clues 
discovered during the search, techniques used to locate the 
subject or whether the subject crossed any roads. Therefore, 
a review of state records, search team records and personal 
records of the incidents was performed.  
 
Classification as a DAT missing person is based solely upon 
the caregiver's description of the subject. Incident 
commanders have no specific training to allow them to 
determine the validity of such claims. The data collection 
form has no specific question concerning a DAT description 
or mental status of the search subject. Therefore, it is 
completely voluntary for the compiler to fill in a DAT 
description in the "other pertinent information" blank. If the 
compiler did not mention Alzheimer's disease, dementia, 
senility or confused, the missing person was classified as 
either elderly (if over 60 years of age) or placed into another 
category (retarded, despondent, etc.).  
 
 
Year Total 
Searches 
DAT 
Searches 
%DAT 
1987 33 1 3% 
1988 40 4 10% 
1989 49 8 16% 
1990 54 9 16% 
 
Data Coding. The information provided on the state form 
includes: state mission number, age and sex of subject, time 
the subject was last seen, date subject was last seen, type of 
location where last seen (nursing home, residence, etc.), air 
distance from subject last seen to where subject found, 
description of terrain where subject located and a brief 
summary of subject's medical condition.  
 
The information recorded from personal records includes 
date, subject name, location, condition of subject, successful 
or suspended mission, field diagnosis of subject's medical 
condition, any verifiable clues located, terrain description of 
find location, whether the subject crossed or left roads and 
the search technique that located the subject.  
 
Results  
Twenty-nine (12%) out of 245 recorded state incidents 
involved possible DAT sufferers. This particular category 
was the largest in the data set. The other most prevalent 
search types included suicidal ( 12% ) , children ( 11% ) , 
hikers (10%), drownings (9%) and murders (9%) (figure 1). 
The drowning and murder cases usually reflect requests for 
dog teams. There has been an increase in the number of 
DAT searches and in the percentage of total search load 
(table 1). The increase in the median age of the U.S. 
population and an increased awareness of Alzheimer's 
disease are believed to be responsible for this increase.17  
 
The medical condition of the DAT subjects after being 
found varied greatly. Eleven subjects (38%) required no 
medical attention (class one) and were able to be escorted 
out of the woods. Twelve subjects (41 %) required 
evacuation team (class two) (the forms do not always state 
the specific medical problem). Six subjects (21 %) were 
found deceased (class three). In searches for elderly subjects 
not suffering from DAT (n=10), six subjects were classified 
as class one (60%); one subject was class two (10%) due to 
hypothermia and dehydration; and three subjects (30% ) 
  
were found deceased (heart attack, drowning, unrecorded). 
There is no relationship between the age of the DAT subject 
and outcome (class) of the subject (figure 2).  
 
 
 
Figure 2: Class vs. Age.  
 
 
Twenty-five (25) of the DAT searches have data on the 
subject's distance from the point last seen (PLS) .In all 29 
searches, the subject was located by either the search effort 
or by others. The four missing data points represent a failure 
to complete the data form correctly. The mean distance from 
the PLS is 0.6 miles (1.0 km). The median distance is 0.5 
miles (0.8 km) with a range of 0-2 miles (0-1.2 km) (figure 
3). This can be compared to elderly cases without DAT 
where a mean distance from the PLS is 2.3 miles (3.8 km). 
The median distance is 2.5 miles (4.2 km) with a range of 
0.1-5 miles (0.2-8.3 km) (table 2). There is no relationship 
between the DAT subject's age and distance from the PLS 
(figure 4). However, there is a positive relationship between 
the distance from the PLS and subject class (figure 5). 
 
Most DAT subjects are last seen at either their own 
residence or a nursing home (table 3) .In addition, the five 
subjects spotted on a road initially departed from a nursing 
home or residence. The terrain the subject was located in 
was recorded in 24 cases. The majority of subjects are found 
in drainages/creeks or heavy brush/briars (table 4). With 
the three cases found in a house, two were found hiding in 
their own house and one traveled to a previous residence. In 
most searches, the subject is found wandering by 
nonsearchers and not by search teams. In many cases, the 
subject is located before trained searchers arrive on the 
scene. Sweep teams are the most successful search 
technique (table 5). 
  
DAT subjects requiring evacuation (n=10) suffered from 
hypothermia (56%) and/or dehydration (44%). No hospital 
records were reviewed to support the field diagnosis. 
Deceased subjects (n=6) appeared to have succumbed to 
hypothermia ( 4) , drowned (2) or died from heart disease 
(1). Physical clues were located in only three searches 
(14%). These included broken branches leading to the 
subject's shoe, sugar packets taken from a cafeteria and a 
personal letter. Fourteen subjects walked across a road 
(67%), three subjects entered the woods after walking on a 
road (14% ) and four subjects did not cross any roads (19% 
).  
 
Discussion  
The data characterizing missing persons as suffering from 
DAT was provided by caregivers during the investigative 
component of the search. Investigators within Virginia are 
suspicious of the potential of DAT in elderly subjects. The 
Lost Person Questionnaire, a standard data collection tool 
used on all state searches, prompts the investigator to pursue 
mental alterations. While several other conditions can cause 
dementia and therefore be confused with Alzheimer's 
disease, this has minimal impact on the usefulness of the 
collected data. During searches (by definition the subject is 
not present), a definitive classification as DAT is impossible 
unless previously made by a physician. This is particularly 
true of subjects who become lost in wilderness and rural 
settings who often belong to a lower socioeconomic group 
and receive less healthcare. 18 Therefore, search managers 
will almost always be unable to differentiate between 
dementia and DAT. If the predictive database (this study) 
potentially includes both groups, then this dilemma is 
controlled.  
 
The data allows the development of a DAT subject profile. 
The subject usually disappears from their residence or 
nursing home. While not documented in this study, it is 
worth noting that it has been the principal investigator's 
personal observation on 25 searches for DAT subjects that 
almost all had become lost before. Generally, the family or 
local authorities had been able to locate the subject rapidly. 
This tendency to become lost is consistent with an 
increasing tendency to wander. Once the subjects become 
lost they are generally found close to the PLS. While the 
investigators have heard numerous reports of Alzheimer's 
subjects walking great distances (10-15 miles), no such case 
appeared in the Virginia caseload. As a larger data pool 
develops, the mean distance of 0.6 miles will almost 
certainly increase. However, the median distance of 0.5 
miles may remain stable.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
It is unknown if the subjects spend considerable time 
wandering or if they walk a fairly direct path. Following a 
path of least resistance is supported by the considerable 
number (63%) of DAT subjects found in drainage/creeks or 
brush/briars. This indicates they walked downhill. Another 
25% of the subjects appear to have become stuck in thick 
brush or briars (a feature untrained searchers often avoid) 
.Both terrain features indicate a scenario of the subject 
traveling a path of least resistance until they reach a creek 
or get stuck in briars. 
  
Based on the authors' personal search notes, subjects are 
often found a short distance off a road or other feature that is 
easily traveled. The possibility of following a direct path is 
also supported by a number of subjects who were found 
between the PLS and a target location (favorite place, 
former residence, etc.). A line drawn from the subject's 
residence and the PLS (if a later sighting occurred) often 
predicts where the subject can be found. The difficulty the 
incident commander faces is determining the potential 
target.  
 
The age of the subject has no predictive value for the 
subject's survivability or distance found from the PLS. It 
would be worthwhile to investigate the relationship between 
the severity of DAT (mild, moderate, severe) with search 
outcome and distance found from the PLS. The relationship 
between the survivability of the subject and distance from 
the PLS can be easily explained. The search area and time 
required to find the subject grows exponentially as the 
radius increases. The longer the subject is exposed to the 
elements, the less their chance of survival. This relationship 
has little operational use since during a search the distance 
the subject is from the PLS is unknown. 
 
Unfortunately, the data forms do not consistently provide 
information about the exact medical condition of the subject 
when found. If the subject was found deceased, the incident 
commander did not receive a copy of the autopsy or the 
autopsy did not specify the exact cause of death. In those 
subjects requiring evacuation, making a field diagnosis is 
often difficult. However, none of the data forms report 
trauma. The only indicated disorders included hypothermia, 
dehydration, drowning, heart disease and unknown. 
Therefore, it appears DA T subjects are most likely to 
succumb to the environment and not to any injuries or pre-
existing diseases 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Age vs. Distance Found From PLS.  
 
 
 
Figure 5: Class vs. Distance Found From PLS.  
 
 
.  
An important aspect in redeploying resources and ultimately 
finding the missing subject is looking for and analyzing 
clues. The large percentage of searches without clues (86%) 
is most likely due to the fact that DAT subjects have no 
equipment, food or extra clothes to discard. Almost all 
subjects are found with all their clothes, so very few 
personal clues exist for searchers to find. All of the clues 
located required an active investigation to verify and 
determine their value. Resources capable of locating scent 
(dog teams) or passage (trackers) may playa critical role in 
locating the subjects.  
 
  
Containment plays a small role in locating DAT subjects. 
Periodic road patrols still have value due to the number of 
DAT subjects located on roads (8%). Indeed, within 
Virginia the technique is seldom used. It is clear that DAT 
subjects will cross roads. In many of these cases the subject 
crossed two lane paved roads that are heavily traveled.  
 
To better predict DAT missing subject behavior, a much 
larger pool of data is required. It is important to recognize 
the critical role that local terrain may have in distances 
covered. Virginia consists of a swampy tidewater region, 
rolling hills in a piedmont region and a heavily forested 
mountainous region. Numerous roads and paths crisscross 
most wilderness regions. An obvious need to better 
document the observations that DAT subjects have 
wandered previously, aimed for some target, crossed roads, 
generally traveled downhill, usually traveled only a short 
distance, easily bec4Ine stuck in briars and easily died or 
succumbed to environmental disorders must be pursued in 
larger national prospective studies.  
 
Summary  
• Subject leaves own residence or nursing home, 
possibly with last sighting on a roadway.  
• Subject has previous history of wandering 
• Coexisting medical problems that limit mobility are 
common.  
 
Table 3 Point Last Seen (PLS) 
Personal Home 9 (36%) 
Nursing Home 9 (36%) 
Roadway 5 (20%) 
Relatives 2 (8%) 
 
Table 4: Location of Find 
Creeks/Drainages 9 (38%) 
Bushes/Briars 6 (25%) 
Open Field 4 (17%) 
Roadway 3 (12%) 
House 2 (8%) 
 
Table 5: Successful Field Techniques 
Non Searchers 10 (42%) 
Sweep 6 (25%) 
Scratch (Hasty) 3 (13%) 
Air Scent Dog 3 (13%) 
Helicopter 2 (8%) 
 
 
• Subject will usually be found within 0.5 miles of 
point last seen.  
• Subject usually found a short distance from a road.  
• Subject usually found in creek or drainage and/ or 
caught in briars/bushes (63%).  
• Subject will not cry out for help or respond to 
shouts.  
• Subject will not leave many physical clues.  
• Subject may attempt to travel to a former residence 
or to a favorite place.  
• Subject usually succumbs to the environment 
(hypothermia, dehydration).  
Suggested Search Techniques  
• Early use of trackers at point last seen (PLS) 
• Early use of tracking dogs at PLS and along 
roadways.  
• Early deployment of air scent dog teams into 
drainages and streams, starting nearest PLS.  
• Early deployment of hasty ground teams into 
drainages and streams nearest PLS.  
• Thoroughly search the residence/nursing home and 
surrounding grounds and buildings; repeat every 
few hours.  
• Cut for signs along roadways.  
• Search heavy briars/bushes; remind field team 
leaders of this.  
• Dog teams and ground sweep teams (in separate 
sectors) expanding from PLS.  
• Air scent dog teams and ground sweep teams task 
100 yards (initially) parallel to roadways.  
• Search nearby previous homesites and the region 
between homesites and PLS.  
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The Lost Alzheimer’s and Related Disorders Search Subject:
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Introduction:
    Wandering among the elderly, especially
those suffering from possible Alzheimer's
Disease and Related Disorders (ADRD)1, has
only recently begun receiving much attention.
Possible Alzheimer’s and Related Disorders
includes Alzheimer’s Disease and the less
well known dementia causing disorders of
Multi-Infarct Dementia, Parkingston’s De-
mentia, Symptomatic Hydrocephalic, Kor-
sakoff’s Syndrome, Pick’s Disease, Hunt-
ington’s Disease, and Spongiform Encephalo-
pathy. However, almost all studies have
focused how these disorders cause wandering
within the walls of an institution.2,3,4 Many
other papers mention wandering, but only as
a behavioral disturbance,5,6 management
challenge in an institutional setting,7 or as a
correlation with further loss of cognitive
ability.8  Several other articles provide
institutional care providers strategies for
managing the wanderer.9,10,11 The emerging
importance of wandering and dementia is
evidenced by the first time symposia
addressing the problem at the American
Gerontological Society.12
    Little research has looked at wandering
beyond the walls of the institution or
residence.  Anecdotal case studies are
recorded in the literature by Burnside4 and
Hindlian.13  Butler and Barnett report one
critical wanderer per year for every 1000
persons over the age of 65, resulting in four
deaths in 450 episodes in one county.3  They
did not provide any information that would
aid search planners.  A critical wanderer is
defined as anyone with dementia who has
wandered away (disappeared of their own 
free-will) from their caregiver. This definition
characterizes critical wandering from the
perspective of the caregiver, who is available
to search and rescue investigators, unlike the
missing subject. Nova Scotia's Emergency
Measures Organization reported a mortality
rate of 7 of 15 (47%) among "walkaways."14
Hill has updated these figures with seven
additional cases and the mortality rate was
stable at 45%15.  However, both studies
included mentally retarded and psychotic
subjects which obscures characterizing elderly
dementia subjects, especially considering the
small number (n=15, 22) in the studies.
Silverstein and Salmons in a study of 463
Safe Return registrants in Massachusetts
found 72% of wanderers are repeat
wanderers, caregivers search themselves
preferring not to call for assistance, the police
are called in 50% of the cases, and 69% of
wandering cases are associated with severe
consequences16.  Koester and Stooksbury in a
preliminary investigation of critical wanderers
with Dementia of Alzheimer's type noted lost
subjects have usually wandered before, are
generally unresponsive even when uninjured,
leave few physical clues concerning their
location, often attempt to travel to a former
residence, and they will wander across
roads.17 This study has been cited frequently
in the Search and Rescue Community,
including primary SAR textbooks18,19.
However, it fails to take in account
regional/topographical differences and may be
misleading to non-researchers.  A follow-up
investigation, also by Koester and Stooksbury
found in search and rescue incidents nine of
forty-two (21%) of Dementia of Alzheimer's
Type (DAT) subjects were found deceased
due to hypothermia, dehydration, or
drownings.  All subjects found within 24
hours of disappearance survived while only
54% of those requiring greater than 24 hours
survived.  DAT subjects were usually located
(89% of all cases) within one mile (1.2 km)
of the point they were last seen.  If the
wanderers were not found on the road itself
(14%), they are usually found in a
creek/drainage (28%), and/or caught in
briars/bushes (33%).20 Koester and
Stooksbury's original studies were
retrospective, used a loose criteria for
determining dementia, relied upon field
investigators with no training in Alzheimer's
related disorders, collected a small sample
size (n=42), and only collected information
from Virginia.  
Growing Problem
The prevalence of critical wanderers can be
expected to grow.  The increase is believed to
be due to both an increase in awareness of
AD and an increase in the age of the U.S.
population.21  Using the incident rate of one
critical wanderer per year per 1,000 persons
over the age of 65,3 the expected total of
critical wanderer incidents reported to local
law enforcement comes to 31,000 cases a
year. Regional demographics will also greatly
affect the percentage of Alzheimer's cases
found in each state.  Indeed there appears to
be a higher prevalence in rural areas22 and
among those with less education.23 It is this
particular subset of DAT patients that often
results in SAR incidents.  Koester and
Stooksbury found an increase in the number
and percentage of searches for DAT
patients.20
Severity
     One of the most important characterizing
features of dementia is its severity.  Those with
severe dementia might travel shorter distances,
demonstrate non-goal directed behavior, and
have shorter survivability time-frames than
those with mild dementia.  However, no studies
have addressed this issue for critical wanderers.
Determining the severity and even the presence
of dementia may present a considerable
challenge in search and rescue incidents.
During the search effort the subject by
definition is not present.  Therefore, the
administration of a test battery24 or use of the
NINCDS-ADRDA criteria1 is not possible.
Furthermore, any tool developed must be easy
for law enforcement and search investigators to
use.  In order to determine the severity of
dementia during an incident a search
investigator must rely upon information
provided by informants (family or non-kin).
Fortunately, tools have been developed that
allow an investigator to obtain information
from caregivers.   A more demanding set of
activities is incorporated into the instrumental
ADL scales.25,26 These tools are known
instrumental activities of daily living (IADL).
They gather information on the subjects ability
to carry-out daily activities such as finances,
hygeine, and navigation. IADLs also have
strong correlations with MMSE scales.27  The
use of appropriate test in prospective studies
will allow the collection of information relating
the severity of the dementia with search
behaviors and outcomes.
Mechanism of Lost Wanders
     Alzheimer's Disease (AD) is known as a
disease of exclusion since it can only be
diagnosed positively after the subject's death.28
Autopsy shows neuritic plaques and
neurofibrillary tangles are found in greater
numbers in the neocortex, hippocampus, and
amygdala in Alzheimer's disease.29
Granulovacuolar degeneration and Hirano
bodies are also found, but almost entirely in the
hippocampal formation.30  The hippocampal
formation is an integral component of several
forebrain neural systems thought to play a role
n memory processes.31  AD causes the
destruction of afferents and efferents which
functionally isolates the hippocampus from the
other cortical and subcortical areas known to
be important for memory.32  The hippocampus
may also be the site of true allocentric spatial
lea ning.33  Place cells within the hippocampus
provide a spatial topography of a particular
environment.34  One may hypothesize that in
severe dementia where the hippocampus has
been completely disassociated from the cortex
the wanderer may have no access to spatial
maps (both long term and short term).  This
may lead to non-goal or aimless wandering or
at least no discernable goal to an outside
observer.  In more mild cases of dementia the
patient may still have access to spatial maps,
can begin moving to a target location, but then
become easily disoriented.  It has already been
shown that wandering significantly increases
with further deterioration of the AD patient.
Among mild cases of AD, 18% of the patients
wander, while in severe cases, wandering
increases to 50%.5  Other studies have made
estimates of the prevalence of wanderers
ranging from twelve to thirty-nine percent.35
Another study reported twenty-six percent of
AD patients getting lost in the outdoors in the
preceding week.36  If a relationship is found
between severity of dementia and the type of
wandering, this information may greatly assist
search planners. The pathophysiology of
Alzheimer’s Disease has been recently linked
to cerebrovascular accidents along with Multi-
Infarct Dementia37,38.  It is possible the
location, type, and size of brain lesions may
be linked to laterally of wandering, direction
of vector departure (from initial direction of
travel), and type of wandering.  If a
relationship is found between distance
traveled and severity of dementia or the type
of wandering, this information may greatly
assist search planners.
Defining a Search Area
     Search planners rely heavily on lost person
behavior profiles and statistics for the initial
deployment of resources and development of
search objectives.  Modern search theory
involves a four step process to determine the
deployment of search teams.  The search area
is initially defined by the theoretical distance the
subject could have traveled since being last
seen.  Since this area grows exponentially as
time passes (especially if transportation is
available) the theoretical area is not usually
useful in limiting the search area.  Next search
planners limit the size of the search area by the
use of empirically derived statistics that give
probabilities for distanced traveled zones.
These statistics have the greatest impact upon
actual search planning. These boundaries are
further limited by any geographical features
that may make travel impossible or unlikely.
Finally, analysis of the subject's behavioral
profile, past incidents, and investigation
delineate the most likely area.  Subject behavior
profiles and survivability statistics are also used
throughout the search and help with the always
difficult decision of when to suspend the
mission.  Unfortunately, no data gives guidance
to earch planners to help predict who may
travel further than 94% zones (statistical
outlier).  While, all the major textbooks and
field guides used by search planners and law
enforcement officials incorporate statistical and
b havioral information,18,19 elderly search
subjects suffering from dementia have been
grouped with all elderly subjects.39  This
information is critical in rapidly locating the
subject with the most efficient types of
resources, when the chances of survival are the
highest.
Straight Line Hypothesis
     Identifying behavioral patterns can also
assist search planners attempting to decide how
to search for a missing critical wanderer.  The
working hypothesis for their overall behavior is
they wander in a basically straight line until
they get stuck in some type of barrier.  A
similar rationale is seen in recommendations to
create barriers in institutional settings in order
to reduce critical wandering.  Preventing
exiting by placing a yellow strip of plastic
acr ss the door, painting the exit doors the
same colors as walls, covering doors with
curtains or movable screens, or placing mirrors
on doors all depend upon a physical or mental
barrier.40  The critical wandering may be
seemingly random or it may be goal seeking.
This is in agreement with several other studies
describing wandering within an institution.  It is
not uncommon to locate the subject in or
heading to a former residence.17  If a direction
of travel is obtained at the point the subject is
last seen it serves as an excellent predictor of
the subjects location.  Search planners from
California have found this to be true within 10
degrees of the last sighting.41  However, search
teams in Louisiana report a general circle
pattern.42    Hebard also reports in the general
press a circle pattern dependent upon being left
or right handed43.  Bartlow reports a ping-pong
pattern of course alterations upon contact with
travel barriers44.  No data or studies were
presented for the circle or ping-pong patterns
cited.  Silverstein and Salmons data found no
difference in the direction traveled between
right or left handed subjects.16 Koester and
Stooksbury also reported the straight line
observation without supporting data.
However, much more data needs to be
collected and regional factors need to be
considered. They also reported as the critical
wanderer travels they will cross over roads
(67% of the cases) until they get stuck in brush
(25%) or in a drainage (38%).  Another
important undocumented observation is the
distance they travel once they leave or cross a
road is usually small.  Unfortunately, no
numbers have been collected to quantify this
key planning factor.  Critical wanderers once
they are lost appear to leave few clues and
seldom seek help (shout or signal).  Only three
cases of physical clues have occurred out of 43
searches.  In none of these searches did the
critical wanderer call out for help.17  In fact
their behavior may be described as evasive.
This may be due to previous hallucinations or
suspiciousness common among DAT patients.5
Weather and Climate
        Weather and climate should have a major
impact on both survivability and the frequency
of wanderers.  In addition, predicting a season
or time of year when critical wandering
increases can be important in developing
prevention programs.  No studies have
answered this question.  Synder et al make an
undocumented observation that wandering
increases after a cold spell.2  Koester and
Stooksbury noted experienced search mangers
have made the same observation.18
Furthermore, they showed the incidence of
searches generally increased with warmer
weather and decreased during cooler weather.
Due to the small sample size no conclusions
could be drawn.  No studies have looked at
how season affects survivability.  However, the
mortality rate of critical wanderers in Nova
Scotia was 47% while it was only 22% in
Virginia.14  Therefore, we predict the colder
weather will lead to a higher mortality rate.  If
his relationship is shown to be valid,
survivability tables must be adjusted to reflect
current and past weather conditions.
Temperature, precipitation, wind, and humidity
influence environmental disorders and are
potential factors in creating a more specific and
us ful survivability chart.
Topology
Data must be specific for the type of topology,
otherwise information can lead a search planner
to give up too early, not search a large enough
area, or to look in the wrong place.   Three
major types of topology exist in Virginia.  They
i clude a flat tidewater, the rolling hills of the
Piedmont, and the Appalachian Mountains.
Preliminary analysis and discussions indicate
differences will appear among critical
wanderers.  Personal discussions with search
and rescue team leaders from the West indicate
critical wanderers travel further than the 0.5
mile median found in Virginia.41  Important
topological differences have already been
documented for hikers, elderly, children, and
hunters.18,19  Since no other studies on critical
wanderers have been conducted it is impossible
to analyze any other topology differences at
this time.
Urban versus Rural Searches for Wanderers
   Search and Rescue resources in Virginia have
o ly recently started being called into cities or
urban environments to conduct searches for
critical wanderers.  It is expected that several
differences in the subject profile may be found.
Due to the higher density of people it is
expected that a larger number of finds can be
attributed to non-searchers, road patrols, and
media involvement.  Due to a vast network of
roads and public transportation, the distances
these subjects travel should be greater.
Coupled with potentially shorter times to locate
subjects and the availability of shelter the
survivability rates should be higher.  No studies
have specifically addressed these concerns.
Preliminary results of the investigator included
only 11 urban searches and 31 rural searches.20
It may be necessary to make different
recommendations if they are located in an
urban or rural location.
Wandering from Nursing Homes versus
Residence      Similar analysis between those
who wander away from their residence versus
a nursing home may also elicit important
differences.  Those patients in a nursing home
may have a more severe dementia that those
still in a private residence.  The wandering
behavior in a nursing home may be directed
towards returning home or even escapist while
the wandering seen from a residence may be
caused by disorientation or seeking a favorite
place.  No studies have directly assessed this
issue.  Preliminary results of the investigator
(n=42) showed no difference in age, sex, race,
distance found from the point last seen, and
time required to locate subject between the two
groups.20  In any case, recommendations for
initial actions for a primary Caregiver in a home
setting and those responsible in an institution
will be different.
Wandering Sociedemographics  Age, sex,
and race are demographic characteristics that a
search planner may easily obtain and which may
help predict the subject's behavior.  It is
conceivable that the older the search subject,
the higher the chance of mortality and the
smaller the distance they might travel.
Alternatively, it has been shown that age has no
relationship with cogitative or behavioral
disturbance or the rate of progression of AD.45
In fact, AD sufferers may be healthier than
other age controlled elderly 46 and by definition
o ly suffer initially from a loss in cognitive
domains.1  Synder et al showed wanderers do
not differ from non-wanderers on the basis of
age, sex, or martial status.2 Koester and
Stooksbury also found no difference in surviv-
ability or distance traveled due to age or sex.20
Dir ctionality
     No current studies have addressed the issue
of directionality among lost subjects.
Directionality is the examination of a lost
subjects tendency to travel in specific compass
directions.  Directionality is an innate behaviour
among migrating animals and the possibility
exists it may occur in those suffering from
dementia.  A search and rescue incident
c mmander has suggested the possibility of an
East-West trend related to the phenomena of
sundowning, common among AD wanders.2
Mat rials and Methods
Database Source:
In 1986, The Virginia Department of
Emergency Services (VDES) introduced a new
management system that used selected
operations personnel to handle all request for
SAR assistance.  The new management system
initiated a record-keeping and database system.
This study looked at data from June 1986 with
the first state recorded mission to December
1996.  This includes over 550 cases.  Only
searches issued a DES incident or mission
number will be included in analysis. The
database is used for both the retrospective and
prospective studies. 
 The principle investigator collected
from VDES copies of Missing Person Reports,
After Action Reports, and Virginia SAR
Council Mission Summaries.  The principle
investigator followed up with Virginia Search
organizations for any missing data.  Search and
R scue organizations keep all original search
related materials on permanent file for training
and legal purposes.  The point last seen (PLS)
and the find location of the subject was plotted
on 7.5 minute United States Geological Survey
topographic maps.  The distance from the PLS
will be calculated as a straight line connecting
the two points regardless of any actual path
taken.  The topology will be classified as either
mountainous, Piedmont (rolling hills), or flat
(tidewater).  Using U.S. Census maps and
definitions the area will be classified as
wilderness, rural, suburban, or urban.
Prospective Study Methods
Once contacted by a local law enforcement
official, VDES coordinates the response of
state search and rescue resources (search
managers, blood hounds, air-scent dogs,
horses, helicopters, mantrackers, and ground
searchers).  The principle investigator as a part
time employee of VDES was notified of all
possible AD related searches that occurred
from June 1996- December 1997.  The
principle investigator responded to possible AD
searches to collect information from caregivers
and in some cases to function as the Incident
Commander.  Incidents were classified as a
possible AD, AD related disorders, healthy
elderly, or excluded from the study.  
Criteria for Inclusion:
The criteria for inclusion as a possible
AD: 1) Subject is a critical wanderer (subject
location unknown and disappeared of their own
free-will).  2) Age on onset between 40 and 90.
Greater weight given to those older than 65.  3)
No history of alcoholism or mental retardation.
4) No history of psychosis prior to loss of
cognitive ability.  5) Caregiver states subject
experiencing memory impairment or behavioral
disturbances for more than 6 months.  6)
Positive history of decline in behavioral
characteristics with DAD.  7) Positive deficits
on DAD with a score at or below 30 OR 8) A
previous diagnosis of possible or probable
Alzheimer's, made by a physician or researcher.
The criteria for inclusion as possible AD
related disorders will involve the same criteria
as 1-7.  Criteria number eight will be
substituted with those diagnosed with Multi-
Infarct, Parkingston's Dementia, Symptomatic
Hydrocephalic, Korsakoff's Syndrome, Pick's
Disease, Huntington's Disease, or Spongiform
Encephalopathy by a physician or researcher. 
If the subject is excluded from the
above categories they will be evaluated for the
normal elderly category.  Borderline cases of
AD or AD related that were rejected for the
aforementioned were not considered for healthy
elderly.  Lost normal elderly should show
significant differences and will serve as a
control group.  The criteria is (1) age 60 or
lder, (2) no history indicating dementia of any
form, (3) no history of psychosis,
hallucinations, or mental retardation (3) no
history of being despondent (suicidal), (4) no
searches caused by murders, kidnaping, or
other related crimes, (4) no searches caused by
water related accidents (boating, crossing
stream, etc).  If the subject does not met the
normal elderly category they will be excluded
from the study.  The determination will be
made by the principle investigator.  
Data Coding:
The data questionnaire was completed by the
principle investigator during or at the
conclusion of the search.  The principle
investigator questioned the caregiver.  The test
was given during the search incident.  In
incidents that were concluded before the arrival
of the Principle Investigator, data was collected
within one week.  Data forms were reviewed
for simplicity by the twenty-six search and
rescue organizations and law enforcement
agencies belonging to the Virginia Search and
Rescue Council.
     The data questionnaire collects information
on the location of the search, location last seen,
activity when last seen, time and date when last
seen, time caregiver noticed subject missing,
time local law enforcement notified, initial
efforts of the caregiver, initial efforts of law
enforcement, time search and rescue teams
notified, time search and rescue teams deployed
into field, time and date subject located,
topology of area, verifiable clues found during
search, subject distance from the point last
seen, subject responsiveness, search techniques
used during the search, search technique used
to locate subject, specific type of terrain subject
located in, change in elevation of subject,
subject's activity at time of find, distance from
nearest trail or road, medical condition when
found, and length of evacuation to road head
(time and distance).  Search teams were also be
requested to supply a copy of the topographical
map displaying point last seen, location of
verifiable clues, clues giving a direction of
travel, location subject found, and the
location(s) the subject was found on any
previous caregiver conducted searches.
     Basic epidemiological information was also
collected.  Information will include sex, race,
age, marital status, and living quarters, A series
of questions relating to past life experiences,
physical activity, current and past personality
traits, and possible target locations will be
included.
In order to determine the severity of AD in a
missing subject requires the evaluation of
existing tests and administration of a test to the
caregiver.  Cognitive ability will be estimated
by the informant-derived Blessed dementia
scale,47 disability assessment for dementia
(DAD), and Progressive Deterioration Scale
(PDS/CGIC) which are similar to an ADL
scale,48,49 and an IADL.25 
After a search with a successful
outcome (survival of subject) the principle
investigator will follow-up after the patient has
stabilized from any disorders due to the search
(dehydration, hypothermia, etc.).   The follow-
up will include  the MMSE a standard cognitive
tests to precisely measure the severity of the
disease.
Retrospective Study
The same eight step criteria used in the
prospective study for classification as a possible
AD, AD related disorder, or normal elderly
subject was used with two modifications.  Due
to the retrospective nature of the data it was
impossible to obtain a DAD or PDS score.  The
lost person questionnaire contains medical
information that allows validations of a possible
AD or related AD diagnosis.
     The previous maps plotting the subjects
start and end points will be used.  In addition
the clue map and log will be used to determine
th s  searches where a direction of travel was
obtained.  In those searches with a direction of
travel the find location can be expressed as a
vector off of the predicted location.
Statistical Analysis
The study collects a wide array of information
from caregivers and searchers.  In order to
determine which information is useful in
predicting the subject's location and
survivability, statistics will be used.  Data will
be entered into MS Excel 5.0, a spreadsheet
computer program.  Several statistical tests to
analyze the continuous and qualitative variable
will be used.  The statistical packages, SPSS
and Statistica will analyze this data. Descriptive
statistics will describe the mean, median, and
variance.  Traditional ANOVA will test for
significant differences between categorical
variables (independent) on continuous response
v riables (dependent)(e.g., race versus distance
found from place last seen).50 Li ear regression
will analyze the continuous variables.  The
regression equations will be evaluated for use
as a predictive tool (e.g., distance found from
the place last seen as a function of age).51
Discriminant factor analysis will allow (using
t e behavioral tests) the development of a set
of predictive equations for lost subject
survivability.52  Contingency tables and chi
square test will test the relationship between
qualitative values.  This will also allow testing
for race or sex differences in lost person
behavior and survivability.53  Analysis of the
factor loadings from factor analysis will allow
the behavioral test to be a predictive
instrument.  Regression of the factor scores on
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the continuous variables will produce predictive
instruments.52  Significant relationships between
a predicted direction of travel and the actual
direction is determined by the modified Raleigh
test.51  Whether there is a significant difference
between two groups (survivors versus non-
survivors) can be tested by the Mardia,
Watson, and Wheeler test.54 
Results 
     Eighty-seven (15%) of 565 recorded state
incidents involved possible ADRD sufferers
(Figure 1).  One search involved two ADRD
patients that remained together.  This
particular category was the second largest in
the data set.  In all but one search, the search
effort or others located the patient.  The other
most prevalent search types included children
(18%), suicidal (14%), drowning (11%),
murders (12%), and hikers (5%). The
drowning and murder cases usually reflect
requests for dog teams only.  The ADRD
searches occurred over a ten year period. 
     Patients fall into three classes based on
their medical condition at the time of the find.
Team leaders with at least basic first-aid
training make the field classifications of
uninjured, injured, or deceased.
    The medical condition of the ADRD
patients after being found varied greatly.
Forty-two patients (51%) could be escorted
back to their residence and required no
medical attention.  Twenty-three patients
(28%) required an evacuation team.  The state
forms do not always specify the specific
medical problem and any field diagnosis was
not verified by hospital records.  Experienced
EMTs with supplemental training in
wilderness disorders made the field diagnosis.
ADRD patients requiring an evacuation
suffered from hypothermia (67%) and/or
dehydration (33%).  In two cases, patients
were field diagnosed as suffering from both
disorders.  All evacuated patients survived
and were discharged from the hospital.
Eighteen patients (21%) were found deceased
and appeared to have succumbed to
hypothermia (n=10), dehydration (n=3), or
drowned (n=2).  For one patient, the cause
of death was neither determined nor recorded.
No evacuated or deceased patients
demonstrated any trauma based upon field
evaluation.  
     In searches for normal elderly subjects
(n=33), thirteen subjects were found
uninjured (48%); four subjects required
evacuation (15%) due to hypothermia and
dehydration; and ten subjects (37%) were
deceased (heart attack, drowning,
hypothermia, and unrecorded). 
     There is no relationship between the age
of the ADRD patient and outcome of the
patient.  There is also no relationship between
the age of elderly patients and the outcome of
the subject.       Fifty-nine (59) of the ADRD
searches and twenty (20) elderly searches had
the patient's distance from the Point Last Seen
(PLS) recorded.  The missing data points
represent a failure to complete the data form
correctly. The mean distance the DAT patient
was found from the PLS is 0.9 km (0.6
miles).  The median distance is 0.8 km (0.5
miles) with a range of 0-3.2 km (0-2 miles).
For elderly cases without ADRD the mean
distance found from the PLS is 2.6 km (1.6
miles).  The median distance is 0.8 km (0.5
Statistic Alzheimer’s Elderly
n 87 33
Mean 0.6 miles** 1.8 miles
s 0.5 miles 0.5 miles
Median 0.5 miles 0.5 miles
x Age 76 70
s 9.2 8.3
Males 67%** 67%**
Females 33%** 33%**
Uninjuried 51% 48%
Injuried 27% 15%
Deceased 22% 37%
50% Zone 0.3-0.6 miles 0-0.5 miles
75% Zone 0.7 miles 2.5 miles
Max Zone 1.5 miles  94% 4.8 miles  95%
Table 1
<12 h>12 h> 24 h
Walk-out 40
93%
19
48%
7
32%
Evacuated 3
7%
13
33%
8
36%
DOA 0
0%
8
20%
7
32%
Table 3
miles) with a range of 0-8.0 km (0-5.0 miles)
(Table 1).  There is no relationship between
the DAT patient's age and distance from the
PLS.
 Survivability
    There was a significant increase in
morbidity and mortality as the total time
elapsed to find the patient increased.  There
was also a significant increase in morbidity
and mortality
as the time increased from when trained SAR
resources were notified and the patient was
located (Table 2).  The two uninjured ADRD
patients located after a considerable delay
were in an uninhabited former residence.
Among those patients located within 12 hours
of being last seen, no deaths occurred (Table
3).  In six cases the search was suspended
without the patient being found. These
searches are not included in the time to find
analysis though in five cases the body was
eventually located within the search area.  
Total Time to Locate SubjectHours
Subject DOA 83
Subject uninjured 36
Mean SAR contact time Hours
Subject DOA 50.0
Subject uninjured 12.3
Table 2
Local Terrain
Most ADRD patients are last seen at either
their own residence or a nursing home (Table
4).  In addition, all twelve patients spotted on a
road initially departed from a nursing home or
residence.  The local terrain in which the
patient was located was recorded in fifty-six
cases (Table 5).  The majority of patients are in
drainages/creeks or heavy brush/briars. In the
ten cases in which patients were in a house, half
were hiding in their own house and half
traveled to a previous residence.  In most
searches the patient is not found by search
teams but found wandering by others.  This
includes searches where the state issued a
mission number but the patient was found
before the arrival of search and rescue
resources.  Sweep, scratch (hasty) teams, and
helicopters are the most successful organized
technique used to find ADRD patients (Table
6).  
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Topology
The topology could be classified for Forty-six
searches.  Searches were classified as
Mountainous (n=7), Piedmont (n=24), or
Mountainous (n=15).  Preliminary classification
was based upon the geographic location.
Those searches occurring in counties that
contain mountains were further examined to
determine if the actual search area occurred in
rolling hills (Piedmont) or in a mountainous
area.  ANOVA showed no significant
difference between the means of the distance
from the point last seen (p=0.32).  The median
for the tidewater area was 0.3 miles and 0.5 for
both the Piedmont and mountain topology.
Place Last Seen
Personal Home 26 37
%
Nursing Home 22 31
%
Roadway 12 17
%
Vehicle 3 4%
Day-Care 2 3%
Camping 2 3%
Field 1 1%
Table 4
Environment of Find
Bushes/Briars 16 29%
Creeks/Drainages 10 18%
Open Field 10 18%
House 10 18%
Road 4 7%
Woods 4 7%
Swamp 2 4%
Table 5
Find Techniques
Non-searchers 22 35%
Scratch (Hasty) 10 16%
Sweep 9 15%
Helicopter 9 15%
Air-Scent dog 6 10%
Road Patrol 3 5%
Other 3 5%
Table 6
Time of day: The times at which patients were
last seen by caregivers or a member of the
general public are distributed equally over the
daylight hours.  No critical wanderers departed
between 0001 and 0530.  This indicates a
cluster during the hours of 0700 and 2400.
The Rayleigh test for significant clustering
indicates this clustering is significant (r=0.45, p
<0.001) compared to random clustering with a
vector at 1500 (225E)54. 
Time of year: Figure 3 depicts the occurrence
of critical wanderer searches in Virginia by
month.  The warm season or frost-free period
for Virginia starts in April and runs to
October55.  Fifty-nine (69%) of the searches
occurred during the frost-free period.  While
31% of the searches occurred during the five
cold months, accounting for 47% of the
fatalities.  The difference in case distribution of
cold versus warmer months just missed
standard statistical significance (P2=3.73,
p<0.053).  The cold versus warm distribution
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of fatalites also just missed standard statistical
significance (P2 =2.57, p<0.10).
Location: In 26 cases (54%), the patient lived
in their own residence or with family in a
residential setting.  In 32 cases (46%) the
patient lived in a nursing care facility.  Only one
search occurred at a Alzheimer's special care
unit.  That subject was located within the
facility in another residents bed.  Using
discriminant analysis there was no significant
differences in age (p=0.65), time required to
find (p=0.68), time elapsed till SAR resources
were contacted (p=0.30), or distance from the
point last seen (p=0.64) between those living in
a care facility or in the community. 
Fifty-one (67%) of the searches were
rural, sixteen urban (21%), and nine suburban
(12%)56. ANOVA  indicates no differences
between the three settings when analyzing age
(p=0.40), time required to find (p=0.83), time
elapsed until resources called (p=0.70), or the
distance from the point last seen (p=0.87).  The
most notable differences occurred among the
percentages of subjects found by searchers,
thru investigative efforts, or suspended
searches.  The greatest difference is between
rural and urban searches for percentage of
investigative finds.  This difference just misses
standard statistical significance (P2 =5.51,
p<0.06).
Population Density Outcomes
Rural Suburban Urban
Subject Found 45 88% 7   78% 10  63%
Investigative
Find
2    4% 1   11% 4  25%
Search
Suspended
4    8% 1   11% 2  12%
Table 7
Resource Requests: Figure 2 depicts the
relationship between the time elapsed until state
SAR resources were contacted and the time
state SAR resources required to locate the
patient.  The abscissa includes the time required
to contact state SAR resources.  The contact
time includes the time for someone to realize
the patient is missing, contact local law
enforcement, and finally the time local law
enforcement officials take to request state
resources.  The ordinate includes the time
required for the state SAR resources to locate
the patient.  The locate time includes the time
required for SAR resources to mobilize, travel
to the search, collect initial information, and
find the patient.  The data does not include six
searches which were suspended without the
p tient being found.  We did not include these
searches even though the body was located
eventually within the search area.  The sooner
SAR resources respond, the sooner the patient
s located is indicated by the tight cluster
(Figure 2).  There was only one death when
the patient was found within 24 hours.  The
average time to contact SAR resources was
(83.6 hours F=39.0) for searches that resulted
in a fatality.  The average time to contact SAR
resources was 10.3 hours (F=9.8) for searches
that resulted in the patient being uninjured.
The delays in contacting SAR resources were
due to caregivers not noticing the missing
patient, failure to contact local law
enforcement, or the failure of local law
enforcement to request state SAR resources in
a timely fashion. 
Sex: Fifty-eight (67%) of the searches were
for males and 28 were for females (33%).
Using estimates of the prevalence of
Alzheimer's Disease among each of the three
age brackets57 and the 1990 Census for
Figure 4
Virginia56 expected values are 25,939 males
(33.4%) and 51,749 females (66.6%) in
Virginia.  Chi-squared analysis indicates that
this falls outside the expected distribution (P2 =
44.8, p<0.00l).  There are no other significant
differences between sexes for age, time
required to find, time elapsed until resources
called, or distance traveled from the point last
seen. 
Race: The race of the patient was recorded in
71 searches.  Twenty-four patients (34%) were
African-American and 47 (66%) were white.
Using Evans et al 56 estimates of the prevalence
of Alzheimer's Diseases and the 1990 Census,
it is expected that 12,377 (15.9%) African
Americans and 65,311 (84.1%) whites in
Virginia are afflicted.  The observed racial
distribution is outside our expected distribution
(P2 = 17.0, p<0.00l).  There is also a
significantly greater (P2 = 82.5, p<0.00l)
number of African Americans patients found 
Race Differences
Status Negro Caucasian
Uninjured 8 (40%) 23 (53%)
Injured 4 (20%) 12 (28%)
DOA 8 (40%) 8 (19%)
Notification Time 29.5 hours 19.1 hours
Table 8
deceased than whites patients during searches
(T ble 8).  Discriminant analysis indicated a
difference (p<0.01) in the time required to
loca e African American patients over white
patients.  The difference was due to the longer
time (p<0.001) from the time last seen to the
activation of search resources.  There was no
difference in the time required to locate African
American patients once SAR resources are
activated. 
Direction of Travel
     Documentation of a direction of travel only
occurred for nine searches.  The direction of
travel was usually established by a combination
of the Initial Planning Point (IPP) and a
verifiable clue.  Bloodhound trails were not
considered a verifiable clue.  Once a direction
a direction of travel was obtained it was
ormalized to represent a vector of 0 degrees.
The location of the subject is expressed as an
angle off the direction of travel.  Five of the
nine finds (56%) occurred within 30o degrees
of the direction of travel.  The Rayleigh test for
significant clustering indicates this in non-
random (p<0.001).  In the one case where the
subject was located in nearly the opposite
direction of the predicted direction of travel,
the subject was located 83 yards (75m) from
the clue and 33 yards (30m) from the IPP.
Distance off Travel-Aid:   A travel-aid was
defined as a road, trail, or other feature that
would aid travel.  The find location was
recorded in 56 searches.  Fourteen of these
searches (25%) resulted with a find along a
travel-aid.  The distance from a travel aid was
recorded in 23 searches.  The distance was
calculated my measuring the shortest distance
from a travel aid to the find location.  The
descriptive statistics are reported in table 9.
Distance (Yards) Distance (M)
Median 33 30
Mean (x) 100 91
(s) 138 126
-1.5
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
Figure 5
Figure 6
Range 1-500 1-457
n 23 23
Table 9 Distance from Travel Aid
Directionally Twenty-three cases had sufficient
documentation to plot the compass vector and
distance the subject was found relative to the
IPP.  The plots of the find location are shown
in figure 5.  Five subjects (22%) were found
north of the IPP, while eighteen (78%) of the
subjects were found south of the IPP.  This
distribution is outside expected distributions (P2
= 8.2, p<0.01).  No East-West difference was
seen (P2 =1.4, p=0.24).  A closer examination
of the South-East and the South-West
quadrants found that 75% of the subjects found
in each quadrant was last seen in the afternoon.
Previous wandering: Information on previous
wandering was collected solely from the
prospective phase of the study.  The principle
investigator was able to collect data on eight
searches during the one-year study period.
Information on previous wandering incidents
were collected on six of these incidents.  Five
of the six (83%) had a previous history of
wandering with an average of 2.8 incidents and
a range of 1-5.  The distance from the point last
seen varied greatly from the data previously
collected.  The distance of previous incidents
ranged from 0-12 miles with an average of 2.5
miles and a median of 0.2 miles.
Severity: The severity of ADRD was measured
using three different tests.  During the search
the DAD and the Subjective Severity Index
(SSI) was administered to the caregiver.  After
a successful search (subject found alive) the
principle investigator also administered the
MMSE to the search subject.  With the limited
number of fully documented cases (n=6) all
results are preliminary.  DAD scores ranged
from 8-33.  The SSI classified three subjects as
mild, one with moderate, and two with severe
dementia.  The SSI classifications agreed with
DAD and MMSE scores.  Further data is
required for meaningful statistical analysis.  The
average distance from the IPP for mild ADRD
(n=4) was 3.4 miles, moderate (n=4) 3.15
miles, and severe cases (n=7) 0.28 miles.   The
additional cases were obtained from multiple
incidents from some of the search subjects.  An
ANOVA found no statistical difference
(p=0.27) between the three groups.  A
regression line (Figure 6) between the DAD
severity score and the distance from the IPP
also found no significant correlation (p=0.5, R2
=0.13).
Discussion           
     During the retrospective component of the
study, the caregivers along with medical
records  provided the data characterizing
missing persons as suffering from ADRD.
Investigators within Virginia are suspicious of
the potential of ADRD in all elderly subjects.
The Lost Person Questionnaire, a standard data
collection tool used on all state searches,
prompts the investigator to pursue mental
alterations.  There was no follow-up behavioral
testing due to both the circumstances of a
search and the retrospective nature of this
phase of the study.  The distribution of search
incidents for the different patient profiles
reflects two major study factors.  In Virginia
state mission numbers are only given after local
law enforcement efforts have failed to locate
the subject.  In addition, the terrain and number
of trails and roads make it difficult to become
truly lost in the state.  In fact, the profiles of
ADRD, mentally retarded, despondent,
psychotic, and child all represent decreased
spatial and/or cognitive abilities and together
account for 56% of the state case load.  Using
current estimates of the prevalence of AD58 and
the 1990 population of elderly within
Virginia56, an estimated 68,500 Virginians
suffer from ADRD.  This represents 1% of the
population compared to the 16% of all searches
for ADRD patients.  The data allows the
development of a preliminary ADRD patient
profile.  Patients usually disappear from their
private residence or a nursing home.  More
recently, an increasing number of cases are
occurring from day-care centers.  Once the
patients become lost they are generally found
close to the PLS.  This data supports the few
anecdotal case studies reported in the
literature4,13.  In addition, it supports the
personal experience of the author reported
elsewhere20.  This finding is somewhat
surprising considering DAT sufferers may be
healthier than other age controlled elderly59 an
by definition only suffer initially from a loss in
cognitive domains1.  A possible explanation is
that moderate DAT patients who showed
shorter step length, lower gait speed, lower
stepping frequency, greater step-to-step
variability, and greater sway path60.  While the
investigators have heard many reports of
Alzheimer's patients walking great distances
(10-15 miles), no such case appeared in the
Virginia retrospective case load.  It is possible
that as a larger data pool develops the mean
dist nce of 0.9 km will increase.  The median
distance of 0.8 km will most likely  remain
stable.  During three different studies by the
author (n=24, n=42, n=87) both the median and
me n have remained the same with additional
data points.  However, the prospective study,
which included searches not involving law
enforcement or state resources did include
several statistical outliers that traveled 12, 8,
and 4 miles. It is unknown if patients spend
onsiderable time wandering or if they walk a
fairly direct path.  The considerable number
(18%) of DAT patients found in drainages or
creeks supports the following a path of least
resistance hypothesis.  This indicates they
walked downhill. Another 29% of the patients
appear to have become stuck in thick brush or
briars (a feature untrained searchers often
avoid).  Together (47%), both terrain features
indicate a scenario of the patient traveling a
path of least resistance till they reach a creek or
get stuck in briars.  
The age of the patient has no predictive
value in the patients' outcome (class) or
distance from the PLS.  This corresponds well
to studies that show that age has no
relationship with cognitive or behavioral
disturbance or the rate of progression of
ADRD45.  The relationship between patients'
tcome and the time elapsed to locate does
have clear implications.  Family members must
not hesitate to contact law enforcement officers
when a ADRD patient becomes missing.  In
turn, once law enforcement officials have
determined the need for a search effort they
must not hesitate to activate specialized SAR
resources. These resources include
management teams, trackers, tracking dogs,
air-scent dogs, helicopters, and clue aware
scratch (hasty) teams.  The twenty-four hours
for optimal results requires an immediate and
aggressive response from all parties concerned.
    
     Unfortunately, the state forms do not
consistently provide information about the
exact medical condition of the patient when
found.  If the patient was deceased, the
Incident Commander did not receive a copy of
the autopsy or the autopsy did not specify the
exact cause of death.  In those patients
requiring evacuation, making a field diagnosis
is often difficult.  However, none of the data
forms report trauma.  This is rather surprising
considering the large number of DAT patients
(29-36%) that experience serious falls5,36.  In
fact, falls are more likely to occur in ADRD
patients than in elderly controls61.  The lack of
any falls may be due to either the small
database, lack of any autopsy results, or
perhaps the difficulty in detecting evidence of a
fall in a hypothermic patient.  The only
recorded disorders included hypothermia,
dehydration, drowning, and unknown.
Therefore, it appears ADRD patients are most
likely to succumb to the environment and not
to any injuries or pre-existing diseases.       
The data suggests critical wanderers are
last seen between 06:00 and 24:00.  There was
no particular tight cluster of time, supporting
Martine-Saltzman et a1.findings and suggesting
the critical wanders in this study suffer from
severe dementia62.  Although no case was
reported between 00:01 and 06:00 this does
not preclude nocturnal wandering.  Several
cases of critical wandering were initiated after
sunset.  Furthermore, in one case while the
patient was last seen at 22:30 the caregiver also
reported hearing the patient leave the house at
02:30.  The small sample size may have
resulted in the lack of critical wanders between
0001 and 0600.  Finally, care givers or
institutional staff may not be present or awake
to see the patient depart during these times. 
The greatest number of searches
occurred during the warm season.  We defined
the warm season as the frost free period and
the cool season is the period in which freezing
temperatures are likely to occur.  The number
of searches generally increased during the
warm season and decreased during the cool
season.  We observed a slight increase in
searches during February.  Due to the small
sample size no conclusions are drawn.
Virginia's February often experience warm
spells after protracted periods of cold.  This
increased wandering in February agrees with
the undocumented observation of an increase in
wandering after a cold period2.   
There are no significant differences
between searches in urban and rural locations.
Thi  may be due to the small sample size.
Alternately, Virginia SAR resources only
respond into urban locations when significant
parks or wooded areas exist.  A larger
percentage of searches with investigative finds
in urban areas is not surprising.  Subjects had
ready access to public transportation and more
opportunities to wander into public buildings or
private residences. 
This study indicates the need for an
immediate and aggressive response to a critical
wanderer.  A critical window of 24 hours
becomes apparent for survival.  While there
was only one fatalities when the patient was
located within this time frame, 30% of those
found still required assisted evacuation.  It is
p ssible that any delay in initiating the search
may have resulted in even more fatalities.  In
order to locate patients within the 24 hour
window, an early activation of SAR resources
is r quired.  There was a positive relationship
between the longer the time to activate SAR
resources the longer it takes SAR resources to
locate the patient.  This may be due to a larger
search area, decay of clues such as footprints
and scent trails, or a greater chance of an
unresponsive patient.  More important was the
relationship between the longer it takes to find
the patient and the greater chance of mortality.
This relationship has two confounding
explanations.  Unresponsive deceased patients
are often more difficult to find.  In addition, the
lo er the patient is exposed to the elements,
the greater is the risk of mortality. 
The lack of any statistical difference
am ng the three types of topology was not
predicted.  This might have resulted from the
sma l distances ADRD patients travel.  A small
insignificant difference was seen in the flat
tidewater area with the subjects showing a
mean of 0.2 miles less than Piedmont or
Mountain areas.  This would agree with the
pattern seen among children and hikers in flat
versus vertical topology.  Another explanation
may be that vegetation and barriers are more
important in predicting travel than actual
topology.
          To better predict DAT missing patient
behavior requires a much larger data pool. As
Alzheimer's continues to increase in prevalence
it unfortunately will become easier to collect
data.   We expect that the distances traveled by
ADRD patients will be greater in less densely
vegetative regions.  Numerous roads and paths
criss-cross even the most wilderness regions in
the East thus limiting the distance that one can
travel without crossing a road.  An obvious
need to expand the database on a national basis
in various types of terrain under must be
pursued. 
Summary 
   These preliminary findings indicate Dementia
of Alzheimer's Type patients generally:
! Leave their own residence or nursing home
and start traveling along roads.  
! The patient is usually located (89% of all
cases) within one mile (1.2 km) of the Point
Last Seen.  
! If the patients were not on the road itself
(14%), they are usually in a creek/drainage
(28%), and/or caught in briars/bushes
(33%).  
! Subject usually found a short distance from
a road. Median 33 yards.
! The majority of patients succumb to the
environment (hypothermia, dehydration)
and require evacuation (35%) or are
deceased (19%). 
! Subject will not cry out for help or respond
to shouts.
! Subject will not leave many physical clues.
! Subject may attempt to travel to a former
residence or to a favorite location.
! Subject has previous history of wandering.
! Coexisting medical problems that limit
mobility are common.
Suggested Search Techniques:
! Early use of trackers at point last seen
(PLS)
! Early use of tracking dogs at PLS and
along roadways.
! Early deployment of air scent dog teams
into drainages and streams, start near PLS.
! Throughly search the residence/nursing
home and surrounding grounds and
buildings; repeat every few hours.
! Cut for signs along roadways and trails.
! Search heavy briars/bushes; remind field
team leaders of this.
! Dog teams and ground sweep teams (in
separate sectors) expanding from PLS.
! Air scent dog teams and ground sweep
team tasks 100 yards (initially) parallel to
roadways.
! Search nearby previous homesites and the
region between homesites and PLS.
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R E S E A R C H  A R T I C L E
 In 2013, within the continental United States, 63 missing air-craft  incidents were reported to the Air Force Rescue Coor-dination Center (AFRCC). Search missions typically account 
for approximately 4% of the AFRCC missions.  3  However, they 
oft en account for a disproportionally larger amount of resources 
and cost. Th e challenge of fi nding a missing aircraft  is immense, 
especially when a distress signal has not been received. 
 Th e 63 incidents resulting in searches is a much smaller sub-
set of reported crashes. In 2013 the National Transportation 
Safety Board (NTSB) recorded 1431 aviation accidents with 339 
fatalities.  17  Several papers have examined sport crashes,  8  heli-
copter crashes,  4 , 25  aeromedical crashes,  16  general aviation 
crashes,  18  instrument-rated private pilots,  21  and commercial 
aviation crashes.  19  In addition, the spatial distribution of crashes 
has also been examined.  10 , 13  Studies specifi c to missing aircraft  
include the New Two Area Method (given this name since it 
defi nes two diff erent rectangles based upon the fl ight path with 
diff erent probability densities)  20  and a similar study conducted 
in the United States.  7  Both of these studies looked at the spatial 
distribution of missing aircraft  relative to the intended trackline 
to report track off set distances and percentage of route covered. 
Th ese studies allowed the creation of probability of contain-
ment (probability of area) maps which have been incorporated 
into computer soft ware that allows the optimal allocation of 
search and rescue resources.  1 , 2  However, the search areas cre-
ated are quite large and only suitable for searches by aircraft  
or vessels. Limited work has also looked at the relationship 
between the crash site and where the aircraft  fi rst intersected 
with a weather front.  24  
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 Missing Aircraft Crash Sites and Spatial Relationships to 
the Last Radar Fix 
 Robert J.  Koester ;  Ian  Greatbatch 
  BACKGROUND:  Few studies have examined the spatial characteristics of missing aircraft in actual distress. No previous studies have 
looked at the distance from the last radar plot to the crash site. The purpose of this study was to characterize this 
distance and then identify environmental and fl ight characteristics that might be used to predict the spatial relationship 
and, therefore, aid search and rescue planners. 
  METHODS:  Detailed records were obtained from the U.S. Air Force Rescue Coordination Center for missing aircraft in distress from 
2002 to 2008. The data was combined with information from the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) Accident 
Database. The spatial relationship between the last radar plot and crash site was then determined using GIS analysis. 
  RESULTS:  A total of 260 missing aircraft incidents involving 509 people were examined, of which 216 (83%) contained radar 
information. Among the missing aircraft the mortality rate was 89%; most occurred in mountainous terrain (57%); Part 
91 fl ight accounted for 95% of the incidents; and 50% of the aircraft were found within 0.8 nmi from the last radar plot. 
Flight characteristics, descent rate, icing conditions, and instrument fl ight rule vs. visual fl ight rule fl ight could be used to 
predict spatial characteristics. 
  CONCLUSIONS:  In most circumstances, the last radar position is an excellent predictor of the crash site. However, 5% of aircraft are found 
further than 45.4 nmi. The fl ight and environmental conditions were identifi ed and placed into an algorithm to aid 
search planners in determining how factors should be prioritized. 
  KEYWORDS:  search & rescue ,  radar forensics ,  crash factors . 
 Koester RJ, Greatbatch I.  Missing aircraft crash sites and spatial relationships to the last radar fi x . Aerosp Med Hum Perform. 2016; 87(2): 114 – 121 . 
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 Th e purpose of this work was to perform data acquisition 
and analysis that looks at retrospective search data for aircraft  
radar track, aircraft  fl ight characteristics, and weather. One of 
the most powerful tools, when available, is radar track data col-
lected by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and/or 
military radar and forwarded to the AFRCC. Th is data, when 
properly understood and used by search planners, may gener-
ate more confi ned  “ areas of highest probability density ” where 
missing aircraft  may have crashed. Th e aircraft  ’ s radar track and 
last radar plot in particular provides the opportunity to update 
the last known position from the point of departure to the last 
radar plot. Determining the correct radar track and then the 
last radar plot is a component of radar forensics provided by 
the AFRCC, FAA, and 84 th Radar Evaluation Squadron (84 
RADES).  15  NASA developed a soft ware tool known as World 
Wind Air Search and Rescue that displays previous radar 
tracks.  14  
 In a search and rescue incident the most operationally criti-
cal information is making probabilistic projections of where the 
aircraft  will travel beyond the last radar plot. Syrotuck was the 
fi rst to describe Euclidian distances from the last known posi-
tion to the eventual fi nd location in ground search and rescue.  23  
 In the extensive search for Air France fl ight AF477, no radar 
data was available.  5  However, this incident illustrates the value 
of search theory and the application of diff erent models to 
establish a posterior probability distribution. Th e last known 
position of 2.98°N/30.59°W was provided by GPS in an Aircraft  
Communications Addressing and Reporting System. Th is mes-
sage is sent every 10 min, which results in a 40 nmi search area.  5  
A database of nine airline transport accidents involving loss of 
control while at cruise altitude was obtained by the Bureau 
d ’ Enquêtes et d ’Analyses from the Russian Intrastate Airframe 
Group.  22  Th is data showed a median of 4.3 nmi and a maximum 
of 20 nmi (when adjusted to the 35,000-ft  altitude to match 
AF477 altitude). An additional probability model was con-
structed by back drift ing the fl oating debris from the wreckage. 
All three probability maps were combined and then adjusted 
for prior search efforts.  22  Using the new combined poste-
rior distribution, the wreckage was found 6.5 nmi from the last 
known position in one of the highest probability areas.  5  
 Ultimately, the goal of this research is to create spatial mod-
els that provide a probability of containment map that can be 
updated, in a Bayesian fashion, as new information is learned. 
Such a map will allow the use of formal search theory fi rst 
described by Koopman for the nautical environment.  12  How-
ever, Stone has found it to be highly eff ective for many diff erent 
search situations.  9  While Abi-Zeid and Frost  1  were the fi rst to 
incorporate probability of area based upon route information 
into aircraft  soft ware, this study is the fi rst to look at radar data 
as a key factor. Th e blending of radar track, mountainous versus 
fl at terrain, intended route of fl ight, and observed weather in 
a computer generated visual presentation will aid search plan-
ners in identifying  “ areas of highest probability density. ” Search 
planners can then concentrate their efforts in those areas 
which will improve search effi  ciency, reduce search risk, and 
ultimately save search resources and more lives. 
 METHODS 
 Missing aircraft  incidents within the continental United States 
that resulted in search eff orts are recorded by the AFRCC. Data 
was collected for incidents covering a time period from 2002 to 
2008. Data was collected during three trips to the AFRCC. Th e 
data was collected chiefl y from the Honeywell SARMaster soft -
ware (Ottawa, Canada) and associated fi le attachments. Th e fi le 
attachments (typically PowerPoint presentations showing the 
entire radar track and detailed information for the last part of 
the track) were collected under a nondisclosure agreement that 
limits their use and marks them as  “ For Offi  cial Use Only. ” 
Since the AFRCC area of responsibility is limited to the conti-
nental United States, the incidents are for the most part limited 
to the continental United States. Th e inclusion criteria from the 
AFRCC incidents included several factors. Only closed inci-
dents were considered. However, some of these closed incidents 
represented previously suspended searches in which the aircraft  
was found aft er the formal search was concluded. Only those 
incidents that involved actual searches (versus rescues) for 
missing aircraft  were selected. Only those incidents classifi ed as 
distress were included. This precluded missions that were a 
result of a pilot failing to close out a fl ight plan or simply fl ying 
to another airport and failing to report. Finally, a fi nd location 
for the aircraft  must have been reported with coordinates. 
 Aft er applying the data inclusion rules, only a few exclusion 
criteria applied. Th ree reasons to throw out data emerged. An 
entire incident would be excluded if the plane landed at an 
improved runway. Th is would be regardless of distress or non-
distress. Th is only applied to two cases. Th e second exclusion 
criterion was confl icting information. Oft en information could 
be obtained from AFRCC fi elds, AFRCC comment section, 
NTSB reports, or online. If conflicting information existed 
about one of the data collection subtasks (such as route or crash 
site elevation), then that specifi c element would be excluded. 
Finally, data elements of an incident would be excluded if miss-
ing information existed. Th erefore, throughout this report dif-
ferent results are based upon diff erent numbers of cases. Th e 
number of cases a result is based upon is stated in the  “ count ” 
fi eld. 
 Th e collected data fi elds from the AFRCC included 31 fi elds. 
Th ese fi elds included the AFRCC incident number, mission 
number, general location (town or county) of the last known 
position, state of the last known position, latitude/longitude of 
the last known position, date, time, registration number of the 
aircraft , make/model of the aircraft , intended route, weather, 
secondary weather, number of subjects on board, number 
found alive, number found deceased, who found the aircraft , 
general location of fi nd, latitude/longitude of fi nd, fi nd date, 
fi nd time, source of radar data, FAA coordinates of last location, 
Mode 3 setting, Mode C reported altitude, second to last radar 
point coordinate, last change in vertical feet per minute, any 
predicted find coordinates, number of emergency locator 
transmitter updates, emergency locator transmitter coordi-
nates, AFRCC controller comments, and if the AFRCC had 
added attachments to the fi le. 
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 In order to obtain the distance traveled from the last recorded 
radar position, it was necessary to know the coordinates of the 
last recorded radar position and the fi nd site coordinates. Radar 
plot coordinates were obtained from either 84 th RADES or the 
FAA and both were recorded by the AFRCC. When radar data 
was reported by both sources, the 84 RADES data was used. 
 Th e NTSB maintains an online database of aviation acci-
dents called the  “ Aviation Accident Database & Synopses. ”  17  
Using the aircraft ’ s registration number collected from the 
AFRCC data, it was possible to obtain the NTSB factual 
report — aviation, brief of accident, and probable cause reports. 
Data was then extracted from these reports and entered into the 
database. In several cases where the registration number had 
been entered incorrectly or was incomplete, it was possible to 
use other search parameters (date, location, type of aircraft , 
fatalities) to locate the reports. Th is also allowed updating the 
database with the correct registration number. 
 From the NTSB reports it was possible to add additional 
fi elds to the database and to verify information found in the 
AFRCC reporting system. Th e NTSB reports oft en provided 
information that might have been missing from the AFRCC 
report. Th e added fi elds included; NTSB ID number, fl ight part, 
fl ight type, light conditions, basic weather, ceiling, visibility, 
wind, precipitation, obscuration, flight hours total of pilot, 
fl ight hours in aircraft  of pilot, fl ight hours instrument, pilot 
certifi cation, fl ight plan, elevation of the crash site, crash bear-
ing (magnetic), NTSB calculation of crash site to last radar, 
fl ight activity, terrain, accident cause, and NTSB fi nd location 
coordinates. In some cases the NTSB had performed additional 
analysis of radar data and reported additional radar data than 
the AFRCC. However, the AFRCC data of the last known posi-
tion from radar data was always used since this is the only data 
that operational search planners will have available at the time 
of an actual search. 
 When the NTSB supplied a crash site coordinate it was more 
likely to be based upon a GPS reading taken at the point of ini-
tial impact with the ground. Therefore, when find location 
coordinates came from both NTSB aviation accident investiga-
tion reports and from AFRCC reports, the NTSB coordinates 
were used. 
 Not all of the AFRCC incidents had an NTSB report. NTSB 
reports were obtained in 239 of the 262 incidents. Reasons for 
a missing report included the following: a more recent search 
where the report was not available at the time of data collection; 
a military fl ight; the incident did not meet the NTSB criteria 
for making a report; or insufficient information to locate a 
report. 
 Additional fi elds were added for calculations and data 
obtained from the source data of the AFRCC and NTSB. All of 
the various distances needed to be calculated from the vari-
ous coordinates using batch processing of coordinates from 
GPSwaypoints.com.za, which uses great circle calculations esti-
mated to be accurate to one part in one million. Aircraft  were 
placed into the appropriate category (e.g., twin engine) aft er 
viewing a photograph of the aircraft  using Google images. Air-
port and navigational aid (navaid) identifiers were verified 
using  www.airnav.com , if required. Flight routes were entered 
into  www.skyvector.com to determine the route length and also 
to verify all waypoints. Google Earth was also used to deter-
mine whether the aircraft  ’ s fi nd location plotted to an airport 
and the elevation of the crash site. Coordinates were provided 
in at least four diff erent systems: decimal degrees (DD.DDD), 
degrees decimal minutes (DD MM.MMM), degrees minutes 
seconds (DD MM SS.SS), or Universal Trans Mercator. All 
coordinates were converted to the decimal degree format using 
Degree Format Convertor from GPSwaypoints.co.za. USGS 
1:24,000 topographic maps used to determine the highest ridge 
or mountain summit were also obtained using ExpertGPS 
(TopoGrafi x, Stow, MA). 
 Th e search duration (h:min) was calculated as the diff erence 
between the time the aircraft  was last seen and when it was 
located. In the AFRCC records, the time last seen was not based 
upon the last radar track but rather on when the aircraft 
departed. In several incidents, the aircraft  was not located dur-
ing the initial search eff ort. Th ese caused durations that in some 
cases exceeded 4000 h. Th erefore, for the purpose of calculating 
averages for instrument fl ight rules (IFR), visual fl ight rules 
(VFR), and no fl ight plans, incidents with durations of greater 
than 2 wk (336 h) were excluded. 
 Th e heuristic for determining which particular fl ight char-
acteristic to select for displaying probable Euclidian distance 
quartile rings from the last radar plot was based upon each of 
the following fl ight characteristics: aircraft  type, fl ight plan, 
meteorological conditions, fl ight phase, fi nal fl ight characteris-
tic, and elevation changes. Th ese characteristics were evaluated 
for statistical signifi cance. Among the factors that achieved sta-
tistical signifi cance with  P  , 0.05, the probability density (P den ) 
was evaluated by the summation of the P den within the 50% 
ring, the 50 – 75% annulus, and the 75 – 95% annulus. Th is was 
sorted in rank order so that the fl ight characteristic with the 
largest summed P den would be examined fi rst. 
 RESULTS 
 A total of 260 missing aircraft  incidents involving 509 persons 
were collected that met the inclusion/exclusion criteria. A mor-
tality rate of 89% was found. Radar information was available 
for 216 incidents (83%). Among the missing aircraft , 241 inci-
dents indicated the type of fl ight, of which 95% were Part 91, 
4% were Part 135, and 1% were Part 137. Th e majority of search 
incidents took place in mountainous terrain (148; 57%), fol-
lowed by fl at/hilly (104; 40%), and over water (8; 3%). Th e aver-
age time to locate the missing aircraft  was 42:24 (h:min) if no 
fl ight plan was fi led, 37:18 for VFR, and 13:06 for IFR or fl ight 
following. Th e overall distribution of where missing aircraft  
were located is shown in  Fig. 1 . 
 Th e distance traveled from the last recorded radar position 
was obtained from 216 incidents ( Table I ). Th e descriptive sta-
tistics of count ( N ), quartiles, 95%, average, and standard devia-
tion (SD) are provided. Search and rescue practitioners oft en 
use the 95% distance (based upon 2 s + x) as the practical limit 
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using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test ( P  5 0.85) nor between jets 
and propeller aircraft ( P  5 
0.096).  11  Jet aircraft  tend to be 
carefully fl ight followed and can 
be signifi cantly above ground 
level (AGL), where radar cover-
age is excellent. Helicopter inci-
dents show the largest SD. Th ey 
could be found quite close to 
the last radar plot (25% within 
0.2 nmi) or much further out. A 
working hypothesis that helicop-
ters typically fl y at low AGL alti-
tudes, making it easier to fl y out 
of radar coverage long before the 
actual incident. 
 A major factor in aircraft  inci-
dents is the weather. Th e NTSB 
accident report classified the 
weather as either instrument 
meteorological conditions (IMC) 
or visual meteorological condi-
tions (VMC). In addition, the 
NTSB reported if icing conditions existed. 
 It appears that the aircraft  fl ying in IMC are located closer to 
the last radar position than in VMC ( Table II ), with the 25%, 
50%, and 75% annulus being roughly half the distance. How-
ever, statistical outliers appear to be more common for fl ights 
during IMC. A signifi cant diff erence was seen between icing 
conditions and VMC using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test ( P  5 
0.032), but no diff erence was seen between VMC and IMC 
( P  5 0.158). 
 Another signifi cant factor may involve the type of fl ight plan 
profi les followed. Th e database recorded four types of fl ight 
plan profi les: fl ight plans fi led under IFR, fl ight plans fi led 
under VFR, no fi led fl ight plan (none), and VFR fl ights with 
fl ight following requested. Requests for fl ight following are 
made during the fl ight; however, the pilot may or may not have 
fi led a fl ight plan. Although these fl ights are conducted under 
visual rules, fl ight followed aircraft  were placed with instru-
ment rules aircraft  for statistical analysis purposes. 
 Aircraft flying under instrument rules were found sig-
nificantly closer to the last radar plot than visual rules using a 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test ( P  5 0.007). Th is result it not too 
unexpected: since instrument rules aircraft  are issued a dis-
crete code, it is much easier to 
fi nd the correct radar track for 
these aircraft . When no fl ight 
plan is fi led, the aircraft  is typi-
cally found signifi cantly closer 
than visual rules (using the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,  P  5 
0.032). 
 Th e NTSB report classifi ed the 
flight phases of when different 
 Table I.  Distance (nmi) of Crash Site from Last Radar Fix for All Data and by Aircraft Type. 
 ALL HELICOPTER JET TWIN SINGLE 
 N 216 11 6 21 177 
 25% 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.5 0.4 
 50% 0.8 3.2 1.5 1.5 0.7 
 75% 5.5 17.6 2.4 7.2 4.8 
 95% 45.4 105.7 4.2 24.6 42.5 
 Avg. 7.4 22.0 1.7 6.2 6.8 
 SD 19.0 41.8 1.2 9.2 17.8 
  
 Fig. 1.  Spatial distribution of location of missing aircraft along with last radar plot. 
of where to search for ground searches. All distances are given 
in nautical miles unless otherwise stated. Th e fi rst column (All) 
represents the entire dataset. For the entire dataset it can be 
seen that half (median) the aircraft  are located within 0.8 nmi 
from the last radar position. Th is represents a signifi cant clus-
tering of the probability of containment (POC). Th e overall 
median has a probability density of 0.25 POC/nmi 2 . Th e proba-
bility density is high enough to warrant a ground search if 
the terrain or conditions do not allow a high probability of 
detection in an air search. The overall spatial distribution 
of crash site locations relative to the last radar plot (center of 
graph) is shown in  Fig. 2 . No statistical diff erences wer  se n in 
distances among the four cardinal quadrants (ANOVA  P  5 
0.91) or between the NS versus EW quadrants (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov  P  5 0.88). 
 Th e fi rst modifying factor that was examined was the type of 
aircraft . Th e table shows the results from helicopters, jet air-
craft , twin (propeller), and single (propeller) engine aircraft . 
Some clear diff erences appear between the various types of air-
craft . An ANOVA between the four groups just missed statisti-
cal signifi cance ( F  5 2.463,  P  5 0.063). No signifi cant diff erence 
was seen between single and twin engine propeller aircraft  
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what the aircraft  was doing dur-
ing the last minute of recorded 
fl ight. Th e terms used during this 
analysis were straight, straight 
(and level), straight and descend-
ing, bearing right or left  (turn of 
5-45°), turning right or left  (turn 
of 45-90°), hooking right or left  
(turn of  . 90°), and spiraling 
right or left  (turn of  . 180° and it 
crosses over itself). For this anal-
ysis, only the major terms were 
used and right and left  diff er-
ences were ignored. The flight 
characteristics were determined 
by looking at a map of the plots 
looking at only the horizontal 
aspects of fl ight. Only straight 
and descending factored in a 
vertical component. An ANOVA 
showed a diff erence exists among 
the categories ( P  5 0.027). 
 While flight characteristics 
looked at the horizontal charac-
teristics of the last few plots, the 
change in feet per minute (FPM) 
looked at the vertical change in 
the last plot. Change in FPM were 
obtained from Mode C tran-
sponder returns, which are only 
precise to 100 ft. For the sake 
of making tables, the data was 
placed into bins, with the fi rst bin 
containing incidents where the descent in FPM was greater 
than 2000 ft  ( Table IV ). Th e second bin contained descents 
of 1000-2000 FPM, the third bin 1-1000 FPM, in the fourth 
bin the fl ight was level (0 FPM), and the last bin contained 
8 cases where the aircraft  was climbing. No signifi cant diff er-
ences were seen using an ANOVA test among the diff erent 
bins ( P  5 0.11). However, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test, a signifi cant diff erence was seen between the descent 
rate of  . 2000 FPM and 0 FPM ( P  , 0.001) and 999-1 FPM 
( P  , 0.001). Only eight cases exist in the database where the 
aircraft  was climbing; Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing was not 
possible. 
  
 Fig. 2.  Spatial distribution of crash location (black dot) to the last radar plot (center). 
 Table II.  Distance from Last Radar Fix from Crash Site (in nmi) for Type of Flight Plan and Diff erent Meteorological Conditions. 
 FLIGHT PLAN METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS 
 IFR VFR NONE IMC VMC ICING 
 N 79 42 80 102 112 11 
 25% 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.1 
 50% 0.5 3.0 0.8 0.7 1.3 0.4 
 75% 3.1 13.1 9.6 3.1 7.1 0.8 
 95% 14.3 55.8 58.1 47.9 28.9 1.7 
 Avg. 2.9 10.4 9.8 6.3 6.5 0.5 
 SD 5.7 22.7 24.1 20.8 11.2 0.6 
factors or causes of the accident occurred. With a radar track 
available, it should be possible for a skilled searc  planner to 
determine the phase of fl ight that is occurring at the time of the 
last radar plot. Some phases of the fl ight did not have suffi  cient 
incidents and were grouped with the next best match. Th e 
phases of fl ight that were examined were climb, cruise, maneu-
vering, descent, and approach. An ANOVA showed that none 
of the phases of fl ight ( Table III ) had a statistically signifi cant 
diff erence ( P  5 0.88). 
 In most cases, the radar data is not restricted to the last radar 
plot, but instead tends to show the last minute, last 5 min, or 
even the entire fl ight; therefore, it is possible to characterize 
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 DISCUSSION 
 Th e typical missing aircraft  profi le involves fl ying under Part 91 
(95%), in a single engine aircraft  (82%), fl ying without a fl ight 
plan (40%) or an IFR fl ight plan (39%), over mountainous ter-
rain (57%), in the approach phase (47%), did not survive (89%), 
and is found within 0.8 nmi of the last radar plot (50%). Th e 
AFRCC was able to obtain a radar track in 83% of the incidents. 
Th is percentage might be even higher if the aircraft  has been 
quickly located; then eff orts to determine the track will cease. 
Th e overall distribution of missing aircraft  is similar to the spa-
tial distribution of fatal crashes described by Grabowski et al.  10  
 No signifi cant diff erences were seen among the diff erent 
types of aircraft  for the distances from the last radar plot. How-
ever, jets just missed statistical signifi cance ( P  5 0.096), most 
likely due to a small sample size ( N  5 6). From an operational 
perspective, the 4.2 nmi 95% ring is diff erent than the 19.0 nmi 
95% ring seen for the entire database. While the median ring 
was greater than the entire database, this is not unexpected for 
a faster moving aircraft . 
 Th e meteorological conditions were signifi cant if icing con-
ditions were present. Th e possibility of icing conditions was 
determined by the NTSB, but during actual search incidents 
could be assigned a probability as a scenario. When icing condi-
tions existed, 95% of aircraft  were found within 1.7 nmi of the 
last radar position. No signifi cant diff erence was seen between 
IMC and VMC conditions. 
 While no signifi cant diff erence was found in the phase of 
fl ight (climb, cruise, maneuver, approach, or descent), the most 
common phase was during the approach (47%). In most cases, 
not only is the last radar position available, but many of the pre-
vious radar returns have been obtained. Since each radar return 
is time coded, it is possible to characterize the fi nal fl ight char-
acteristics as determined by radar. Turns and hooks appear to 
 Table III.  Distance (nmi) of Crash Site from Last Radar Fix by Flight Phase. 
 FLIGHT PHASE FLIGHT CHARACTERISTIC 
 CLIMB CRUISE MANEUVER APPROACH DESCENT STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT 
DESCEND BEAR TURN HOOK SPIRAL 
 N 14 31 42 94 17 67 14 10 13 34 13 
 25% 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.3 
 50% 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.5 2.8 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.7 
 75% 5.3 7.4 7.0 3.6 2.6 13.9 0.5 1.0 2.1 1.5 6.8 
 95% 14.6 20.4 25.1 51.4 22.0 65.4 15.6 17.1 3.6 6.3 13.6 
 Avg. 3.6 5.0 6.1 7.3 4.1 12.7 2.1 2.9 1.2 1.4 3.7 
 SD 5.5 7.7 9.5 22.1 8.9 26.4 6.8 7.1 1.2 2.4 5.0 
 Table IV.  Distance (nmi) of Crash Site from Last Radar Fix by Vertical ft/min Rate. 
  . 2000 ft/min 1999-1000 ft/min 999-1 ft/min 0 ft/min CLIMBING 
 N 34 14 18 28 8 
 25% 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.3 
 50% 0.4 0.6 1.5 1.8 0.9 
 75% 0.5 3.6 6.6 9.3 2.4 
 95% 1.8 15.7 101.2 27.7 6.8 
 Avg. 0.5 3.3 15.4 7.0 1.9 
 SD 0.6 6.2 42.9 10.3 2.4 
be the best predictor of fi nding the aircraft  nearby, all the way 
out to the 95% ring. Descending or bearing to the left  or right 
also predicts shorter distances. Straight and descending had a 
signifi cantly high probability zone, with 75% of the incidents 
within 0.5 nmi. Spirals demonstrate some variability. If an air-
craft  was fl ying straight (and usually level), that proved to be a 
poor predictor of the distance from the last radar plot. 
 One of the best predictors of the aircraft  being located near 
the last radar position was when its fi nal descent rate exceeded 
2000 ft /min. If this was the case then 95% of the aircraft  were 
found within 1.8 nmi. Descents of 1-999 ft /min oft en represent 
normal descent rates for landing. Also, the limited precision of 
transponder reported altitudes means the plane could have 
been fl ying level, but reported as descending for the last two 
Mode C reports. Th e distances are slightly greater than the 
median of 0.8 seen for the entire database. Level fl ight (0 ft /min) 
also shows a median greater than the median value of the entire 
database. 
 Th e report clearly defi ned that the probability of fi nding the 
aircraft  close to the last radar plot is signifi cant. In fact, 50% of 
all aircraft  are found within 0.8 nmi of the last plot. Th is gives a 
potential search area of only 2 nmi 2 — a size (depending upon 
t rrain and weather) easily searched on the ground, even at 
night. However, the study could easily be improved by examin-
ing several other factors. Radar information depends upon the 
radar forensic analyst fi nding the correct track that relates to 
the correct aircraft , then fi nding the last possible track, oft en 
from many segments that have gaps. Th e input of the analysts of 
their confi dence in the track is clearly needed. Th e simple proxy 
for  “ confi dence ” in the database was the 40 incidents in which 
the radar analyst forwarded a formal prediction of where the 
aircraft  might be found. Analysis of those predictions showed 
68% were found within 1 nmi and 76% were within 2 nmi. Th e 
75% quartile for the overall database was 5.5 nmi. Th is might be 
even more important if two or 
more candidate tracks are pos-
sible. While the tracks could be 
weighted evenly from a statis-
tical point of view, it might be 
more useful to have the analyst 
weigh the probability. 
 Ultimately, statistical infor-
mation must be translated into 
tactical decisions by the search 
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planner. In many cases this involves simple paper and pen tech-
nology. Even the utilization of more sophisticated optimal 
allocation of resources algorithms (Charnes Cooper) requires 
assigning probability of area.  6  Th erefore, the search planner 
faces the task of selecting the most appropriate model or com-
bining them all. We propose a simple algorithm based upon 
factors that were statistically signifi cant and designed to maxi-
mize the probability density. Th is would allow the least amount 
of eff ort to achieve the greatest amount of success. 
 Th e factors that were determined to be statistically signifi -
cant included the type of fl ight plan (IFR, VFR, or none), the 
meteorological conditions (if icing conditions were present), 
the fi nal fl ight characteristic (straight, straight and descending, 
bearing right or left , turning, a hook, or a spiral), and vertical 
changes (descent greater than 2000 ft /min). Th e probability 
density for each factor was determined as described in the 
Methods section. Th e summed P den values were then shortened 
to create the algorithm shown in  Fig. 3 . Th e last three factors 
(no fl ight plan, straight fl ight, and VFR fl ight plan) had a lower 
P den value than the overall score. In particular, a fi nal fl ight 
characteristic of fl ying straight ( ∑ P den  5 0.021) or a VFR fl ight 
plan ( ∑ P den  5 0.018) had a lower summed P den value by a factor 
of more than 10 compared to the entire database ( ∑ P den  5 
0.252). While some aircraft  were still found relatively close for 
these conditions, search planners would be well advised to look 
at all factors, including the range of radar coverage prior to 
committing ground resources. 
 Th e approach used in this study was to attempt to identify 
factors that result in more probability being found closer to the 
last radar plot. An equally valid approach is to look at factors 
that might identify when the last plot has nothing to do with the 
aircraft  fi nal location. Such a measure would help to avoid put-
ting too much emphasis on the last radar track. A formal study 
of all those incidents where the aircraft  was not found near the 
last radar plot should look at radar coverage. Th is study al eady 
identifi ed that straight and level fl ight might be another good 
predictor of a  “ non-relevant ” last radar plot. However, it is note-
worthy that two cases mention that the last radar plot occurred 
at a point of known end of coverage, but the aircraft  was found 
near those plots. It would be prudent to eventually examine the 
actual model of aircraft , if the aircraft  entered a thunderstorm, 
day or night light conditions, the visibility, the ceiling, the last 
radar ’ s position AGL altitude, and certain key scenarios. 
 Th e ultimate goal of search and rescue is to locate and rescue 
the subject. To fi nd the subject, search resources must be placed 
in the correct location. Formal search theory can help deter-
mine the placement of resources, but it is dependent upon iden-
tifying how much probability of containment exists in each 
search grid. Th erefore, it is of paramount importance to develop 
a model that correctly allocates probability into diff erent areas 
contained in the search area. Th e raw data and preliminary 
results presented here are the foundation to achieving this goal. 
However, radar data is not the only source of developing prob-
ability models for location. Additional models from cell phone 
forensics and Automatic Dependent Surveillance will become 
increasing important. In the Air France Flight AF447, it was the 
Aircraft  Communications and Addressing Reporting System 
broadcast that provided the critical information. However, the 
full value of that information was not realized until a formal 
probability map was created.  22  Since humans by nature are poor 
at visualizing probability and statistics, it is imperative to pro-
vide the information in a way that is easy to digest, visualize, 
and allows for making operational decisions. 
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Abstract
US wilderness search and rescue consumes thousands of person-hours and millions of dollars annually.
Timeliness is critical: the probability of success decreases substantially after 24 hours. Although over 90%
of searches are quickly resolved by standard “reﬂex” tasks, the remainder require and reward intensive
planning. Planning begins with a probability map showing where the lost person is likely to be found. The
MapScore project described here provides a way to evaluate probability maps using actual historical
searches. In this work we generated probability maps the Euclidean distance tables in (Koester 2008), and
using Doke’s (2012) watershed model. Watershed boundaries follow high terrain and may better reﬂect
actual barriers to travel. We also created a third model using the joint distribution using Euclidean and
watershed features. On a metric where random maps score 0 and perfect maps score 1, the Euclidean dis-
tance model scored 0.78 (95%CI: 0.74–0.82, on 376 cases). The simple watershed model by itself was
clearly inferior at 0.61, but the Combined model was slightly better at 0.81 (95%CI: 0.77–0.84).
1 Introduction
Searching can be arduous, time consuming, and expensive. These characteristics justify “taking
the search out” of search and rescue (SAR), a worthy but unreachable goal: some search
always remains, and search requires planning. The probability of survival in land-search
decreases with time (Pfau 2011). Good planning makes search more efﬁcient, reducing costs
and saving lives. The ﬁrst step is deciding where to search: some areas are more likely than
others. In fact, some areas are so much more likely that >90% of searches are resolved within
a few hours based on “reﬂex” tasks to the high-probability areas (Koester 2008). However, the
remaining cases require and reward explicit planning using methods ﬁrst developed in WWII
(Koopman 1980). Planning begins with a probability map showing where the lost person is
likely to be, allocates search effort to minimize expected time to ﬁnd, and updates the map
after each operational period to account for completed searches, clues found, and possible
subject motion. In wilderness search (WiSAR) this is often either intuitive or manual, but with
increasing use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) planning tools, WiSAR can create and
update detailed probability maps (Doherty et al. 2014). But how to tell a good map from a
poor one?
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In this article we generate and compare several probability maps for hundreds of historical
WiSAR incidents for which there were good initial and ﬁnal coordinates. The incidents come
from the International Search and Rescue Incident Database (Koester 2010). Maps are scored
using a simple and robust metric from crime-mapping (Rossmo 1999). While there are a few
papers on producing WiSAR probability maps (see for example: Castle 1998; Soylemez and
Usul 2006; Sarow 2011; Lin and Goodrich 2010; Ferguson 2013; Doherty et al. 2014) there
has been no evaluation of the relative accuracy of different methods. This article is the ﬁrst to
establish a performance baseline we hope will be surpassed repeatedly.
In practice, the most common way to assign probabilities to search regions is with sub-
jective estimates based on quartile distance statistics, particularly the summary statistics
found in Koester (2008): a simple ‘bulls-eye’ formed by the 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95%
probability circles. Thus the distance ring model serves as a baseline. We compare it to a
relatively recent watershed model (Doke 2012; Doherty et al. 2014), and a novel combina-
tion of the two.
The Introduction brieﬂy reviews WiSAR costs and the use of probability maps in WiSAR.
Section 2, Scoring, introduces the MapScore website, Rossmo’s metric, and its desirable prop-
erties. Section 3, Data and Methods, introduces the models. Section 4, Results, evaluates these
models. Section 5, Discussion, provides a brief conclusion and recommendation for future
work.
1.1 Cost and Time
In the US, the National Park Services (NPS) alone conducts thousands of search and rescue
operations annually. According to NPS and the US Park Police (2012), the NPS conducted
4,080 SAR operations at a total cost of $5.3 million, or roughly $1,375 per mission. Figure 1
shows the increasing costs for SAR operations over the past several years (1995–2012).
The price appears to be rising faster than inﬂation: from 1992 to 2007 the NPS responded
to 65,439 incidents at an average cost of $895 per operation (Heggie and Amundson 2009).
However, from 2000 to 2012 the NPS responded to 53,351 incidents at an average cost of
$1,163. In constant 2013 US dollars, the average increase is about $160 per case. Nearly half
the total cost was overtime; the remainder was mostly aircraft (Heggie and Amundson 2009).
Yosemite National Park alone accounted for 25% of the total costs ($1.2 million).
Figure 1 Annual cost for Search and Rescue operations conducted by the National Park Service at
constant 2013 dollars
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Time is the other key issue. Figure 2 shows the decreasing chances of successful rescue
over time for hikers and children aged 4–6 years-old (Koester 2008; Pfau 2011). The decline is
due to a combination of injuries, exposure, exhaustion, and dehydration. The larger the search
area, the longer it takes to search. Therefore, limiting the search area substantially improves
the chance of rescue.
1.2 Probability Maps
Mathematical search theory (Koopman 1980) takes a probabilistic approach because, by deﬁ-
nition, the location of any search object is unknown. Some of the earliest documented searches
divided the search region into smaller cells, and assigned probabilities to each of those cells
based on a structured mix of subjective and objective information. For example, Figure 3
shows maps from the 1967 search for the USS Scorpion (Richardson and Stone 2006) and
Figure 4 the 2009 Search for Air France Flight 447 (BEA 2012). Both have been recounted in
McGrayne (2012).
Search theory has advanced considerably since its origins in World War II, and modern
maritime search planning software like SAROPS (Kratzke et al. 2010) incorporate sophisti-
cated motion models and path planning for searchers. There is nothing comparable for
WiSAR. WiSAR has been slow to adopt search theory, in part because good probability maps
have been unavailable, and because probability of detection varies dramatically with small-
scale changes in terrain and vegetation. (There are also institutional reasons, such as the lack
of central authority or central funding for WiSAR.)
Maritime probability maps are conceptually simple: there is a physics of ocean drift,
however complicated. There is no equivalent for lost person behavior. Nevertheless, early
work by Syrotuck (1976/2000) showed that lost persons generally stayed very close to the
initial planning point (IPP): 60% were found within two miles (Euclidean or crow’s-ﬂight dis-
tance). Based on his 242 cases from New York and Washington states, Syrotuck formulated a
Figure 2 Probability of successful rescue by time, for Hikers (left) and Children (right). From data in
(Koester 2008). Marker size indicates number of cases. Points are drawn at the observed frequency;
Error bars show 95% range based on smoothed resampling. The central tendency is clear: time is
not on your side.
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“ring” model, by noting the 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95% zones for eight subject categories
including: Hunters, Hikers, Elderly, and Child.1 Subsequent studies over the last 37 years have
collected more data from various regions in the US and abroad. Recently, Koester (2008,
2010) created a uniﬁed database containing thousands of cases worldwide. For each of his cat-
egories he reported summary statistics for: Euclidean distance, track offset, dispersion angle,
ﬁnd location, scenario, mobility, and survivability.
Figure 3 Composite probability map for the USS Scorpion. Used with permission from (Richardson
and Stone 2006)
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Both Syrotuck and Koester create simple probability maps (like the distance-ring model)
directly from the summary statistics. In effect, this assumes that by the time the search has
started, the subject is not moving appreciably. The surprisingly small distances traveled suggest
this is a pretty good assumption in many cases. Nevertheless, ideally the models would
account for motion during the search. Several motion models have been formulated (Castle
1998; Lin and Goodrich 2010), which treat the subject’s movement as a stochastic process
governed by transition matrices which include, for example, a subject’s preference for uphill/
level/downhill, or moving from one kind of trail/vegetation to another, or simply going straight
versus turning.
These approaches generate a probability map by dropping thousands of simulated subjects
on the map around the IPP, and running a large Monte Carlo simulation. The advantage of
this approach is that the map evolves with time. The disadvantage is that it is hard to ﬁt the
extra parameters because, almost by deﬁnition, we do not have any information on the lost
person’s actual trajectory. Progress will depend on having a good method for scoring probabil-
ity maps, so the ﬁtting algorithms can improve.
In this article, we measure the performance of the baseline Euclidean distance model, and
a recent “watershed distance” model (Doke 2012; Doherty et al. 2014) that counts the
number of watersheds crossed by the lost person. Both Euclidean and watershed distance
models do well because most lost persons do not travel very far.
Figure 4 Air France 447 last known point (LKP, center of circles), ﬂoating debris (dots), and Phase III
probability map assuming inoperational pingers and accounting for searches in Phase I and II (left
inset). The wreckage (arrow) was found about 6.5 NM from the LKP in the red high-probability area.
Probabilities decrease from red to orange to yellow to green to blue. Drift map from (BEA 2012).
Inset used with permission from (Stone et al. 2011).
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2 Scoring
2.1 Genesis of MapScore
Rather than scoring the cases ofﬂine, MapScore provides a public website with a live
leaderboard and the potential to inspire friendly competition among potentially very different
approaches. The project began after discussion with the Brigham Young (BYU) WiSAR team
about how to compare their Bayesian motion model for lost person behavior (Lin and
Goodrich 2010) with our multivariate models. How did either compare with the simple
models implied by summary statistics? The BYU team helped fund initial work on what is
now the MapScore website (Twardy et al. 2012; Twardy 2012, http://mapscore.sarbayes.org),
and this article reports baseline scores for a Euclidean distance-ring model and a simple cost
distance model. The chosen score is based on the probability density assigned to the ﬁnd
region.
Search theory has shown that expected search time is minimized by allocating resources
to maximize the “probable success rate”, or the amount of probability that we “sweep up”
with every unit of time (Stone 2007; Koopman 1980; Frost 1996). In theory we might want
to score a map based on expected time to ﬁnd the subject, given optimal plans made on the
basis of the probability map and a map of detection indices for each resource. However, that
would require contentious assumptions about the resources at hand, how they can be used,
and their largely unknown detection indices. For purposes of portably comparing probability
maps, we can assume a single resource with detection equal in all regions. Then allocating
resources according to the probability density or Pden is optimal, and we can use a metric
based only on Pden. Pden is deﬁned as the probability per unit area. The distinction between
Pden and POA (probability of area) matters because many methods assign probabilities to
regions of varying size. For example, the distance ring model assigns 25% probability both to
the small region around the IPP and to the entire search region beyond the 75% ring. We
would prioritize the former because the Pden is much higher. But if the ﬁnal scored map has
been rasterized into equal-sized pixels with values equal to the probability contained in that
area, then POA and Pden are the same. The MapScore metric is suitable for rasterized prob-
ability maps.
2.2 Scoring Metric
Rossmo (1999) developed a robust metric R to compare probability maps for crime forecast-
ing. The metric is rank-ordered, and a good model will assign higher values to the actual
ﬁnd location, compared with other areas. It measures the proportion of pixels that are
assigned higher values than the actual ﬁnd location. The absolute value depends on the
image size, so MapScore uses a ﬁxed size and scale. For each case, we place the IPP at the
exact center of a 5,001 × 5,001 pixel map, where each pixel is 5 m × 5 m wide. At this reso-
lution, models can use features as small as 10 m without aliasing effects. At this size, the
map extends 12.5 km in each cardinal direction from the IPP, which on average includes at
least 95% of the search cases. Models assign pixels a brightness value corresponding to
the estimated probability density at that pixel. (Most models will be much coarser than indi-
vidual pixels, so they will divide the total probability in a region by the number of pixels in
that region.)
Let p equal the probability assigned to the actual ﬁnd location, N be the total number of
pixels in the image, n the number with probability greater than p, and let m be the number of
pixels with probability equal to p. Then we deﬁne:
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r
n m
N
= + 2 (1)
The value of r is then rescaled, so that the worst possible score is −1, and the best is +1:
R
r= −.
.
5
5
(2)
Because we corrected for pixels whose probability is equal to p, uniform (i.e. blank) maps get
a score of 0 and random maps get an expected score of 0.2
In the ideal scenario where all resource types have perfect detection and travel at the same
speed, the optimal allocation will follow probability density alone. Therefore r is the expected
proportion of cells one would have to search before ﬁnding the subject, and R is the propor-
tional gain over random searching. Because there is a great deal of uncertainty in search,
scoring a single case is not very informative. R only becomes meaningful when it is calculated
for many cases, to compare the average performance of different models on a ﬁxed set of cases
at a ﬁxed resolution and extent.
R is sensitive only to rank order, and not to the relative probability. Therefore, the actual
values may be converted to a suitable grayscale image using any visually pleasing monotonic
transform, and the scoring can be done directly on the image. However, the bit depth of the
image will limit the number of possible distinctions: an 8-bit grayscale image has at most 256
possible values, and a 16-bit grayscale image has 65,536.
2.3 Scoring Methodology
We use the format deﬁned for the MapScore website (http://mapscore.sarbayes.org). Each map
is a 5,001 × 5,001 grayscale raster centered on the IPP. Each pixel is 5 m, resulting in a 25 ×
25 km search area, which exceeds the 95% zone in almost all cases, and represents an upper
bound on feasible ground searching. Models need not have 5 m resolution internally, but they
must convert their output to the standard format for scoring. MapScore uses 8-bit PNG ﬁles,
with lighter pixels representing higher probabilities.3 If the 256 possible values were used
equally, then each value would have about 98 K pixels, and R would have a maximum value
of 0.996.
R can be calculated ofﬂine, but using the website creates a public record and encourages
comparison with other methods, potentially including subjective estimates. Users may select a
case, receive the IPP and case information, and then upload a PNG image ﬁle with their prob-
ability map for that case. The website then scores the map using the actual ﬁnd location,
which is revealed along with the score. MapScore also allows batch submission via folders or
zip ﬁles, so long as the individual maps are named to match the cases.
In the next section we discuss three relatively simple statistical models derived from ISRID
cases with good initial and ﬁnd coordinates.
3 Data and Models
Koester (2008) organizes the ISRID cases into 41 categories and subcategories based on sce-
nario, age, medical or mental status, and activity. Critically, he provides 25%, 50%, 75%, and
95% quantiles for the Euclidean distance between the IPP and the ﬁnd location. Koester also
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provides summary statistics for elevation change, hours mobile, survivability, dispersion angle,
and distance from nearest linear feature, when available. Where data permit, statistics are sub-
divided by domain (temperate, dry) and terrain (mountains, ﬂat, and urban). The distance-ring
model is the most widely used in WiSAR operations, and linear distance is one of the most
reliably-reported features.
Most of the ISRID cases do not contain usable GIS coordinates for both the initial and
ﬁnd locations. However, including the Yosemite data which became available during this
study, 376 ISRID cases had reliable IPP and ﬁnd coordinates. A third of the cases (89) are from
New York, where a majority of the state is dominated by farms, forests, rivers, rolling moun-
tains and lakes. It comprises the Northeastern Highlands, Erie Drift Plain, Eastern Great Lakes
Lowlands and Atlantic Coastal Pine Barrens ecoregions (Bailey 1995; Bryce et al. 2010). A
third were from Arizona (88 cases, transitional between plains and mountains), and a third
from Yosemite National Park, California (199 cases), a rugged valley between granite peaks in
the Southern Sierra Nevada ecoregion (Bailey 1995).
3.1 Distance Model
The Euclidean distance (ring) model is probably the most common model in statistical search
planning. Dating back to Syrotuck (1976/2000), the model draws 25%, 50%, 75% and 95%
distance rings based on statistical crow’s-ﬂight distance tables (Koester 2008). These distances
correspond to the lower quartile, median, upper quartile, and 95th percentile of distance trav-
elled by each category of lost persons in ISRID. As Table 1 shows, Koester’s distance model
considers terrain and ecoregion where the data permits. Figure 5 shows an example ring
model.
Don Ferguson’s Integrated Geospatial Tools for Search and Rescue (IGT4SAR Ferguson
2013; https://github.com/dferguso/IGT4SAR) implements all the distance-ring categories and
subcategories from Koester (2008) in an ArcGIS toolbox. IGT4SAR extends the MapSAR
(http://www.mapsar.net) toolbox to include various elements of search theory. MapSAR is a
free and open-source tool that runs with Esri’s ArcGIS Desktop 10.X software (http://
www.esri.com/landing-pages/software/arcgis/arcgis101-trial) and enables maps to be gener-
ated, stored, and printed quickly in order for research teams to be able to perform faster
searched for a missing person (MapSAR and Esri 2012).
The IGT4SAR distance model uses the ArcGIS Multiple Ring Buffer tool to create four
concentric rings centered on the IPP and representing the 25, 50, 75, and 95% distances for
Table 1 Hiker lost person behavior table used to create the distance rings generated from Koester
(2008)
Temperate Dry
UrbanMnt Flat Mnt Flat
n 568 274 221 58 8
25% 0.7 0.4 1.0 0.8
50% 1.9 1.1 2.0 1.3 1.6
75% 3.6 2.0 4.0 4.1
95% 11.3 6.1 11.9 8.1
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this subject category and the terrain. The rings are created on a 50 × 50 km region, and each
ring is assigned the appropriate probability. The remaining 5% is assigned to the region
outside the 95% circle. The ﬁve densities are then calculated by dividing each probability by
the area of the corresponding region, and assigned to every pixel in the region. The model then
clips the map to the 25 × 25 km evaluation region.
3.2 Watershed Model
Although the distance-ring model is easy to use on a paper map, it ignores terrain. Terrain
plays an important role in WiSAR. About 75% of WiSAR incidents happen in the mountains,
and mountains constrain travel. One simple way to account for terrain is to count watershed
crossings (Doke 2012). Watershed boundaries follow ridge lines and unlike distance rings,
reﬂect actual barriers to travel. Figure 6 shows an example of the watershed model.
In the US, watersheds are delineated by the US Geological Survey, using a national stand-
ard hierarchical system based on surface hydrologic features, and are classiﬁed into six units.
The six main types of hydrologic units are region, sub-region, accounting unit, cataloging unit,
watershed, and sub-watershed. Each hydrologic unit is identiﬁed by a unique hydrologic unit
code (HUC) and consists of two to 12 digits based on the level of classiﬁcation. For this article
a complete digital hydrologic unit boundary level of the sub-watershed (12 digit) 6th level was
used as a base map for the watershed model. The typical size for a 12-digit hydrologic unit is
Figure 5 Distance ring model for hikers in ﬂat and dry environments, on a representative basemap.
High probability areas are represented with darker colors while decreasing probabilities are shown
by light tan color
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10,000–40,000 acres; however, in some areas with unique geomorphology the watershed may
be greater than 40,000 acres or less than 10,000 acres, but never less than 3,000 acres. The
sub-watershed (HUC-12) is the most detailed nationwide layer now available.4
The watershed containing the IPP is numbered “0”. All the watersheds on its border are
numbered “1”, so each watershed is assigned a number counting the minimum number of
ridges between the IPP and the center of the watershed. We calculated watershed statistics
from 398 historical cases, as shown in Table 1. Each incident was classiﬁed as either “0”, if
found in the same catchment as the IPP, “1” if found adjacent, and so forth up to “3”. Only 1
in 17 cases (about 6%) were found three or more watersheds away. See Table 2 for details.
Lastly, we divide the watershed-distance probabilities by the areas of all the watersheds at
that distance, to get each region’s Pden.5
3.3 Combined DW Model
A combined model may be made by simply “stacking” the two model layers, which is equiva-
lent to a weighted average, or by calculating the actual joint probability distribution on the
union of regions. The joint distribution will do better when the two models are not independ-
ent and there is enough data reliably to estimate the interaction. A combined model using the
joint distribution of watersheds and Euclidean distance was designed with the expectation that
the model would do better than the two models taken separately, as is usually the case when
combining estimates (Mattson 1980; Surowiecki 2005).
Figure 6 Watershed model showing terrain-based “rings” for a ﬂat and dry environment, on a rep-
resentative basemap
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Figure 7 shows an example of the combined “Distance Watershed” (DW) model. The map
regions are created by intersecting the distance rings and the watersheds (using the Union tool)
so that a watershed cut by a distance ring becomes two new regions.
The probabilities for the combined DW regions are derived from the counts in Table 3.
For example, Table 3 shows that the regions within the same watershed as the IPP and in the
50% ring only contained the lost person in 61 out of 355 cases, or about 17% of the time.
Table 2 Watershed distance statistics gathered using ISRID and Yosemite data
States
0: Same
Watershed
1: One shed
away
2: Two sheds
away
3: Three+
sheds away Total
Arizona 57 46 7 12 122
New York 71 24 3 4 102
Yosemite 87 74 10 3 174
215 144 20 19 398
Arizona 47% 38% 6% 10% 100%
New York 70% 24% 3% 4% 100%
Yosemite 50% 43% 6% 2% 100%
Figure 7 Combined Euclidean and Watershed distance model for hiker in a ﬂat and dry environ-
ment. Dark shades represent higher probability density
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The model then assigns a probability density by dividing the probability from Table 3 by
the total area of all the polygons assigned to that DW region in the map. For example, in
Figure 8, the regions A, B, C and D constitute the [Watershed 1, 95% ring] region; each is
assigned an un-normalized “probability” of 48/355 from Table 3, which is then divided by the
combined area A+B+C+D. Note the watershed for region A also extends into the 75, 50, and
even 25% rings. Although the probability of the [Watershed 1, 25% ring] region is only 9/355,
the smaller area yields a higher Pden, shown by the darker shade for the inner two rings of A’s
watershed.
4 Results
The distance ring model received an average score of approximately 0.780 (95%CI: 0.740 –
0.819). The watershed model received a lower average score of 0.611 (95%CI: 0.572 – 0.650),
Table 3 Distance Rings and Watershed statistics based on ISRID and Yosemite data
Distance
Rings
0: Same
Watershed
1: One
Watershed
away
2: Two
Watersheds
away
3: Three+
Watersheds
away
Total
number
of cases
25% 93 9 0 0 102
50% 61 25 1 0 87
75% 25 29 1 0 55
95% 17 48 9 4 78
100% 1 7 7 18 33
Total 197 118 18 22 355
Figure 8 Calculating Pden for the combined Distance-Watershed model
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and the combined model scored the highest with an average score of 0.805 (95%CI: 0.769 –
0.841). The watershed model is clearly inferior to the other two. However, the combined
model is slightly better (two-tailed, paired T-test, N = 376, tcrit = 1.966, p = 0.017). See
Figure 9 for a comparison.
Despite largely ignoring local terrain, the ISRID distance ring model sets a high bar.
Beating the ISRID distance model for hikers on our 5,001-pixel-square images requires scoring
solidly above about 0.8. By adding some very basic terrain information, the Combined model
achieves improvements of about 6% of the original standard deviation, and about 11% of the
possible gain.
There was also a regional inﬂuence. All models had their best performance in New York
and their worst in Arizona where variance was also highest. The difference was statistically
signiﬁcant for both Distance and Combined models but not the Watershed model, which had
poor performance in all three regions (F-crit = 3.02, F-value = 11.4, 8.6, 2.8; see Table 4.)
Also, performance differences between models were statistically signiﬁcant in New York and
Yosemite, but not in Arizona (one-way ANOVA, F-value = 29.13, F-crit = 3.00). The com-
bined model performed the best and with the least variance for the state of New York, with an
average score of 0.887 and variance of 0.059.
5 Discussion
This study had four goals:
• To create a method and portal for scoring missing-person probability maps;
• To score the ubiquitous ISRID Euclidean-distance “ring” model;
• To compare the ring model with a new watershed model; and
• To compare those models with a combined distance-watershed model.
The results for the distance ring model were as expected. Based purely on ring geometry, the
expected value of R for Hikers in a dry, mountainous domain is 0.78, closely mirroring the
actual result (which was indeed mostly hikers in such environments). It was also anticipated
Figure 9 Average rating scores of the three models used in the study. The whiskers represent the
95% conﬁdence intervals of the mean
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that the distance ring model would score slightly higher in the state of New York than Arizona
or Yosemite Park: because development and vegetation limit travel, the distance rings are
closer in NY. (The temperate ﬂat category has a 75% of 2 km, vs. 4 km for the dry ﬂat
category).
The watershed model did worse than the ISRID distance rings, but performed surprisingly
well considering that it ignores the subject category, environment, and climate (unlike the
distance-ring model). It also scored higher in New York than in Arizona or Yosemite. The
watersheds in our New York cases tend to be larger. Although Arizona has a lot of ﬂat regions,
most of the searches happened near the mountains, and the Arizona mountains are more
rugged than the New York mountains. Yosemite, of course, is at least as rugged as Arizona.
It also helped that the New York IPPs were more likely to be somewhere in the center of a
watershed, rather than on the ridge boundary, making the watershed distance parameter more
reliable. When the IPP is on the dividing ridge, it is essentially random which side of the ridge
will count as watershed 0.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
The goal of any SAR operation is to increase the probability of success as quickly as possible
with the available resources. Search and rescue activities rely heavily upon geospatial data, and
GIS generation of the probability maps can speed search planning and generate better plans.
However, while higher-resolution models including more factors will always seem more
appealing, they need to be tested. MapScore provides a large set of historical missing-person
cases, and a web portal for scoring and comparing models.
This article publishes baseline scores for three relatively simple models: the commonly
used ISRID Euclidean distance-ring model, a new watershed model which ignores subject cat-
egory or terrain, and a combination of the two models. The watershed model by itself elimi-
nated about 60% of the search area, but the familiar distance-ring model did better,
eliminating over 75% of the search area. The combined DW model eliminated over 80% of
the search area, showing a statistical difference. All models did better in New York and
Yosemite, and worse in Arizona.
Live GIS-based probability maps should improve key search planning decisions and
increase situation awareness. Even if the GIS did not suggest resource assignments, displaying
validated scenario-speciﬁc probability maps would be faster than drawing regions manually
Table 4 Model mean and (variance) by region. F-statistic: α = 0.05, DF = 2, F-critical = 3.020
State Distance Model Watershed Model Combined Model
Arizona 0.632 0.533 0.656
(0.244) (0.194) (0.215)
New York 0.841 0.666 0.887
(0.129) (0.122) (0.059)
Yosemite 0.818 0.621 0.834
(0.117) (0.139) (0.106)
F- statistic 8.588 2.792 11.366
(p = .0002) (p = .06) (p = .00002)
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and more accurate than intuitively sloshing probabilities into those regions. But the models
tested here only automate the current manual method.
The next step is to explore parametric distance models6 to remove the “jumps” in probabil-
ity at the ring boundaries. Following that, the terrain model should be improved. One option is
to reﬁne the watershed layer. The HUC 12-digit watershed layer, although the most detailed cur-
rently available, has watershed regions that are too large for search purposes. A ﬁner scale water-
shed layer may better capture the dynamics of movement and receive better scores. In addition,
the watershed model should better account for IPPs on the ridge between the two watersheds,
perhaps by assigning ridge cases partially to all neighboring watersheds, or to a separate area.
If there is sufﬁcient data available for the search region, another option is to augment
watersheds with other travel barriers like streams and slopes, or skip simple barrier models
entirely in favor of calculating travel cost surfaces. Preliminary tests of travel cost models
showed the limiting factor was the quality of the available data layers. However, with effort a
nationwide set could be synthesized for testing on MapScore.
Finally, these are all but steps along the way to deﬁning actual motion models for SAR.
We have not yet tested any motion models, though we are collaborating with other researchers
to do so. Motion models have many parameters and assumptions, and without a good test
suite like MapScore, they are difﬁcult to evaluate.
MapScore has provided case data, a scoring metric, and a scored baseline. We invite con-
tributions and hope within a year to see models scoring above 0.9.
Notes
1 Syrotuck’s model was actually a bit more involved, and his “rings” often resembled paper clips, but
most of his readers just used the linear distance.
2 Koester’s correction matters in rule-based models where many pixels get the same value.
3 MapScore may switch to 16-bit when participants start submitting higher-resolution models.
4 The Watershed Boundary Dataset (WBD) and the National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) are coordi-
nated efforts between the US Department of Agriculture–Natural Resources Conservation Service
(USDA-NRCS 2013), the US Geological Survey (USGS), and the US Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). They were created from a variety of sources from each state and aggregated into a standard
national layer for use in strategic planning and accountability (http://nhd.usgs.gov/wbd_data
_citation.html).
5 Although this Pden method is correct on average, it could generate abnormal Pdens if, for example,
the watershed-0 region was extraordinarily large (yielding too low a Pden near the IPP), or the
watershed-3 region was clipped so as to be extraordinarily small (yielding a high Pden far away). A
better method would be to calculate the average Pdens as part of the overall statistics, and apply those
directly to each case.
6 Forthcoming. See Cawi (2014) for a preview.
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the U.S. Occupational Health and Safety Administration. The 
following is an informal interpretation of these levels as applied 
to other emergency services specialties.
Awareness: you know enough to recognize the hazards, know 
enough not get yourself killed, and know when to call for 
expert assistance.
Operations: you know enough to complete simple operations 
in the specialty, if you are supervised by someone with more 
experience and training.
Technician: you know enough to complete simple operations 
without supervision, and to participate in complex operations 
supervised by someone with more experience and training.
Specialist: you know enough to run even complex operations.
This chapter reviews the awareness level of wilderness search 
management, participation with search operations in the ﬁeld, 
tools to interface with the leaders of SAR teams, and concepts 
of medical force protection.
TERMINOLOGY: SAR-SPEAK
The English language, as with the Internet, grows without top-level 
supervision. It’s messy. New terms emerge, old terms acquire new 
meanings, and sometimes terms have multiple meanings. And 
like any specialty, SAR has its own special terms. Interfacing 
with SAR teams is easier when you can “talk the talk.” It also 
provides you with some credibility with SAR team members, 
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, we provide an overview of wilderness search and 
rescue (SAR) for those who:
 ■ practice or intend to practice wilderness EMS (WEMS),
 ■ supervise WEMS providers, or
 ■ are interested in WEMS, and are not trained members of 
a wilderness SAR team.
The chapter focuses primarily on two aspects of wilderness 
search and rescue that are not covered fully in other chapters. 
One is search management. The other is the medical aspect of 
force protection: providing incidental medical care to SAR team 
members to keep them functioning, and perhaps doing health 
screening on SAR team members.
It is diﬃcult to know how many SAR operations occur. 
Information-gathering is spotty at best. The National Park 
Service keeps reliable statistics, and they show about 3,000 
SAR operations per year.1,2 However, most SAR incidents 
probably occur outside of national parks: in national forests, in 
state parks, on other public lands, and on private lands. Some 
of these are straightforward rescues without much searching, 
but a signiﬁcant proportion involves at least some searching.
The standard model of emergency services training these 
days, at least in the United States, tends to follow a four-level 
training ladder, likely originating in the regulations and four 
training levels established for handling hazardous materials by 
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We also use the term land search and rescue to distinguish 
it from maritime search and rescue: looking for missing vessels 
(or aircraft) lost at sea.†
While the term land search and rescue has some currency as 
the main context where WEMS is done, you can make a good 
argument that the Coast Guard, which some would argue is a 
maritime SAR agency, also deals with signiﬁcant amounts of 
wilderness SAR. In terms of remoteness, diﬃcult coastal terrain, 
and length of transport to an emergency department (ED), 
many Coast Guard rescues ﬁt the bill for WEMS, and some 
Coast Guard personnel have been trained as wilderness EMT 
(WEMTs) speciﬁcally to deal with such issues.
The term land search and rescue is occasionally used, but we 
most often talk about wilderness search and rescue as the preferred 
term for the type of SAR that connects most directly to WEMS.
You can argue that U.S. wilderness SAR teams only do a 
fraction of their work in Congressionally designated wilderness 
areas, or even state-designated wilderness areas.‡ On the other 
hand, a lot of wilderness SAR work is in areas that are at least 
relatively wild, and the term seems to get across the idea better than 
any other. In addition, as discussed in the Introduction chapter 
and Chapter 1, the term “wilderness” in the context of medical 
care is far more expansive than simple governmental designations.
There are three more SAR disciplines that should be dis-
tinguished from wilderness SAR.
The term urban search and rescue (USAR) has famously 
come to be synonymous with searching collapsed buildings 
and trying to rescue people trapped in them. For the most part, 
this is not really the type of SAR where WEMS should apply; 
this is usually in urban areas with somewhat-intact EMS and 
medical systems. In severe or widespread disasters, though, the 
existing EMS and medical systems may be entirely disrupted, 
and you can reasonably call it a WEMS context. If wilderness 
SAR teams respond to support such operations, which is a 
reasonable and likely highly eﬀective response, wilderness SAR 
team members should have extra training for the environment 
and hazards after such a disaster: the hazards are diﬀerent, at 
least in some respects, than the environment for which they 
train and in which they usually respond.
Sometimes wilderness SAR teams help manage lost-person 
searches in urban and suburban areas. Some such areas contain 
big parks that are relatively wild, especially at night or in deep 
winter or after a bad storm that has toppled many trees. Even if 
it is in a suburban area without such relatively wild area, we tend 
to call this urban search (not USAR which is diﬀerent). Urban 
†The international standards-setting organization American Society of Testing 
and Materials International (ASTM)’s Committee F-32 on Search and Rescue 
uses the term land search and rescue extensively; however, this term is not 
commonly used in the broader search and rescue community.
‡For example, New York State has state wilderness areas in the Adirondack 
and Catskill mountains.
though perhaps not so much as when you can “walk the walk” 
and tell stories about all the diﬃcult rescues you have done. 
(Some embellishment is expected but it must be done artfully 
and with at least a modicum of modesty and self-deprecation.)
Search and rescue itself is one of those terms that has come 
to mean many diﬀerent things.
Looking for people trapped in a burning building? That’s 
search and rescue.
Looking for live people or dead bodies in collapsed buildings? 
That’s search and rescue.
Looking for and rescuing a downed pilot behind enemy 
lines? That’s search and rescue.
Using SCUBA gear to retrieve bodies from a bus that went 
oﬀ a bridge into the bay? That’s search and rescue.
Looking for the wreckage of Malaysia Airlines ﬂight MH370 
on the ﬂoor of the Indian Ocean using oceanographic sonar? 
That’s search and rescue.
Looking to see if anyone was aﬀected by widespread ﬂooding 
or a tornado? That’s search and rescue.
Looking for a hunter who has activated a Personal Location 
Beacon (PLB) or a commercial Satellite Emergency Notiﬁcation 
Device (SEND)? That’s search and rescue.
The diﬀerence between “rescue” and “recovery” is critical to 
understand. In a rescue, the subject is believed to be a patient 
who will need assistance and potentially medical care. In a 
recovery, the subject is believed to be a body without chance 
of survival. Signiﬁcant risks might be taken to save a life of 
a patient, but the risk proﬁle of a body recovery operation 
should be very low.
The Land Search and Rescue Addendum to the National 
Search and Rescue Supplement to the International Aeronautical 
and Maritime Search and Rescue Manual Version 1.0 (which, 
despite the lengthy and impenetrable title, is well worth reading) 
provides the following deﬁnition of SAR.
Search: An operation using available personnel and facilities 
to locate persons in distress
Rescue: An operation to retrieve persons in distress, provide 
for their initial medical or other needs, and deliver them 
to a place of safety.3,*
SAR that best ﬁts the context of WEMS is sometimes 
called land search and rescue. We distinguish land search and 
rescue from air search and rescue, which is (mostly) looking for 
downed aircraft from the air. The problem with this deﬁnition 
is that ground teams (“land search and rescue teams” in some 
deﬁnitions) form a signiﬁcant portion of the eﬀort to ﬁnd downed 
aircraft, and aircraft are sometimes used to look for lost persons 
(rather than downed aircraft) on the ground.
*http://www.mngeo.state.mn.us/committee/emprep/download/
USNG/2011_1118_Published_Land_SAR_Addendum_1.0.pdf.
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search has its own speciﬁc strategies, tactics and hazards, as does 
a police missing person investigation. It is common for wilderness 
SAR teams with expertise in search management to assist urban 
or suburban law enforcement with such an urban search. In some 
areas, such as the San Francisco Bay Area, some SAR teams do 
more urban search than wilderness SAR. A text and reference 
on urban search techniques is available.4
A more comprehensive glossary of SAR terms and acronyms 
can be found in the Land Search and Rescue Addendum published 
by the National Search and Rescue Committee. This list is a 
subset of the more complete glossary found in the  National Search 
and Rescue Supplement (NSS). In addition, a more complete 
discussion of SAR terms can be found from Selected Inland 
Search Deﬁnitions which is an appendix within Sweep Width 
Estimation for Ground Search and Rescue.5
SAR TEAM CAPABILITIES: SEARCH 
AND RESCUE
Wilderness SAR in the open desert southwest and in the densely 
forested wet-cold Appalachians might seem very diﬀerent, but 
there are many similarities. Wilderness SAR teams can and do 
take advantage of mechanical devices such as helicopters, boats, 
four-wheel drive vehicles and all-terrain vehicles (ATVs). See 
Chapter 28 for further discussion about mechanical vehicle use 
in WEMS and wilderness SAR. But the primary transport 
mechanism for most SAR team members on most operations 
is the human foot, usually encased in a wool sock (SAR team 
members mostly, and appropriately, despising cotton socks*) and 
an appropriately sturdy hiking or climbing boot. SAR team mem-
bers are expected to be able to travel eﬃciently long distances on 
foot.† The expectations for WEMS personnel may be lower, but 
SAR team members are generally expected to be able to navigate 
from point A to point B with ﬂair and élan, regardless of terrain 
or weather, often using a map, occasionally a compass, but mostly 
disdaining their GPSs (at least when others can see them). They 
are expected to be keen-eyed searchers, capable team managers, 
expert communicators, and survival experts. Misquoting the 
inscription on the New York Post Oﬃce: Neither snow nor rain 
nor heat nor gloom of night stays these SAR team members from 
the swift completion of their appointed tasks.
Wilderness SAR teams vary widely in their size and capabilities. 
A few teams are just search teams. . . they ﬁnd lost people, but do 
*Unlike wool, cotton retains water against the foot, making the foot colder in 
cold environments, also keeping the foot damp and making blisters more likely. 
Cotton under the sole of your foot mats down and becomes hard, but wool socks 
retain their cushioning eﬀect on the sole.
†Experienced members who serve in the ﬁeld also quickly learn to appreciate the 
particular competencies of those who stay at base and keep the operation running. 
And there are those who, in this increasingly Internet-connected world, stay at 
home in their pajamas and help with remote support, which is discussed later.
not provide any ﬁrst aid, medical care or rescue. Mostly these are 
teams that ﬁeld air-scenting or trailing dogs, though most teams 
that have such dogs also provide at least ﬁrst-aid-level care and 
do some rescue. Some teams provide a full range of SAR services, 
including technical cave and mountain rescue. Some states oﬀer 
certiﬁcation of team by certain minimum requirements, which 
provides some assurance of quality. Sometimes this certiﬁcation 
is by a state agency, sometimes it is by a statewide association of 
SAR teams. In North America, the generally accepted highest 
level of wilderness SAR team competence is that provided by 
the Mountain Rescue Association (MRA).
SEARCH RESOURCES, STRATEGY, 
AND TACTICS
SAR resources (things, people, or animals that can search: planes, 
trains,‡ and automobiles, as well as horses, dogs, humans, helicopters, 
drones, and the like) can use diﬀerent strategies. A strategy can 
be carried out using diﬀerent tactics, depending upon the task’s 
speciﬁc requirements. The strategy of conﬁnement ensures that 
the subject does not leave the search area unbeknownst (it has 
happened). Attraction is a strategy for mobile responsive subjects 
who will move toward a noise or light source. Investigation collects 
additional information or sightings about the missing subject. 
Hasty searches follow well-deﬁned linear features, a known route, 
or go to speciﬁc spots where the subject might be located. Area 
searches cover larger areas with either multiple resources or a 
single resource following a well-deﬁned search pattern.
Most SAR tasks are designated to use one of these strategies, 
using resources such as human ground searchers, dogs, mounted 
teams, ATVs, snowmobiles, or mountain bikes. Man-trackers and 
tracking/trailing dogs try to follow the subject by visible tracks 
or scent. Man-trackers sometimes learn the subject’s direction of 
travel, or document clues, or do cutting for sign (described later). 
Aeronautical resources (low-ﬂying light aircraft, helicopters, or 
drones) can cover an area using diﬀerent search patterns. They 
can do a hasty search by following a known route, search speciﬁc 
linear features or likely crash sites (such as where the ﬂight path 
crosses a mountain range), or use electronic equipment to search 
for radio or radio-beacon signals.
Humans
There are various human being search tactics: techniques for 
looking (or sniﬃng) for a lost person, or looking for clues to the 
lost person’s whereabouts. Some textbooks classify human search 
tactics as Type I (emphasizes speed more than thoroughness), 
‡Although trains are not usually considered search resources, some wild areas 
are traversed only by train tracks, so interviewing the crew of trains passing 
through might be helpful.
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is in that segment, it may be appropriate to get another sweep 
task into that area quickly, as a sweep task is usually quicker to 
dispatch into the ﬁeld than a line search task.
Trailing and air-scenting are tactics which work best if you 
have a long nose, pointy ears and four feet, and we will discuss 
search dogs in the next section. If you’re a dog, you may consider 
the human sense of smell laughable. But there are searches 
where the smell of ﬁre or aviation fuel led human searchers 
to a small-aircraft crash site, which leads to advice to human 
searchers to use as many senses as you can to search for clues: 
vision (including checking out suspicious clumps of brush, and 
from time to time turning around and looking with a diﬀerent 
view, and even looking up in trees), hearing (“JAKE, CAN YOU 
HEAR ME?! JAKE?!” [then stop and listen intently]), and smell.
A hasty search task is often sent to search along a linear 
feature such as a trail or a stream. Another type of search, used 
either after hasty search tasks or sometimes at the same time, 
is searching an assigned area rather than a linear feature. This 
can be with an air-scenting dog, zig-zagging through the area. It 
can also be with a team of humans in a line traversing the area, 
sometimes called area search. When the humans are very widely 
spaced, we call this a sweep search; when close-spaced, we call 
this line search or saturation search. Sometimes hasty search and 
sweep search are combined; a linear feature can be searched with 
ﬂankers out to either side of the linear feature looking for clues 
as well as a responsive subject, though this slows down the team 
and may delay them in ﬁnding a responsive subject along the trail.
Search resources (ﬁeld teams) vary in their ability to ﬁnd 
clues. An air-scenting dog and handler can rapidly search an 
area and ﬁnd, or exclude the possibility of ﬁnding, a human 
being in that area. A sweep task with human searchers, though 
slower, is much more likely to ﬁnd clues, such as tracks that can 
be identiﬁed as the subject’s, or something left by the subject.
One of the authors once found what are arguably the two 
best clues of which we have heard, both on the same task, oﬀ the 
Appalachian Trail in a ravine in Virginia’s Blue Ridge Mountains. 
First, a plastic bag of clothes with the subject’s name on tapes 
sewn into each item. Second, after man-tracking from that point 
(see below) and calling out the subject’s name, a response of “I’m 
over here, dammit!”
Man-tracking (usually just shortened to tracking) is a tech-
nique that has long been used in law enforcement. It probably 
started by using guides skilled at tracking wild game applying 
their skills to track humans. Man-tracking was introduced to 
SAR teams in the 1970s by those such as the late Ab Taylor of 
the U.S. Border Patrol. The Border Patrol uses man-tracking 
to locate illegal immigrants, but Ab also put his skills to work 
to ﬁnd lost children, and brought these skills to the attention 
of SAR teams, developing a cadre of SAR tracking instructors.
Teaching searchers how to search for, identify, protect, and 
follow human tracks is now part of the training of most wilderness 
Type II (a balance of speed and thoroughness), and Type III 
(emphasizes thoroughness more than speed). Most SAR people, 
though, rely on the roughly equivalent terms hasty, sweep, and 
line (or saturation) for tasks.
Early in a search, especially when searching for a likely responsive 
subject, it makes sense to use available resources for less-thorough 
but more widespread searching, using hasty and sweep tasks. With 
a wide-spaced sweep task, searchers may be spaced far beyond 
their visual sweep width for detecting an unresponsive subject and 
certainly for small clues. However, they likely have much larger 
and overlapping sweep widths for hearing a responsive subject.
In the past, it was taught that repeated non-thorough (eg, 
sweep) tasks were more eﬀective than a single line/saturation 
task with the same amount of searchers and searcher eﬀort. 
This was based on a mathematical model that has since been 
shown to be incorrect.6
For an aircraft searching a segment, it therefore is best to do 
a single pass over the segment with close track spacing instead 
of multiple passes over the segment with wide track spacing. 
Applying this ﬁnding to ground search is a bit trickier, however. 
Close-spaced human-searcher saturation or line search tasks are 
usually done by large teams that have high operational friction. 
Operational friction consists of those things that suck up time 
and eﬀort, or otherwise impede operations, but do not contribute 
directly to the search eﬀort.
Convoys move at the same speed as the slowest vehicle, and 
the more vehicles in a convoy, the more likely you will have a slow 
vehicle. If a vehicle needs to stop for gas or some other reason, the 
entire convoy needs to stop, and the more vehicles in a convoy, 
the more likely a vehicle will need to stop. Even in this day of 
ubiquitous GPS apps on smartphones, dividing up a convoy 
still seems to cause major complications and is best avoided.
Hiking groups move at the same speed as the slowest hiker, 
and the more hikers in a group, the more likely you will have 
a slow hiker. If a hiker needs to stop to retie a boot, the entire 
group must stop, as breaking up a hiking group is even worse 
than breaking up a convoy. And since saturation/line search 
teams are basically large synchronized-hiking groups, this applies 
to them as well. Large saturation/line search tasks have other 
sources of operational friction, such as parts of the line drifting 
downhill, so that the leader must call a halt and move searchers 
back and forth to re-dress the line.
The higher operational friction of line searches might mean 
that, unlike aircraft searches, repeated sweep searches actually 
might be a more eﬀective use of searchers compared with a line 
search. Until someone does a comparative study, carefully not 
controlling for operational friction, we won’t know for sure. 
Even if most search managers don’t believe that repeated sweep 
searches are better than a line search, sometimes a repeated sweep 
is appropriate. If a segment has already been searched by a sweep 
search, but a new clue makes it much more likely that the subject 
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navigation. The usual term for such a group heading out for a 
search or rescue is ﬁeld team. But the teams that are speciﬁcally 
tasked to use a dog, usually for an air-scenting or trailing task, 
are sometimes informally called a dog team to distinguish them 
from the other, non-dog teams, which are called just ﬁeld teams.
On the fourth and ﬁnal paw, we have a dog team of one human 
handler and one dog who have trained together, tested together, 
and have been credentialed as competent in a specialty such as 
air-scenting, trailing, or human remains detection (HRD). It 
takes lots of time and dedication, on the part of both the dog 
and the handler, to become a competent and credentialed dog 
team. There are quite a variety of credentialing agencies for 
such search dog teams, with diﬀerent testing standards; if you 
ask a dog handler about them, you will probably get a strong 
response about which are of high quality and which are not. 
But, as a dog handler in the Appalachian Search and Rescue 
Conference (ASRC) once famously observed: “If you get three 
dog handlers together, about the only thing you’ll get two of 
them to agree on is that the third one is wrong.”
Dogs have diﬀerent training and capabilities. There are a variety 
of dog specialties, including water search (searching from a boat), 
cadaver/human remains detection (HRD), collapsed-structure 
search, avalanche search, and evidence search. The two most 
commonly used in wilderness SAR are air-scenting and trailing.
First, let us describe how to do an air-scenting task. To make 
it easier to appreciate, we will describe this from the dog’s view.
Your human handler and the other humans will usually 
follow a trail, a stream, or perhaps steer a fairly straight course 
through the middle of an assigned search area (SAR teams often 
call this a segment). You should stay ahead of the humans; stay 
close enough that you can hear them, but being out of sight is 
OK, at least for brief periods. While they are struggling along 
behind you (humans can be quite slow in the woods), you should 
run back and forth ahead of them, sniﬃng carefully for the dis-
tinctive scent of a human, any human. As any competent dog 
knows, individual animals (including humans) all have a slightly 
diﬀerent scent, but animals have a distinctive species-speciﬁc smell. 
It is said that foxes are particularly sharp and acidic, whereas 
humans are warm and complex with overtones of oak and cedar, 
especially if the human has been eating beef, and often a yeasty 
ﬁnish if the human has been eating bread or drinking beer, but 
perhaps this is just one dog’s interpretation. This scent is created 
by small bits of skin, hair, and evaporating skin oils that animals 
give oﬀ. This material ﬂoats downwind, spreading as it goes, in a 
cone of scent. When you are air-scenting, keep your nose up and 
sniﬀ periodically. Ignore the scent of the humans with you, but 
keep sniﬃng for a diﬀerent human.
When you are air-scenting, you are just sniﬃng for an un-
expected human scent, any unexpected human scent. As soon 
as you scent any human other than your team, check the wind 
direction and remember it. When training your human, you 
SAR teams. Trained searchers are expected to be clue-conscious: 
to know how to identify human tracks and appreciate their value 
as clues, especially in untracked wild areas, and to protect them. 
One of the authors, searching such an untracked area, found a 
track crossing perpendicular to his assigned hasty task, going 
from north to south. This directed the search strategy to the area 
south of his assigned search task, where another team quickly 
found the lost subject, a 92-year-old woman who had been 
mushroom-hunting and had fallen and gotten her leg trapped 
between two rocks. She had been stranded there for days, but 
luckily was right next to a small stream with water. This points 
out how a single track can serve as a clue and result in a save.
Searchers are sometimes tasked to cut for sign (also known 
as sign-cutting). This means to search, either in circles around a 
clue, or perhaps perpendicular to the subject’s projected line of 
travel, looking for tracks (“sign”).
Some SAR team members go on to advanced training in 
man-tracking, and may be dispatched to a potential track to start 
tracking at that point, using the step-by-step method taught 
by Ab Taylor and others. Man-trackers may start at the Point 
Last Seen (PLS), or if a good clue establishes it, the Last Known 
Position (LKP), but often investigators have trampled the tracks 
there. Scent-speciﬁc trailing-dog tasks are sometimes used from 
the PLS instead, though with frustratingly low rates of success.
Dogs
Many animals have highly reﬁned senses of smell, and could 
theoretically be used for searching—in particular, pigs and 
buzzards seem to feature frequently in SAR humor—and horses 
used by mounted teams have a keen sense of smell compared 
to humans, which adds to their baseline usefulness as mounts 
for humans. But the animal most used for lost-person search is 
“man’s best friend,” the dog. There are arguments about which 
breed of dog is best for SAR, but this is best left for informal 
discussion (probably both lengthy and heated) with a group of 
knowledgeable dog handlers, as there is no consensus even as 
to whether one breed is best, much less which breed. Search 
dogs can be highly eﬀective at ﬁnding those lost in a wild area.
As with the term search and rescue, the term dog team can 
be more than a bit confusing when used in conversation, and 
we know of four separate meanings of the term. On the one 
paw, a dog team can be a wilderness search organization, all of 
whom are dog handlers. On the other paw, a dog team can also 
be a search organization, only some of who are dog handlers, 
although this more commonly is called a wilderness SAR team 
with dogs. On the third paw, a dog team can be a team sent out on 
a search task, consisting of a handler and dog working together, 
along with one or a few other humans who are called walkers 
or ﬂankers: SAR team members who accompany the handler 
stay well back and often handle communications and some 
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There are many tactics that can help contain the search 
area. You could:
 ■ Post notes at trail intersections “this way out.”
 ■ Run string lines with ﬂagging tape on them, and small signs 
saying “this way out.”
 ■ Put camp-ins (a couple of searchers camping out) at loca-
tions where a lost person might reasonably end up, such as 
a major trail junction, or the main approach to a mountain 
climb. A camp-in team may carry in a tent, sleeping bag, 
sleeping pads, a stove and food, and may serve as a rest and 
resupply area for more mobile ﬁeld teams.
 ■ Create a “track trap” in an area where a mobile subject might 
travel: sweep an area of mud, dirt or dust ﬂat, so it is ready 
to accept good tracks, and then send teams to check the 
track trap on a regular basis.
 ■ Have searchers do slow patrols along roads around the 
area from a vehicle. Have searchers similarly walk to patrol 
trails that bound the area. These tasks may be particularly 
useful to get less-trained and less-ﬁt searchers into the 
search eﬀort.
However, patrolling or searching by vehicle is not nearly 
as sensitive for either clues or subjects as foot-based searchers. 
Once upon a time, in a large wilderness area traversed by the 
Appalachian Trail in southwestern Virginia, both foot searchers 
and trail-bike motorcycles looked for the subject for many days. 
When ﬁnally found by the foot searchers after almost a week, 
the subject commented, “the only time I was afraid for my life 
was once when I almost got run over by a motorcycle.”
SEARCH THEORY AND STRATEGY
For many years, researchers have worked to get search man-
agement into a more scientiﬁc framework. This has resulted 
in a fair amount of literature, and several computer programs 
designed to assist search managers. Here we will review only the 
most prominent aspects. If you are interested in more details 
you can consult the literature on this topic.5,7–9 In particular, 
a rigorous but very readable introduction to search theory, 
prepared for the U.S. Coast Guard by J.R. Frost, is available 
free online.10,†
The central equation of search theory is:
POS = POD × POA
†http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/pdf/theory_of_search.pdf; note that this paper 
uses probability of containment (POC) for what is more commonly called 
probability of area (POA); POA is the terminology adopted in this chapter. 
Note also that in this document equations 2.4 and 2.91 are missing some minus 
signs; equation 2.4 should read “POCafter = POCbefore × (1 − POD) and equation 
2.91 should read PODc = 1 − (1 − 0.6)(1 − 0.7) = −0.88.
should have worked out a standard way to communicate this 
“alert”; whatever it is, run back to your human (for some reason, 
an alert never happens when you are right next to your handler) 
and give your alert signal, whatever it is. Once you are sure your 
human has paid attention and acknowledged your alert, it’s time 
to head out and try to catch that scent again. Winds shift, so you 
will usually have to range back and forth until you can smell it 
again. And sometimes, you won’t ﬁnd it again; c’est la vie. Still, 
even a single alert can be useful to those back at Base who are 
plotting these things on a map. If you are lucky, you will get 
another noseful of that same scent, at which time your job is to 
follow that scent upwind until you ﬁnd the search subject. If the 
wind shifts, you may need to range back and forth a bit more 
to pick it up. It is important to remember that old search-dog 
mantra: humans are slow. While there is a certain competitive 
urge to get to the subject as fast as possible, you may need to 
slow down a bit so your humans don’t get out of barking range.
When you ﬁnd a search subject, you need to communicate 
this with your handler who, as usual, is probably lagging far 
behind. Run back to your handler, give the signal that you have 
taught your handler, get a response that you have been understood 
(“Show me!” seems to be pretty standard) and then lead your 
handler back to the subject. This is called a reﬁnd.
With air-scenting, there is lots of scent in the air, at least 
when you get close. But for trailing, you have got your nose 
down near the ground, trying to ﬁnd some of that scent that 
has drifted down onto the ground. That makes it harder, as 
there is less scent, and the older the trail the less scent is left; 
sometimes they have you try to follow trails that are a couple of 
days old, which is well-nigh impossible. What is worse is that 
you have to pick out the right person’s trail from other people’s 
scent trails; unlike air-scenting, trailing is scent-speciﬁc. If you 
are lucky, your handler will have a good scent article in a paper 
or plastic bag for you to check from time to time. Ideally this is 
from someone who has been trained how to collect a good scent 
article without contaminating it, but you will have to work with 
whatever you have got.
As discussed above, man-tracking is a well-trained human 
visually following someone’s footprints or other signs of passage; 
do not confuse it with a dog’s trailing.*
Containment
When searching for a lost person in a wilderness area, searching 
may be complicated by the fact that the subject may still be 
moving, resulting in an ever-expanding search area. Thus, we 
arrive at the key concept of containment: knowing if the subject 
leaves the established search area.
*Some dogs are trained to sniﬀ individual tracks to follow a subject, and this 
is sometimes called canine tracking, but trailing is a more common method for 
dogs to follow a subject.
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We mentioned containment above, but there are many times 
when containment is not a major factor for search planning. 
When a person has been missing for several days, the possible 
travel distance makes the potential search area huge, usually 
orders of magnitude larger than could be covered by available 
resources. In such cases, the actual search area is much smaller 
than this theoretical area.
To aid us in deciding how large an area to search, and which 
areas within that we should search ﬁrst, we can use data on lost 
person behavior. Robert Koester, a long-time search manager 
of the ASRC and one of this chapter’s authors, also authored a 
book called Lost Person Behavior that provides this information, 
which is also available in a smartphone app.12 For example, if 
you are searching for a lost hiker, you can consult Lost Person 
Behavior, which recommends concentrating on trails, cutting for 
sign around decision points: points where the trail route is unclear 
and a hiker might go astray. Cutting for sign means traveling 
carefully around the decision point, searching intently for human 
tracks. If we look at the statistics in Lost Person Behavior, we ﬁnd 
that 50% of hikers are found within 1.9 miles (3 km) of the IPP, 
and 52% were found downhill from the IPP. Thus, even if the 
subject cannot be contained, search eﬀorts can be focused on 
the most probable areas.
Probability of Area
Search theory rests on the premise that, while the location of the 
subject is unknown, some areas are more likely to contain the 
subject than others. Much like looking for your lost keys, they 
are more likely to be in some speciﬁc locations than others (coat 
pockets?) The actual probability for each area ranges from near 
zero to approaching one. You can use three main methods to 
determine the initial POA.
For decades, the traditional land SAR method has been 
the Mattson consensus method.13 This is based on information 
from your investigations, and is a consensus of subject matter 
experts you gather together, calculated mathematically. The 
Mattson consensus may also include information from the 
other two methods.
The second method is a statistical method, also known as the 
stochastic approach. It takes various models (or a single statistical 
model) of where people (or aircraft, or ships) tend to be found, 
typically calculated from an IPP. Figures 30.10 to 30.14 provide 
examples of this approach. Wherever the subject was last seen 
by a human (seeing them on live video or on a time-stamped 
video recording counts) is the PLS. Wherever the subject can 
last be located (for example, by a good clue) is the LKP. The 
point ﬁrst chosen as the starting point of the search, whether it 
is the PLS or an LKP, is the IPP. Segments of the search area 
are then assigned POA. This is the model most commonly 
used to look for missing aircraft based upon track information. 
POA is Probability of Area: the probability* that the subject 
is in that circumscribed area. POD is Probability of Detection: 
how likely the search technique will ﬁnd the subject if the subject 
indeed is in that area. Multiply the two, and you get the POS 
or Probability of Success: the probability that you will ﬁnd the 
missing subject.
With this equation, we try to quantify, and then combine, 
two uncertainties. The ﬁrst uncertainty is probability that the 
subject is in a particular search area segment (Probability of 
Area = POA). The second uncertainty is the probability that 
your search tactic will ﬁnd the subject if the subject is in the area 
searched (Probability of Detection = POD).
If you are 100% certain the subject is in the area (POA = 100%), 
and you search it with a tactic that never misses a subject (100% 
POD), then you have 100% × 100% = 100% chance that you 
will ﬁnd the subject (100% POS). Note that the math is easier 
if you do it using probability rather than percentage. A proba-
bility of 100% is the same as a probability of 1.0; in this case, 
1.0 × 1.0 = 1.0.
If you are 50% certain (probability 0.5) that the subject is 
in the area (50% Probability of Area), and search it with a tactic 
with a 50% Probability of Detection (probability 0.5), then 
multiplying them together (0.5 × 0.5 = 0.25) gets you a 25% 
Probability of Success.
The goal of search theory is to ﬁnd the subject in the shortest 
amount of time. The most powerful SAR tactical decision aids 
calculate the probability of success rate (PSR), which is a measure 
of how eﬀectively you are using your available resources to ﬁnd 
the subject. The aid then tells you how to allocate your resources 
appropriately to maximize it.3
Deﬁning the Search Area
The ﬁrst step in planning the search is to plot an Initial Planning Point 
(IPP), using either the PLS (point last seen, where the subject was 
last seen by a human observer) or the LKP (last known position, 
a position established by a reliable clue). The next step is to deﬁne 
the overall search area: What will I search, and where will I send 
some (or no) resources? Too small an area, and you may miss the 
subject. Too large, and you may never be able to ﬁnish searching 
the area with your available resources. Textbooks traditionally 
describe establishing the search area through a four-step process of 
Theoretical, Statistical, Subjective, and Deductive.11 Actual practice 
tends to involve your looking up the 95% distance the subject is 
likely to travel from the IPP, based upon statistical models.12 Then, 
you reduce the search area where there are obvious travel barriers 
(eg, an impassible river). Finally, you match the boundary of the 
search area to features a ﬁeld team could ﬁnd on the ground.
*Purists insist we call this conditional probability but probability is good enough 
for everyday use.
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The Mattson Consensus
The original method for assigning land search POA is the 
Mattson Consensus Method, named after the U.S. Air Force’s 
Robert J. Mattson, who taught this method at the joint U.S. 
Air Force—U.S. Coast Guard National Search and Rescue 
School in the 1970s.13
The original, basic, pencil-and-paper method works as 
follows. First, choose a small number of people who have some 
sort of qualiﬁcations to provide an educated guess as to where 
the subject might be. (The guesses of psychics are usually classed 
as “uneducated” and not included.) Things that might lead to an 
educated guess include:
 ■ speciﬁc knowledge about the search subject;
 ■ experience at running searches;
 ■ knowledge of the local terrain, including such things as 
popular hiking trails, good ﬁshing streams, or favorite 
hunting areas;
 ■ thorough knowledge of lost person behavior; or perhaps
 ■ training in using Geographic Information System (GIS) to, 
for example, predict travel times on and oﬀ trails.
Next, divide the search area, not into searchable segments, 
but into planning regions, and assign each region a letter. These 
regions may be larger (or smaller) than searchable segments, 
as they are for assigning POA, not for creating speciﬁc tasks.
Then, using a pencil and paper (see Figure 30.2), make a list 
of the search region letters down the left side of the paper, then 
a draw a grid next to this. The grid needs a horizontal row for 
each planning region, plus an extra one for ROW.* It also needs 
a vertical column for each of the people who will be contributing 
their thoughts; you can call them your Mattsoners. Add another 
column at the far right for the averages.
Have each Mattsoner assign a POA to each region, including 
the ROW “region.” For a traditional Mattson, each Mattsoner 
must be capable of some mental math: the total POA for all 
regions, including the ROW, must add up to 100%. (This is why 
computer programs are so popular for doing this.) Mattson rec-
ommended that all the Mattsoners use a separate sheet of paper, 
and list their percentages privately. This avoids peer-pressure 
eﬀects that might dilute the wisdom of this particular crowd. 
Then, have someone enter the values in the grid illustrated in 
Figure 30.2 and do the calculations.
Finally, it is a simple matter (at least if you are a computer) 
to average all the readings. You use the averaged POA for each 
of the regions to direct your search strategy: search the regions 
with the highest POA ﬁrst. Given the results of the Mattson 
Consensus in Figure 30.2, and the reality that at the time of this 
consensus there were just three ﬁeld teams currently available, 
those teams should be assigned to Regions A, B, and C. If the 
*Some question whether we really need to include the ROW, but it is traditional.
As mentioned above, one of the authors once found, deep in a 
ravine, a plastic bag of clothes with the subject’s name on name 
tapes sewed into each. The PLS was back, up on a ridge along 
the Appalachian Trail. This clue reliably established a new LKP, 
and it refocused search eﬀorts.
The ﬁnal model is a particle motion or Markov model. This 
is the model used by the U.S. Coast Guard; it considers how 
the subject may move due to wind and currents in the ocean.14 
A particle motion model creates a mathematical set of rules 
deﬁning how a particle moves, and essentially rolls the dice 
(introduces probability) for each discrete move. You then run a 
Monte Carlo simulation on hundreds or thousands of particles. 
Then, using speciﬁed time parameters, where the particles end 
up deﬁne the probable locations. This particle motion technique 
is seldom used to predict the location of missing people on land.
Some computer programs allow you to combine these 
techniques to calculate one composite POA for each of your 
search area planning regions or segments.
Segmenting the Search Area
When planning area searches (air-scenting, sweep or line/satu-
ration tasks), search managers generally segment (using the word 
segment as a verb) the area into small, searchable segments (using 
the word segment now as a noun). A rule of thumb—actually 
the rule of two thumbs—says that on a standard-scale USGS 
topographic map, the area covered by your two thumbprints 
is about the right size for an air-scenting dog or human search 
task. A ﬁeld team can usually search such a segment in 4 to 6 
hours, and can usually complete two tasks in a 12-hour shift. 
Linear features may also be assigned a segment number for 
purposes of planning hasty search tasks. Some method is then 
used to assign a POA to each segment, and you generally send 
teams into the segments those with the highest POA ﬁrst. 
Segmentation is an art taught to SAR managers; the segments 
must not only be of a reasonably searchable size, but must have 
boundaries that can be well seen on both the map and in the 
ﬁeld (Figure 30.1).
More terminology: search area generally refers to the entire 
area currently being searched, and searchable segment (using the 
word again as a noun) usually refers to a small portion of the 
search area, assigned to a particular ﬁeld team to search during 
a search task. Sometimes people to refer to a small segment as a 
search area; refer to the context to ﬁgure out the usage.
There is one “segment,” or better, region that is not on the 
map, and is referred to by the acronym ROW (Rest of World). 
Searching particularly high-probability locations in the ROW, 
particularly nearby bars, is a part of some searches and has 
given rise to the common term bastard search, though a much 
more politically correct term, especially if you are dealing with 
a subject with dementia, is investigative search.
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by computer user-interaction guru Alan Cooper in his book 
The Inmates Are Running the Asylum.15 He deﬁnes cognitive 
friction as “. .  .the resistance encountered by human intellect 
when it engages with a complex system of rules that change as 
the problem permutes.” Charles Twardy, in an online blog post 
about the Mattson process, says “People are often incoherent: 
their probabilities don’t add to 100%. We get an 18% gain in 
accuracy if we coherentize their estimates. But we get a much 
bigger 30% gain in accuracy if we also assign more weight to 
coherent estimates.”16 In simple terms, we rate the advice of 
people whose estimates add up to 100% over those whose 
don’t. He references a paper he coauthored to support this.17 
ﬁrst set of planning regions corresponds with the segments on 
the map in Figure 30.1, A=1, B=2, C=3 and so forth, then 
send teams to segments 1, 2 and 3.
There are issues with the classical Mattson method. Mattsoners 
will sometimes give you a set of probabilities that add up, not to 
100%, but to 90% or 120%. Scaling these entries so they do total to 
100% is sometimes called “coherentizing” the entries. Or, Mattsoners 
assign probabilities for a few of the more likely segments, then 
simply provide a similar low probability for all the rest (cheating).
These are indicators of the cognitive friction of the process. 
Think of cognitive friction as things that make a computer ap-
plication “not user-friendly.” Cognitive friction is a term coined 
FIGURE 30.1. Segmenting a Search Area. Initial segments for a man who “. . .went up the holler to do a bit a huntin’ on Calf 
Mountain.” Illustration by Keith Conover, MD, FACEP. Used with permission. 
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A - very likely in this segment
B 
C - likely in this segment
D 
E - even chance
F 
G - unlikely in this segment
H 
I - very unlikely in this segment
These two methods require a computer, or at least a cal-
culator. But smartphones are ubiquitous now, and not only 
are there smartphone calculators, there are also smartphone 
spreadsheets, so it is hard to argue that the technology to 
carry out these calculations is not readily available. And given 
these methods are easier to perform and less likely to result 
in error, it is hard to argue for the traditional Mattson. With 
the Proportional method, it is common to ignore the ROW 
“planning region”; you do not search it with searchers, you search 
Twardy goes on to say “Our ‘decision aids’ might be hiding 
carelessness, incapacity, or neglect which we would do better 
to recognize and ignore.”
Or, perhaps we do not need to invoke carelessness or neglect. 
This may simply indicate that people who can overcome the 
(high) cognitive friction of the classic Mattson system provide 
better estimates, and by providing a system with lower cognitive 
friction we can overcome this.
Twardy notes that Mattson variants with a lower cognitive 
friction tend to coherentize the POA estimates. He cites two 
of these:
 ■ Proportional: allow people to put in whatever percentages 
they want, and don’t worry about them totaling 100%. 
Scale them (usually using a computer) so that they now 
do total 100%.
 ■ O’Connor: instead of percentages, Mattsoners enter 
probabilities as follows, then they are scaled to percentages 
adding up to 100%:
FIGURE 30.2. Mattson Consensus. The numbers along the left, and the rows, refer to segments of the search area. The columns 
have been filled out by participants in the Mattson Consensus; their names appear at the top. The numbers represent their educated 
guess as to the POA (Probability of Area: the probability the subject is in the area). The far-right column averages the percentage 
entered by the participants and is used to assign task priority. Illustration by Keith Conover, MD, FACEP. Used with permission. 
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 ■ overused and “braided” trails,
 ■ visible or marked attractions oﬀ the main trail, such as 
springs, shelters, or viewpoints, and
 ■ “one-way” decision points, where the route forward leads onto 
a more-used trail or dirt road, but the route back involves 
ﬁnding a nonobvious trail turning oﬀ from a well-worn 
trail or dirt road.18
For popular trails, you may know these decision points ahead 
of time. If you are on a ﬁeld team doing a hasty search along a 
less well-known trail, you can keep an eye out for decision points. 
Whenever you ﬁnd one, you can perform a quick consensus of all 
team members to establish how likely the subject might have left 
the trail at the decision point. Based on the number and probability 
of each decision point leading oﬀ a trail into a search segment, Base 
can use this to calculate a POA for that search segment. Martin 
Colwell has written this up in a detailed paper available online.19
Statistical Method
Another alternative to a Mattson-style consensus is to use statis-
tical data to determine the most likely search segments; statistical 
data can also be shared with Mattsoners before performing a 
consensus. If the subject is lost in an area where people get lost 
all the time, you might look ﬁrst in the segments where you have 
found lost people before. If not, you can use aggregated lost-person 
it by investigation. The Proportional variant is recommended 
in the literature.6
Trail-Based Probability of Area
Trail-Based POA methods determine POA by non-Mattson 
methods. There are two meanings of the term Trail-Based POA.
First, in the early phases of a search, it is common to send 
hasty teams along trails or streams looking for a responsive sub-
ject, saving sweep searches of areas for later eﬀorts. It is possible 
to assign each trail a POA via a Mattson Consensus or some 
similar process. We should probably call this Probability of Trail 
or Probability of Stream or perhaps Probability of Linear Feature.
Second, and a much more common usage, has been pop-
ularized by the writings and teaching of Martin Colwell, of 
Lion’s Bay Search and Rescue in British Columbia. The key to 
this is looking for decision points along a trail and assigning each 
a probability that the subject might have left the trail at each 
(see Figure 30.3). This allows you to determine a POA for areas 
to either side of the trail. Examples of decision points include:
 ■ misleading dead-end side trails,
 ■ overshoots oﬀ trail switchbacks,
 ■ minor trails that intersect the main trail,
 ■ apparently easy shortcuts,
 ■ enticing “natural routes” that follow easier ground,
FIGURE 30.3. Trail-based POA. For each decision point along the trail, the field team estimates a probability, from 1 to 8, of 
how likely it is that the subject would have left the trail at that point. The areas off either side of the trail are segmented into six 
search areas (segments). By using the number of decision points leading into an area, and the relative probability that the subject 
would leave the trail at each decision point, a trail-based probability of area (POA) can be estimated for each area. Illustration by 
Martin Colwell. Used with permission. 
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track oﬀset (distance away from linear features, watersheds, 
mobility, ﬁnd feature, and speciﬁc points). This allows you to 
focus your search eﬀorts in appropriate segments.
Geographic Information System
You can use a GIS to determine the overall search area and assign 
POAs to planning regions or segments based on elevation, roads, 
and trails. Given known travel time formulas, your GIS can plot 
how far the subject may have traveled in diﬀerent directions. Thus, 
you can estimate travel times from the IPP. In the early stages of a 
search, you may be able to search only a small area, as the subject 
could only have traveled a relatively short distance. Given the 
elapsed time since last seen, a GIS can easily plot on the map an 
estimate of travel times from the IPP. This will not be a perfect 
circle, as the subject could have traveled faster along roads and 
trails. If there is a network of roads and trails in the area, the GIS 
does a much better job of estimating travel times than a human.
POD (Probability of Detection) and 
Sweep Width
For this theoretical framework to help search managers in the 
real world, we need a reliable way to assess the POD for various 
search tactics. For searching at sea, where the environment is very 
uniform, tables are available. But for wilderness SAR, with widely 
varying environments and weather, POD values are just beginning 
to be known. The old traditional method—while debrieﬁng the 
Field Team Leader (FTL), ask for an estimated POD—is likely 
very inaccurate. The most recent work in estimating wilderness 
search POD involves actually measuring something called eﬀective 
sweep width, which is essential to determining POD.5,9,20,21 Sweep 
width is a measure of the detectability of a particular search object 
for a particular searcher (sensor) in a particular environment. It 
can be considered a detection index. The detection index will vary, 
not only in diﬀerent types of terrain (desert, forests, meadows, 
alpine tundra, brush), but along a search path, depending on how 
much brush there might be at a particular point. Nonetheless, 
determining an average eﬀective sweep width for a searcher (eg, 
air-scenting dog: olfactory; human searchers: visual and auditory) 
in each environment (open forest, brush) gets us a much more 
reliable estimate for the actual POD than the “FTL’s best guess” 
method. In a 2003 report to the Department of Homeland Se-
curity, search experts recommended research eﬀorts to determine 
sweep width values for land search.6
Wilderness SAR team members sometimes practice and 
assess themselves by having someone leave clues in a practice 
area, then have a ﬁeld team search the area to see how many of 
the clues they can ﬁnd. Under controlled conditions, a similar 
exercise can allow researchers to determine eﬀective sweep width, 
almost always shortened to sweep width in common speech. 
behavior from many searches. Gather data from your Missing 
Person Questionnaire (MPQ) and match as closely as you can 
with one of the proﬁles derived from many prior lost-person 
searches. Here is a list of the proﬁles available in one of the 
authors’ published work (Koester: Lost Person Behavior12) and 
the corresponding smartphone app (also Lost Person Behavior):
Abduction
Aircraft
Angler
All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV)
Autistic
Car Camper
Caver
Child (Toddler) 1 to 3
Child (Preschool) 4 to 6
Child (School Age) 7 to 9
Child (Pre-Teenager) 10 to 12
Child (Adolescent/Youth) 13 to 15
Climber
Dementia
Despondent
Gatherer
Horseback Rider
Hunter
Mental Illness
Intellectual Disability
Mountain Biker
Other
Runner
Skier-Alpine
Skier-Nordic
Snowboarder
Snowmobiler
Snowshoer
Substance Intoxication
Urban Entrapment
Vehicle
Water-Related
Worker
If the subject was riding a mountain bike, or was autistic, was 
a child, or was hunting, you can select a corresponding proﬁle and 
use the statistical data to help delineate the search area, segment 
it, and assign priorities to the segments based on this informa-
tion. For example, if you are looking for a hunter in a temperate 
climate in the mountains, a quarter are found within 0.6 miles of 
the IPP, half are found within 1.3 miles of the IPP, 75% within 
3 miles, and 95% within 10.7 miles. Seventy percent are lost, 
22% are simply overdue, and illness and injury account for only 
3% (2% medical, 1% trauma). Additional statistical models are 
based upon direction of travel (dispersion), elevation changes, 
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subject and uses an auditory search. If you use a standard “clue” 
such as a quart milk carton painted orange, then the resulting 
sweep width is for a clue of similar size and color.
Research eﬀorts are now deriving actual sweep width numbers 
for human and canine searchers in diﬀerent terrain and vegetation.7,8 
It is also possible now to use a much shorter ﬁeld experiment taking 
just a few minutes to obtain an estimate for the sweep width value 
for the particular task area about to be searched.8 This allows 
(somewhat) evidence-based estimations for the POD term of that 
central equation of ground search theory, POS = POA × POD.
If we know the area (segment) a team has covered without 
ﬁnding the subject, the eﬀective sweep width of their search 
technique in the given terrain, and the eﬀort of the team, we 
“The eﬀective sweep width may be thought of as the width of 
the swath where the number of objects inside the swath that 
are not detected equals the number of objects that are detected 
outside the swath.”9 This is illustrated in Figures 30.4 and 30.5. The 
advantages of sweep width over other models of search detector 
range are that it is more easily manipulated mathematically and 
can actually be determined by experiment. In fact, since the 
sweep width integrates the actual environment, it can only be 
determined by experiment at this time.
If you use a simulated body (a dressed human manikin) as 
the subject, the sweep width is for an unresponsive subject and 
requires visual search; if you use a live person who is coached 
to answer a searcher’s calls, the sweep width is for a responsive 
FIGURE 30.4. Effective Sweep Width, Top View. This represents a search resource—for example a searcher, or a field team 
of trained searchers—moving across a search area. The superimposed red curve represents the ability of the tactic to detect 
objects (responsive or unresponsive subjects, or clues); the shape of the curve likely varies quite a bit depending on the search 
tactic and the terrain and weather. The shape of the curve here is arbitrary. Detection is high directly in line with the team, but 
tails off on either side. The effective sweep width (“sweep width”) is represented by the dashed lines. Illustration by Keith 
Conover, MD, FACEP. Used with permission. 
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account for important, operationally signiﬁcant realities. On 
the other hand, while pure intuition is easier to use, it is harder 
to justify later if success does not come early and if is not as 
reliable in the long term. Use the mathematics as a guide, but 
not as the complete answer.”3
For example: segment 5 was searched by an air-scenting 
dog who alerted twice when near the border with segment 8, 
but then lost the scent. Was this the subject being scented, or 
perhaps a hiker or hunter passing through segment 8? It certainly 
increases the POA for segment 8, but by how much? And what 
if, at the same time—remember this is a dynamically changing 
situation—a ﬁeld team in segment 4 found a fresh gum wrapper 
of the type the subject was known to be carrying?
This can get very complex, very quickly. However, the basic 
idea of the Mattson Consensus—that many heads are better 
than one*—has been around for a long time, and its truth well 
documented in the literature, as summarized in the popular 
book The Wisdom of Crowds.22
*The earliest we could ﬁnd this phrase in English was in an 1811 edition of 
The Examiner, but it probably predates this; the concept dates back at least as 
far as Aristotle.
can calculate a revised POA for that segment: an opinion about 
how likely the subject is in the area, revised downward based on 
the eﬀorts of the search team.
Shifting POA and Other Complications
Once a segment has been searched, it is less likely that the 
subject is in that segment, and your attention will usually turn 
to other segments. You can quantify this through the process 
of shifting POA: if you know the POD of a resource that has 
searched a segment, you can calculate how much less likely 
the subject is in that segment, deriving a new POA for that 
segment. Then, you (or more realistically, your computer) can 
calculate how much higher this makes the POA for all the 
other segments. This allows you to direct subsequent tasks to 
the highest-probability areas. It is also possible to calculate 
a cumulative probability of detection (cumulative POD) for an 
area that has been searched multiple times. However, “no 
mathematical method can be allowed to take the place of good 
judgment in the ﬁeld. The mathematics in this Addendum 
provides valuable decision aids, but cannot make decisions; 
mathematics only processes the available data and may not 
FIGURE 30.5. Effective Sweep Width, Mathematical View. If we know the segment searched, the tactic used, and the sweep 
width and spacing of the tactic, we can calculate the probability of detection (POD) for that segment. This can then be used to 
modify the probability that the subject is in the area (POA). Illustration by Keith Conover, MD, FACEP. Used with permission. 
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Managing Search Operations or the joint U.S. Air Force—U.S. Coast 
Guard Basic Inland SAR Course* or Inland SAR Planning Course.†
SEARCH MANAGEMENT
The most basic SAR team capability is search. Even if someone 
comes out of the woods/desert/mountains/cave and says “my 
buddy fell and broke his leg!,” ﬁnding the injured person can 
still be taxing. Often the person coming out with the message 
is too exhausted/dehydrated/cold/hot to serve as a guide to the 
injured person. And, even if physically able to serve as a guide, his 
or her memory and navigation skills may not be up to the task.
Initial Operations and Reﬂex Tasks
In emergency medicine, we sometimes follow an inter-
nal-medicine-ish model: gather data, formulate a diagnosis, 
then come up with a treatment plan. But sometimes, as with 
a Level I trauma patient, we follow a trauma-surgical model: 
do a standard trauma exam and start a standard resuscitation 
protocol all at the same time, to make sure important things 
get done quickly.
The type of search management we have discussed thus far—
gathering data, doing a Mattson Consensus and the like—takes 
time, and is an internal medicine-type approach. But for the 
ﬁrst hours of a lost-person search, a trauma-surgery approach 
is better: A standard part of modern search management is to 
get people out into the ﬁeld as soon as possible. You do this 
by starting reﬂex tasks: Basically, as soon as you have enough 
information to send a team into the ﬁeld, you do so.
In the future, we may want to dispatch a reﬂex task using 
an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV, also known as a drone) to 
survey the area. UAV information may identify areas that are 
best for certain types of tasks. For large grassy areas or ﬁelds, 
a UAV’s camera, combined with humans interpreting the still 
pictures or video, may provide a high POD much faster than a 
human or even canine ﬁeld team can. Given how quickly a UAV 
can get to and search an area, it may have a far better PSR than 
a human ﬁeld searcher.
For lost-person searches, SAR team members tend to arrive 
at Base not all at once but in dribs and drabs. As soon as enough 
people arrive at Base to create ﬁeld teams, even before you have 
detailed information you get teams out to what seems like 
high-probability areas, almost always as hasty tasks. These ﬁeld 
teams may not have a complete brieﬁng, but they can get more 
information via cell phone or radio. You can re-task a team if 
you get new information and decide that somewhere else has a 
*http://www.forcecom.uscg.mil/Our-Organization/FORCECOM-UNITS/
TraCen-Yorktown/Training/Maritime-Search-Rescue/Inland-SAR/BISC-Course/
†http://www.forcecom.uscg.mil/Our-Organization/FORCECOM-UNITS/
TraCen-Yorktown/Training/Maritime-Search-Rescue/Inland-SAR/Inland-Course/
It is hard for our minds to mathematically quantify how various 
clues aﬀect the search strategy, or even to quantify the uncertainty of 
the eﬀect it should have on search strategy. Indeed, in the Mattson 
or similar consensus methods, Mattsoners are asked to quantify 
their certainty/uncertainty about where the subject is for diﬀer-
ent search area segments; perhaps there is also a way to quantify 
Mattsoners’ certainty or uncertainty about these estimates. This 
is a great opportunity for those involved in the mathematical and 
computer science ﬁeld of fuzzy logic. And, since few, if any, search 
managers naturally think in terms of matrix algebra, this is also 
a challenge to software engineers to develop a matrix calculation 
system that employs fuzzy logic. It will also need an intuitive 
graphical user-interaction design that corresponds with human 
mental models, allowing accurate entry of incoming information 
and meaningful presentation of the results.
Limits to Search Theory
As with the physicist’s recipe for fried chicken (“First, assume 
a spherical chicken. . .”), there are some issues in trying to apply 
search theory to actual searches. An underlying assumption 
of much search theory (developed for maritime search) is that 
the POA is a circular normal distribution (very much like the 
physicist’s spherical chicken). This is a somewhat reasonable 
assumption for searching for a warship or a life raft from a patrol 
airplane if we ignore local areas of mist or fog or sun reﬂection, 
or observer fatigue. But both mathematically and in real life, 
wilderness lost-person search is much messier. Assumptions 
about probability distributions must be extensively modiﬁed for 
varying elevation, terrain, vegetation, impassible barriers, easy 
travel routes, and the like. This is why a combination of human 
input via a Mattson Consensus and several diﬀerent statistical 
models provide the best input to the search planner.
For determining sweep width and POD, it is easier to ﬁnd a 
subject who is screaming “Over here! I’m over here!” than to ﬁnd 
a subject who is unconscious or dead. And searchers, at least 
well-trained ones, search for clues as well as subjects. So, the 
POS = POA × POD equation is complicated by the fact that 
diﬀerent resources and tactics have diﬀerent PODs for responsive 
and unresponsive subjects, and we do not really calculate POD 
or POA for clues. A recent report in the literature helps quantify 
the brief diﬀerence between visual and auditory searching.23
But these theoretical constructs, even if they cannot always 
be directly applied to search operations, especially for wilderness 
SAR, nonetheless inform our decisions about how and where to 
search, and are part of the training and mind-set of any eﬀective 
search manager.
Going further into search theory can rapidly get both com-
plicated and controversial and we will remand those interested to 
take a course such as Managing the Lost Person Incident, Managing 
Land Search Operations, Managing the Inland Search Function, 
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In this analogy, the axle is the IPP. The hub is initial search area 
right around the IPP. The rim is the rings that describe the 50% 
and 95% probability areas. The spokes are linear features (roads, 
trails, powerlines, streams) leading from the hub out toward the 
rim: ideal linear hasty search tasks. Reﬂectors are areas of special 
interest: attractions such as mountain peaks, hazards such as 
places where it is hard to follow the trail, or simply places where 
lost people seem to end up.
Ramping Up to a Big Search
Whether in the city or in the wilds, ﬁnding lost people is usu-
ally considered a law enforcement function, so it is usually the 
local law enforcement agency—sheriﬀ or police or park/forest 
rangers—who handle the initial call and perform the initial 
investigation; sometimes, they will perform some of the initial 
searching, too. But when an individual or a group is overdue after 
a trip into the wilds, and as time goes on and more and more 
and more people and organizations get involved in the search, 
ﬁnding them can get more complicated, and more complicated, 
and more complicated, not in a linear but in an exponential 
fashion. Given the time pressure, organizing the searchers can 
be a nearly overwhelming challenge, which is one reason the 
Incident Command System (ICS) is essential for such large 
operations. ICS for WEMS and SAR operations is described 
in more detail in Chapter 3. In addition to the organizational 
challenges, the operation needs people expert at the speciﬁcs of 
search management to serve in Base, and people expert at search 
tactics to serve in the ﬁeld. This is often met by local wilder-
ness SAR teams, who supplement local law enforcement and 
generally work under their direction. Getting such professional 
volunteers involved early allows local law enforcement to keep a 
grip on the operation, especially as less-well-trained responders 
(ﬁre, EMS, others) show up and need to be managed by trained 
search managers in Base and led by trained leaders in the ﬁeld.
Unless you ﬁnd the person right away with hasty search tasks, 
a lost-person search becomes a mystery, and to solve a mystery 
you must search for clues. While teams search for clues in the 
ﬁeld, many clues are found not in the ﬁeld. There is a saying in 
medicine that 80% of the diagnosis comes from the history, 
and only 20% from a physical exam and laboratory tests. The 
same thing applies to lost-person search: The best and most 
clues come from gathering a history. What’s the lost person’s 
name? Physical description? Fitness and medical conditions? 
Outdoor experience? Clothing and gear? What was he or she 
doing: Hiking? Climbing? Hunting? Fishing? Where was he 
or she going? When was he or she supposed to be back? Did 
he or she mention alternate routes? Was he or she despondent?
While a search in the United States almost always runs 
under the ICS—and wilderness SAR teams are expert at using 
the ICS and its forms—there are two additional forms that 
higher POA. But by that time, you usually have enough people 
to dispatch additional ﬁeld teams to those areas.
This is one situation where remote support may help; when 
SAR team members ﬁrst set up a base and plug in the laptops 
and printers, remote support personnel have already generated 
some reﬂex-task Task Assignment Forms (TAFs; more later on 
this) and maps that can be printed right away.
The initial information you gather, which you should record 
on a MPQ (more on this later), along with any other relevant data 
(such as location of the subject’s car, or any reported sightings) 
helps you establish the two most important points in a search: 
the PLS and the LKP. They are often but not always the same. 
You will choose one of the two, likely based on the reliability of 
the reports, as the IPP. An ideal reﬂex task is to send a couple 
of clue-aware searchers, or better yet credentialed man-trackers, 
to cut for sign around the IPP.
Initial searching can be a point search, for example, checking 
the area around where the subject’s car was found. Small teams 
of searchers are also usually sent out to search along trails and 
streams, as lots of lost people turn up along trails or streams. 
These are called hasty search tasks, as you are instructed to move 
quickly, at least more quickly than a line of searchers moving 
through the woods, trying more to locate a live subject than clues. 
If your ﬁeld team is assigned a hasty search task, you will likely 
be sent out with instructions to search a linear feature, usually a 
trail or stream, and along with a Task Assignment Forms (TAF; 
more on that later), your FTL gets a map with the linear feature 
highlighted, attached to the TAF.* It is traditional, particularly 
in the eastern United States, but by no means universal, to letter 
Field Teams by the international-standard ICAO-ITU (Interna-
tional Civil Aviation-International Telecommunications Union) 
phonetic alphabet: Team Alfa, Team Bravo, Team Charlie. . . and 
to number tasks. Team Alfa will probably be assigned Task 1, 
but once they are done with that, they might be assigned over 
the radio to Task 8.
Dog teams are sometimes simply named after the name 
of the dog. Dog handlers strongly favor this as it makes their 
job easier: they do not have to remember a team name. Purists 
object on several points. First, this might end up causing con-
fusion between two teams named Charlie or Romeo or Sierra, 
though the likelihood of a dog named Foxtrot or Hotel seems 
remote. A more salient point is that the ITU-ICAO phonetic 
alphabet is designed to be easy to hear and understand when 
those communicating are under stress, or communications are 
less than clear, and people only need to discern 26 separate words. 
That is not true of dog names: there are many, and some may 
be hard to understand or to spell, which can lead to confusion.
A common teaching and memory tool for the initial phases 
of a search is the Bike Wheel Model (see Figure 30.6; Table 30.1). 
*No specialty is complete unless it is rife with three letter acronyms (TLAs).
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Command Staﬀ is the Incident Command Post (ICP), reserving 
the term Base for a logistical center that may be at a diﬀerent 
location.24 But for lost-person searches, Base and the ICP are 
usually co-located. And, since they ﬁrst evolved in the 1940s or so 
(long before the ICS), wilderness SAR teams have used the term 
“Base” and this seems likely to persist. On the radio, it is easier 
to say “Base, this is Team Alfa” instead of “Incident Command 
Post, this is Team Alfa,” which tends to reinforce this usage.
Search Management Processes and 
Technology
The ICS was developed to deal with wildland ﬁres, and then 
mandated for intergovernmental incidents in which the U.S. 
Federal government is involved. Almost all non-Federal emergency 
service agencies in the United States have adopted the ICS, with 
variable degrees of penetration. While most EMS personnel 
have some familiarity with the ICS, it does not much aﬀect their 
day-to-day operations. But SAR personnel eat, drink, and sleep 
thinking about the ICS, because they use it almost every time 
wilderness SAR teams almost always use. One, the TAF, we 
will discuss later. The other, the MPQ, is used to help gather 
this information. You can ﬁnd an evidence-based MPQ in an 
appendix to Lost Person Behavior.12 Law enforcement oﬃcers are 
generally very good at investigating missing person situations, 
but when it comes to a person lost in the wilderness, sometimes 
SAR teams ﬁnd additional information helpful, and the MPQ is 
very helpful in preventing you having to go back and say “there’s 
one more question I need to ask. . .”
A large lost-person search operation will put hundreds of 
people in harm’s way. It will juxtapose many diﬀerent agencies 
and organizations, with diﬀerent cultures, procedures, and goals. 
Just to keep the people and agencies working together without 
bloodshed is a test of any manager’s capabilities. Getting all of 
them to cooperate in doing an eﬀective job is an ever-bigger 
challenge. While similar in some ways to managing a large 
wildﬁre, lost-person search has its own peculiarities. And this 
usually happens at a place with little or nothing in the way of 
food, shelter, electricity or communications, which nonetheless 
becomes a place called Base. The ICS calls the place where the 
FIGURE 30.6. Map of bike wheel model. 
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A TAF, shown in Figure 30.7, is central to lost-person search 
management. Search managers have tried a variety of means for 
tracking individual ﬁeld teams, including the T-cards‡ used by the 
wildland ﬁre service, and various computer-based systems. But 
since the TAF was developed by the ASRC in the mid-1970s,§ 
it has been enduringly popular for managing the many teams 
and tasks required for a large lost-person search. Indeed, the 
ICS Form 204, which started as the Division Assignment List, 
has slowly evolved to look more like a TAF and is now called 
Assignment List.25
The ICS Plans Section (Plans) ﬁlls out the upper portions 
of the TAF’s front page, indicating what they want done, and 
how they want it done. The Plans section then hands a pile of 
TAFs to the ICS Operations Section (Ops), which then matches 
the tasks with the searchers (who), both human and canine, and 
completes the middle sections as they dispatch teams into the ﬁeld 
(when). When teams arrive back in Base, or complete a task and 
report in via radio or cell phone, the Ops Section works with the 
FTL to gather useful information from the team’s task. Ops then 
‡T-shaped cards that can be inserted in slots on a large rack for easy viewing 
and manipulation.
§http://archive.asrc.net/ASRC-Operations/ASRC-Operations-Manu-
al/1976-09-00-ASRC-Operations-Manual-V.pdf.
they respond to an operation. The ICS itself is designed to be 
an all-risk* incident management system that can be applied 
to almost any incident, and in this it succeeds, with the degree 
of success dependent on the participants’ knowledge of, and 
compliance with, the ICS. However, some search managers ﬁnd 
the ICS forms unsuitable for large or even small lost-person 
searches. For example, the ICS Form 207 (table of organiza-
tion) for decades betrayed its roots in wildland ﬁre by having a 
box for “Air Tanker/Fixed Wing Coordinator.” The ICS forms 
have evolved to be more general-purpose and generally better, 
but specialized forms for lost-person search, which predate the 
ICS, remain in use by many SAR teams, though they too have 
evolved over the decades.
In 1992, Conover (one of the authors) developed, as a draft 
for discussion within the Pennsylvania Search and Rescue Coun-
cil, a set of ICS-type forms speciﬁc for running a lost-person 
search operation. These forms, including a non-ICS MPQ and 
non-ICS TAF, were immediately adopted without discussion 
and are still used today in Pennsylvania for lost-person searches, 
but may be freely used in other jurisdictions.†
*In simple terms, that means it works for a forest ﬁre, a lost person search, or a 
visit by the Pope or the Queen of England.
†http://conovers.org/ftp/PSARC-Archive/PSARC Forms/sarfrm10.pdf
Reﬂex Tasking
Axle
1. Plot the Initial Planning Point (IPP) t Preserve
t Immediate locale search
t If a structure, search and re-search repeatedly
t Signcutters/trackers
t Tracking/trailing dogs
Rim
2. Determine subject category.
3. Determine statistical ring.
4. Draw 50% and 95% rings.
5. Reduce search area using subjective and deductive reasoning.
6. Mark boundary on map.
t Establish containment.
t Consider camp-ins, road/trail blocks, track traps, patrols, attraction, and string lines.
Hub
7. Mark 25% ring if appropriate. t Canvass campgrounds, if appropriate.
t Thoroughly search from IPP to 25% when less than 0.2 miles/0.3 km.
Spokes
8. Draw travel routes:
a. Blue lines (water features, drainages)
b. Dashed lines (trails)
c. Black/red lines (roads, man-made features)
d. Travel corridors (ridges, contours)
e. Corridor tasks, if appropriate
t Conduct hasty search of trails, roads, drainages, and other travel routes leading 
away from IPP.
t &NQIBTJTBUMJLFMZEFDJTJPOQPJOUT
Reﬂector
9. Mark high probability/hazard areas t Send hasty teams to areas of high probability, high hazard, historic locations of ﬁnds.
10. Prioritize and deploy tasks using quick consensus method
© 2011 by dbS Productions. Adapted from Lost Person Behavior by Robert J Koester. Reproduced with permission. 
Table 30.1  Reﬂex Tasking Using the Bike Wheel Model
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FIGURE 30.7. A, Generic task assignment form (TAF), first page. Upper portion completed by Plans Section, middle sections 
completed by Operations Section. This TAF is specifically designed to be used either as a printed form filled out with pen or 
pencil, or as a fillable PDF typed into on a computer. A PDF version of this form is available at http://www.conovers.org/ftp 
/ics-TAF-2.0h.pdf; updated versions will also be posted at http://www.conovers.org/ftp/. Illustration by Keith Conover, MD, FACEP. 
Used with permission. B, Back of generic TAF: debriefing. Completed when team returns to Base or reports completion of task 
over radio or cell phone. Illustration by Keith Conover, MD, FACEP. Used with permission.
Created by Keith Conover of the Appalachian Search and Rescue Conference, with a lot of help from his friends. 
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
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Created by Keith Conover of the Appalachian Search and Rescue Conference, with a lot of help from his friends. 
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
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FIGURE 30.7. (continued)
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mostly gone by the wayside, the acetate grid overlays are still 
sometimes pulled out to photocopy a park or forest map with 
much more trail detail than available from the USGS maps. 
Another use of this type of grid overlay is in cave search; given 
caves are three-dimensional, cave maps often include not only a 
bird’s-eye (bat’s-eye?) top view, but also side views of some cave 
passages, and even sketches showing how to ﬁnd the entrance in 
a cliﬀ. For example, Allegheny Mountain Rescue Group, which 
is also a cave SAR team, has PDF and printed cave maps with 
an extended ASRC grid added to the map, so you can use the 
grid coordinates to refer to a speciﬁc point on the side view or 
entrance-cliﬀ sketch on the map.
Technology continues to change. Now we have GPS units, 
smartphone GPS/map apps, Universal Transverse Mercator 
(UTM) grids printed on USGS maps, and digital raster graphics 
(DRG) versions of USGS maps that can be printed, sometimes 
even in color on water-resistant or waterproof paper. The advent 
of laptop computers and portable printers has eliminated the 
need for a large cache of printed maps, and the routine use of 
acetate grid overlays for photocopying maps for ﬁeld teams. (It 
does, however, makes having AC power or a generator at Base 
more important than it used to be.) It has also, to a degree, 
eliminated the need for a large USGS master map of the search, 
with clear acetate overlays with colored markings for each day’s 
search eﬀorts. Even the maps printed at Base are being threatened 
by maps that can be sent to a GPS unit or a smartphone GPS 
app, but given the vicissitudes of electronic equipment, battery 
life, and the small screens of GPS devices and smartphones, 
printed maps are still in demand.
Another signiﬁcant advance was simply to have PDF 
versions of ICS and other forms that could be ﬁlled out on a 
laptop, and saved as well as printed. Laptops and printers are 
also threatening to replace much of the other paperwork of a 
large search operation.
Some of the earliest computer programs for SAR were to 
simplify the Mattson Consensus and other computationally in-
tensive jobs such as dealing with shifting POA. One of the earliest 
such programs, in the 1970s, was CASIE‡ (Computer-Aided 
Search Exchange), a DOS program which is now available in 
an updated Windows version.§
Another program that automates search planning and oper-
ations is Incident Commander Pro,¶ which now integrates some 
GIS features. This software is known for its facility in dealing 
with trail-based POA calculations.
SARtopo** is a free, online shared workspace with USGS 
topographic maps. Multiple people can be looking at the same 
segmented map at the same time, and can associate data (usually 
‡http://math.arizona.edu/~dsl/casie/whatis.htm.
§http://www.wcasie.com/.
¶http://sartechnology.ca/sartechnology/ST_ProgramOverview.htm.
**http://sarsoft.org/, https://sartopo.com/.
ﬁles the completed TAFs where Plans can use the information 
from them to plan the strategy and create the tasks (the top of 
the TAF) for the next operational period.
On small searches (which sometimes go on to become large 
searches), there may just be two people at Base, one who is mostly 
on the radio and another who does most of the paperwork; in 
this common scenario, there is not much diﬀerentiation into 
four standard ICS Sections. The person who is doing most of 
the paperwork and dispatching the teams, as opposed to issuing 
handheld radios and setting up and communicating using the 
Base radio, is mostly doing Plans and Ops, and this position has 
gotten to be called Plops. Really. And Plops’ main job is to get 
the TAFs done and to get teams into the ﬁeld ASAP. There is 
always tension between ﬁeld personnel wanting to get into the 
ﬁeld and Base personnel wanting to keep the paperwork straight. 
Experienced ﬁeld personnel, especially those who have spent 
some time in Base before, recognize the critical importance of 
this paperwork, and will often help out for a bit until they go 
into the ﬁeld.
ICS in the WEMS and SAR environment is discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 3.
SAR Technology
Technology aﬀects all our lives at an increasing pace, and lost-per-
son search is no exception. Pencil, paper, carbon paper, and the 
printing press suﬃced to allow generations of search managers 
to develop sophisticated operational doctrines and procedures 
that saved the lives of innumerable people lost or injured in the 
backcountry, as evidenced by search management courses, and 
tools such as the PSARC forms packet and the TAF. “NCR sets,” 
two- or three-part pressure-sensitive forms, are in common use 
particularly for TAFs, but represent just a minor improvement 
over carbon paper. Water-resistant two-part form paper for 
laser printing is now available, another incremental advance.*
Photocopiers came into wide use in the 1970s. Combined 
with clear acetate grid overlays, this allowed search managers 
to create gridded grayscale letter-size photocopies of USGS 
topographic maps. Having the same gridded map for the ﬁeld 
team and the search base allowed much better communication 
of team and subject locations. For many years, a feature of 
searches was digging through a large supply of USGS topo-
graphic quadrangle maps to ﬁnd the right one, then sending 
someone from Base, with an original USGS map and an acetate 
grid overlay, to a distant location where there was a photocop-
ier, to prepare more maps.† While this type of grid system has 
*http://www.riteintherain.com, 2-part Carbonless Copier Paper
†A system for doing this is described in http://archive.asrc.net/ASRC-Opera-
tions/1982-12-02-ASRC-Grid.pdf. A set of graphic formats of the grid overlay 
may be found in http://archive.asrc.net/ASRC-Operations/2015-11-06-AS-
RC-Grid.zip.
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tracking of teams in the ﬁeld using IGT4SAR. Other teams have 
used satellite tracking devices to track teams when an Internet 
connection is available.
Team members with a GPS or with smartphones and a GPS 
app such as BackCountry Navigator for Android, or Gaia for the 
iPhone, can also record a track and add waypoints for clues or 
other important points. When they return to Base, they can use 
the smartphone’s Bluetooth (or another method for dedicated 
GPS units) to download their GPS tracks and waypoints to a 
laptop computer where this gets associated with the record for 
that task in IGT4SAR.
Having all this information in IGT4SAR means that search 
managers may easily access the relevant data for a focused area. In 
the past, this meant dealing with many separate printed maps and 
TAFs, and multiple operational periods’ individual clear acetate 
map overlays with segments, coverage and other information 
scribbled on them in diﬀerent colors of grease pencil or marker.
A thesis providing an overview of the many uses of 
computer-based mapping for wilderness SAR is available on-
line.26 See also Figures 30.8 and 30.9.
The Department of Homeland Security Science & Technol-
ogy Directorate First Responder Group is working with one of 
the authors (Koester) to develop software named FIND.‡ FIND 
integrates GIS-type mapping (with a new custom topographic 
map), search theory, and search management. It is a turn-key 
solution and does not require any GIS-speciﬁc knowledge. FIND 
integrates all lost-person behavior spatial models to display a 
combined heat map, a graphic representation of the POA, where 
denser color or three-dimensional elevation corresponds to the 
POA. This allows search managers to assign POA to segments 
using what all the scientiﬁc, evidence-based models say about where 
the subject might be. It takes this one step further and determines 
a PSR,§ perhaps the best measure of search eﬀort, automatically.
If you do a Mattson Consensus, FIND will integrate it 
with the probabilities provided by the other models. It will then 
suggest initial search tasks for ﬁrst responders, and use search 
theory to prioritize those tasks. As the search progresses, it will 
calculate PODs, shift the POA, and then update the probability 
of success values; thus, you can allocate your resources optimally. 
From an operations standpoint, it also tracks teams and tasks, 
using forms like the TAF. There are several dashboards that 
provide quick views of essential information showing how the 
search is progressing (Figure 30.10 to 30.14).
‡https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/news/2016/09/01/
snapshot-ﬁnd-oﬀers-simple-guidance-lost-person-searches.
§PSR is oﬃcially deﬁned as the instantaneous rate of change in POS for adding one 
more increment of eﬀort (one more searcher) to a search segment. Another way to 
understand this is the probability of locating the subject per unit time. The equation 
is PSR = W × V × Pden. It factors in the detectability of the subject W (sweep 
width), the velocity of the searcher V, and the missing subject’s probability of 
area density for the search area of interest Pden.
called metadata) with a line or polygonal area on the map that 
represents a task. From the metadata for a hasty-search line or 
area segment on the map, SARtopo can generate a TAF-like 
printout. It is relatively simple to use.
An aggressive map-based approach has been spearheaded by 
Dr. Donald Ferguson of West Virginia University and the ASRC’s 
Mountaineer Area Rescue Group. It uses the GIS ArcGIS, with 
specialized overlays, to prepare TAFs and maps. Called Integrated 
Geospatial Tools for Search and Rescue (IGT4SAR),* it is a free 
template. It is one of the best-known GIS-based SAR tools, so 
it is worth looking further at its capabilities.
ArcGIS is the best-known and most widely used GIS. It is a 
commercial product with a paid subscription; discounts are available 
to nonproﬁts such as SAR teams. Given that governments and 
agencies worldwide use it, ArcGIS is a mature product with more 
capabilities than SARtopo, though it is complex and harder to learn 
than SARtopo.† When using IGT4SAR, you deal with IGT4SAR 
more than the underlying ArcGIS, which makes the learning curve 
much easier. IGT4SAR can combine statistical data, such as that 
provided in Lost Person Behavior, with terrain and trail information 
to provide locale-speciﬁc probabilities, so you can assign POA to 
segments with some assurance of using the best information available.
Since the IGT4SAR maps are based on a GIS, they can have 
more detail than USGS topographic maps, such as updated 
trails; it is also possible to georeference (resize and align to ﬁt the 
underlying map), for example, an overlay of a Park map that has 
lots of detail about trails and other features. The assigned task 
can be highlighted on the map electronically without the old 
standby of a highlighter on photocopied maps.
IGT4SAR can also generate TAFs for teams with attached 
maps, and keep a ﬁle of them for quick reference as needed. This 
replaces the standard Tasks Planned, Tasks in Field, and Tasks 
Completed folders that have been a feature of large searches for 
decades.
IGT4SAR also can provide printed maps with more informa-
tion than standard USGS topographic maps, including updated 
trail information and communications coverage. Park and forest 
maps, with details of trails and facilities not available on USGS 
maps, are increasingly available in PDF or graphic formats. You 
can import one into IGT4SAR, georeference it, and overlay it to 
correspond precisely with the underlying topographic map. You 
can then print it out for ﬁeld teams with standard map grids, 
serving as a supplement to a standard topographic map, or as a 
semitransparent overlay on a topographic map.
Dedicated GPS units with Automated Position Reporting 
Systems are sometimes issued to teams, which allows real-time 
*https://github.com/dferguso/MapSAR_Ex which also has a PDF available 
that explains the capabilities of IGT4SAR in much more detail than presented 
here; several video tutorials are posted on YouTube as well.
†Alternatives to ArcGIS, including free and open-source options, are available, 
but none that we know of provide powerful tools designed for lost-person search.
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FIGURE 30.8. IGT4SAR Tactical Field Assignment Map. Produced by Integrated Geospatial Tools for Search and Rescue 
(IGT4SAR), this map provides Field Teams information regarding the location and surroundings for assigned task. Combined with 
a completed Task Assignment Form or ICS 204 form, this map should provide adequate information for the Field Team to conduct 
its assigned task effectively and safely. Illustration by Don Ferguson, PhD of West Virginia University and the Appalachian Search 
and Rescue Conference’s Mountaineer Area Rescue Group. Used with permission. 
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One way to meet this need for trained-person-hours in base 
is remote support. At its root, this just means getting someone 
who is not at Base to help. Here is a simple example. You know 
a retired park ranger who moved away from the area. But she 
has run multiple searches in this same area and knows where 
people tend to be lost. You look in your cell phone, ﬁnd her 
new phone number, and give her a call for advice about which 
segments to search ﬁrst. She answers, and you put your cell phone 
in speaker mode so the rest of your incident staﬀ can hear the 
conversation. In a matter of minutes, her advice persuades your 
entire management team to reorder your segment priorities.
There are two problems with using remote planning, even in 
this simplest form. First, realizing that remote planning should 
be part of your procedures, and second, having a system for 
identifying and contacting such knowledgeable individuals. But 
remote planning can go far beyond this.
Remote Support
In the ﬁrst two decades of the 21st century, we have developed 
technologies to allow people to collaborate remotely. And in the 
past few years, these technologies have become widespread and 
easier to use. Skype, Google Docs, Dropbox, and broadband on 
cell phones are well-known examples. This infrastructure now 
allows people who are far apart (perhaps even on a diﬀerent 
continent) to work together for search management.
A truism for almost all lost-person searches is there are never 
enough trained-person-hours available in Base. Most search 
managers are also ﬁeld-capable, and there is pressure to send 
just one more team out. And as a search ramps up in size, the 
number of Base personnel never seems to ramp quite enough to 
meet the need. Planning tasks and generating the TAFs and maps 
for the next operational period is one of the great time-sinks in 
Base, and doing it well takes even more time.
FIGURE 30.9. IGT4SAR Incident Action Plan Map. Produced by Integrated Geospatial Tools for Search and Rescue (IGT4SAR), 
this map and text effectively communicate geographic feature relationships and incident management objectives on an incident. 
This map is included in the ICS Incident Action Plan (IAP). Illustration by Don Ferguson, PhD of West Virginia University and the 
Appalachian Search and Rescue Conference’s Mountaineer Area Rescue Group. Used with permission. 
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DOWNED AIRCRAFT SEARCH
Wilderness SAR teams sometimes work with other organi-
zations, such as the Civil Air Patrol, to ﬁnd downed aircraft. 
Downed aircraft search is very diﬀerent than lost-person search: 
containment’s impossible, and the search area is vast. Satellites 
and aircraft may detect a radio signal from an Electronic Loca-
tor Transmitter (ELT), which has gone oﬀ when the airplane 
crash-landed or when those aboard the aircraft triggered it. 
(Many such alerts turn out to be from an aircraft in a hangar, 
when the ELT was accidentally triggered, but these are usually 
quickly dealt with.) Clues such as radar, ﬂight-plan information, 
or cellular forensics (cell phone tower information) may also 
narrow down the search area.27
In such cases, vehicle-based teams may drive around the 
area, interviewing local people. They ask about low-ﬂying planes, 
or planes that sounded like they were having engine trouble, 
or perhaps the smell of fuel, at about the time the plane was 
For a more technological example, you could be sitting 
at home in front of your computer in your bathrobe. With 
IGT4SAR you can produce TAFs and maps, or with SARtopo 
you can produce maps and TAF-like documents. You can then 
send them electronically, even with a low-bandwidth Internet 
connection, and those at Base can print them.
We should make a careful distinction between remote 
planning and remote support. Planning is likely the ﬁrst tech-
nology-enabled remote support process for most SAR teams. 
But remote support can be more than just planning tasks for 
the next operational shift, that is, more than creating maps and 
TAFs. For example, remote support can also include analyzing 
UAV (drone) data, either stills or video, to identify potential 
suspicious areas which ﬁeld teams should check.
One of the challenges of remote support is to develop such 
resources; SAR team members who have moved away are an 
obvious choice, but there may be other ways to develop such 
trained people. Another challenge is to develop a system to 
activate remote resources when they are needed.
FIGURE 30.10. FIND Displacement Model Map. This and the following model maps show the model’s prediction for where 
the subject is as a brown tint. The degree of tint corresponds with the probability density. The higher the probability, the darker 
the tint. Based on statistics specific to the subject’s profile, such as in Lost Person Behavior, this map displays the probability 
density, for horizontal distance traveled from the IPP, as the crow flies. The outer ring boundary encloses the area with a 95% 
Probability of Area (POA). Each model is specific for subject category (eg, ecoregion domain, topology, and population density. 
Illustration by Robert Koester. Used with permission. 
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vices workers, paid or volunteer, need to be needed and need to be 
in control and are action-oriented. These are important survival 
characteristics for emergency services workers, but predictably 
they lead to interpersonal and interorganizational conﬂict in 
emergency services organizations, particularly volunteer ones. 
If you search the Web, you can ﬁnd videos of EMS agencies 
ﬁghting over patients. If you are getting involved in WEMS, you 
are also getting involved in wilderness SAR, and being aware 
of such issues is critical to your success. As former Speaker 
of the U.S. House of Representatives Tip O’Neill† famously 
observed, “all politics is local,” and the same might be said of 
wilderness SAR. And so a careful survey of the local SAR 
and EMS political landscape is important for anyone getting 
involved in WEMS.
An understanding of the personalities and organizations and 
their conﬂicts and alliances is critical, but it is also important 
to understand the oﬃcial lines of authority and responsibility 
in the area. The sociopolitical organization of wilderness SAR 
teams in the United States is heterogeneous, not only due to 
local variation, but also in that it is very diﬀerent in the East and 
†December 9, 1912 to January 5, 1994; Speaker 1977-1987.
lost. They also sometimes take handheld ELT locators, special 
directional radio receivers that may pick up a signal. If they pick 
up a signal and are able to establish the direction, sometimes 
they can coordinate with other teams to triangulate on an ELT 
signal to get a more precise location.
Wilderness SAR teams are sometimes vectored in to a crash 
site by a low-ﬂying aircraft or helicopter that has seen a possible 
crash site from the air. But if the forest canopy is thick, or it is 
not ﬂying weather, ﬁeld teams may need to search the area in a 
manner not much diﬀerent than that for a lost-person search. 
ELT locators are small enough to be carried and are sometimes 
issued to ﬁeld teams to use to close in on the crash site.
SEARCH AND RESCUE POLITICS 
AND REGIONAL VARIATIONS
As is famously true of volunteer ﬁre departments and EMS 
services, SAR turf is a big deal.* We know that emergency ser-
*As far as we can tell from online searching, this term and the term turf war 
developed in the 1970s to describe the wars between urban youth gangs over 
which blocks they controlled. But it seems to us this term was in current use 
by volunteer ﬁre departments even back then, so perhaps street gangs stole the 
term from the ﬁre service.
FIGURE 30.11. FIND Dispersion Model Map. Based on statistics specific to the subject’s profile, such as in Lost Person 
Behavior, this map displays the probability density based on the angle between direction of travel and find location. Illustration by 
Robert Koester. Used with permission. 
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covering a multi-county region, and which provide a backup 
or sometimes primary response to wilderness SAR situations.
FORCE PROTECTION
From a WEMS perspective, you should think about having 400 
people out in the wilderness (or at least a relatively wild area) 
searching: the opportunities for illness and injury are impressive. 
Even for a small search or rescue, teams are sometimes in the 
ﬁeld for a protracted time.*
The term force protection might suggest armed guards protecting 
against terrorist or criminal attacks. A more WEMS-oriented 
view considers it to include protection against illness and injury, 
and treatment of minor illnesses and injuries. The goal is to keep 
team members operational by providing simple medical inter-
ventions, often oral medications, that are generally outside the 
standard scope of practice of a street EMT or paramedic. The 
*https://www.fs.fed.us/ﬁre/safety/wct/pdf03512805dpi300.pdf and http://
www.conovers.org/ftp/SAR-Evacs.pdf
the West. The ﬂatter central part of the continent has much less 
in the way of wilderness and thus fewer wilderness SAR teams.
In the western parts of the United States, each mountainous 
county tends to have a single SAR team, usually volunteer, but 
under the direct control of the sheriﬀ ’s oﬃce. A deputy sheriﬀ is 
usually appointed to be in charge of the team. Some of the larger 
western teams also have deputies who respond to SAR incidents 
on a regular basis, although in some of the larger counties (for 
instance, Los Angeles) sheriﬀ ’s deputies are charged with SAR 
and provide the primary response. Counties with large urban 
areas tend to have several wilderness SAR teams, each with 
their own specialties, such as search dogs, high-mountain/alpine 
rescue, or four-wheel-drive vehicles. These teams may also be 
under the direct control of the sheriﬀ ’s oﬃce as well.
In the eastern parts of the United States, counties are smaller, 
the mountains and wild areas are also smaller, and even rural areas 
are much more highly populated than in the west. In the East, 
given the higher rural population, the functions of eastern SAR 
teams are often carried out by the many local ﬁre departments 
and EMS agencies. But there are also SAR teams that specialize 
in lost-person search management and wilderness rescue, usually 
FIGURE 30.12. FIND Elevation Model Map. Based on statistics specific to the subject’s profile, such as in Lost Person 
Behavior, this map displays the probability density based on the probability of the subject going uphill, downhill, or staying at the 
same elevation. Illustration by Robert Koester. Used with permission. 
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can be taped and the member can either continue with the 
task or walk out if necessary. If necessary, another team could 
bring an air stirrup type ankle brace to aid in self evacuation, 
though this requires the preplanning to keep such braces at 
Base. Another example would be for teams to carry agents to 
control minor medical conditions such as diarrhea that could 
impair a member’s ability to carry out SAR tasks (imagine if it 
is a cave rescue). Some of this material has crept into WEMT 
and Tactical Paramedic training: dealing with sprained ankles, 
blisters, and minor lacerations.
If it is a nice late spring or early fall day, environmental 
concerns for your searchers may be minimal. But during 
high summer or deep winter, force protection may also mean 
monitoring heat, humidity, cold, and weather and their eﬀects 
on ﬁeld teams. Arranging and staﬃng rest/rehab areas, with 
appropriate rehab for searchers, is another force-protection 
consideration. Force protection could include screening search-
ers heading to the rehab area for medical needs, and even more 
importantly screening searchers coming out of the rehab area for 
return to duty. These tasks sometime involve complex medical 
decision-making, and represent an important force-protection 
role for EMS personnel at Base.
target of this type of force protection is not the search subject 
or rescue victim, but the team members themselves.
Back in the day, the standard of care was to dispatch an un-
used funeral hearse to bring the patient to a hospital emergency 
room, literally a single large room with many cots in it. With the 
rise of EMTs and paramedics and well-equipped ambulances, 
it was said that the goal of EMS is to bring the hospital to the 
patient, but this stopped at the roadhead. Indeed, for many 
decades, Pennsylvania’s EMS law extended only to care in or near 
an ambulance. We now might say, consistent with this tradition, 
that the goal of WEMS is to bring the hospital (or many of its 
resources) all the way to the patient, even if far from the road. If 
we continue in this vein, then you can think of force protection, 
not only as bringing part of the hospital’s ED along with the team, 
but also as bringing the urgent care center along with the team.
We know from many studies that ankle injuries are very 
common in the backcountry, and there is no reason that SAR 
team members will be spared from this. If the EMS personnel 
on ﬁeld teams are trained to apply the Ottawa Ankle Criteria, 
then they can determine in the ﬁeld whether a team member 
needs X-rays or not. And if the team member does not need 
X-rays, then an urgent evacuation is not needed, and the ankle 
FIGURE 30.13. FIND Track Offset Model Map. Based on statistics specific to the subject’s profile, such as in Lost Person 
Behavior, this map displays the probability density based on the probability of the subject’s likely distance from a linear feature 
(road, trail, stream, or infrastructure). Illustration by Robert Koester. Used with permission. 
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terrain that varies from easy to diﬃcult. In SAR we tend to 
talk of evacuation (“evac”), which is getting the patient from the 
incident site to the roadhead, whereas transportation is from the 
roadhead to the hospital. We generally categorize evacs as follows:
 ■ Nontechnical Evacs: when ropes and technical rope-rescue 
hardware are not needed.
 ■ Semi-Technical Evacs: when the terrain is steep enough 
to require a belay (safety rope) for the litter, but not for the 
litter bearers, though litter bearers may be clipped into the 
litter for additional security and to make the evacuation 
more eﬃcient.
 ■ Technical Rescue: when specialized vertical rescue tech-
niques are needed, such as lowering a litter down a cliﬀ, or 
raising it up a cliﬀ. If it is not a cliﬀ, but it is steep enough 
to need the same techniques, it is still technical rescue.
Most wilderness rescues are nontechnical evacs. A sizable 
minority are semi-tech evacs. A small fraction are true technical 
rescues. The distribution depends quite a lot where you are; 
for instance, in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness, 
which includes the highest peak in Minnesota, Eagle Moun-
tain (701 m [2,301 ft]), technical rescues are unlikely, while 
Force protection may also involve public health aspects at 
the team level between operations. This might involve screening 
team members for medical conditions that might cause problems 
in the ﬁeld, and personal physical ﬁtness evaluations, such as 
screening members for, supervising training for and testing 
members to the standard ﬁre-service work capacity test28:
 ■ Arduous: 3-mile level hike with 45-lb pack in 45 minutes
 ■ Moderate: 2-mile level hike with 25-lb pack in 30 minutes
 ■ Light: 1-mile level hike in 16 minutes.
While this work-capacity test of aerobic and walking ﬁtness 
is designed for wildland ﬁreﬁghters, it has been adopted, as-is or 
slightly modiﬁed, in many other disciplines. Some SAR teams 
have adopted alternative tests involving actual wildland trails 
with rough footing and elevation change.
RESCUE
Providing medical care during technical rescue, and during cave 
rescues, is covered in Chapters 24, 25, and 29.
But most wilderness rescues are not technical and not in 
a cave. Most wilderness rescue involves carrying a litter over 
FIGURE 30.14. FIND Watershed Model Map. Based on statistics specific to the subject’s profile, such as in Lost Person 
Behavior, this map displays the probability density based on the probability of the subject’s being found in the same, adjacent, or 
beyond the adjacent watershed. Illustration by Robert Koester. Used with permission.
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enough to replace paper, that water-resistant paper is a must, 
and two-part forms on water-resistant paper so that a copy can 
easily be handed oﬀ to during a transfer to another EMS service. 
Other considerations include:
 ■ Small: Fits in a cargo pocket, big shirt pocket, or parka pocket.
 ■ Big: big enough to reasonably write on.
 ■ Light.
 ■ Durable.
 ■ Works in rain and snow.
 ■ Should have mnemonics with it, either on the forms them-
selves or on a separate page, to help remind us how to do 
good medical charting.
 ■ Should follow principles of good form design and good 
information design, as expressed in Forms for People30 and 
the work of Yale’s Edward Tufte.31–35
 ■ Suitable for adding additional reference pages for not only 
medical reference material, but also generic SAR references.
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in Rocky Mountain National Park, where the road elevations 
vary between 2,350 m (about 7,800 ft) and 3,713 m (12,183 
ft), technical rescues are more likely. Nonetheless, even in very 
rugged mountains, there tends to be plenty of what is often 
called “humping the litter down a trail.”
Learning how to conduct nontechnical and semitechnical 
evacuations is beyond the scope of this chapter. However, for 
those wishing to learn, a free text on the topic is available online.29
There are a few things about nontechnical and semi-tech 
evacs speciﬁc to WEMS that you should know. First, position 
on the litter team. On level or fairly level ground, it is standard 
to have six litter bearers. And regardless of which direction you 
are headed, the usual standard is to have the litter handler in the 
front left (the “driver’s seat,” at least in the United States) be the 
litter captain. The litter captain gives instructions to the rest of 
the litter. If the litter must back up, then whoever’s now in the 
front left is the litter captain. If it is a semi-tech evac, then the 
litter captain is also the one who communicates, on behalf of 
the entire litter team, with the rope/belay team.
There are good arguments that the top medical person on 
the team—referred to here as the medic—should not help carry 
the litter, but should just walk along with the litter all the time, 
as litter bearers get fatigued and rotate out of carrying the litter. 
That means the medic can continue to stay with the litter. This 
does not always work. Sometimes there is just no way to stay right 
with the litter without helping to carry it, especially in narrow 
cave passages or along a narrow trail. And, for that matter, there 
may not be enough litter bearers to spare the medic from having 
to help hump the litter. If the medic has to be on the litter, then 
the medic should be the one and only person who talks to the 
patient. Having six people chattering with the patient is confus-
ing for the litter team and the medic, not to mention distressing 
unprofessional behavior from the patient’s perspective.
Another standard, though not as standard as the litter captain, 
is that the litter bearer in the front right is the speaker. If the 
patient does not have much in the way of medical problems, let 
us just say a badly sprained ankle, then there is not much need 
for the medic to talk with the patient all that much. But it is still 
unprofessional to have everyone on the litter team chatting with 
the patient. So that person in “the shotgun seat,” the front right, 
should be the speaker and the only one to be chatting with the 
patient unless the patient initiates a conversation with one of 
the other litter bearers.
One other issue with evacuations, even nontechnical ones, 
is of keeping medical records. This is discussed in more detail 
in Chapter 31. A detailed discussion of the issues around a 
ﬁeld medical record, and a recommended record form, has 
been published by the ASRC.* The major conclusions were 
that electronic systems are not yet reliable, ﬂexible, and hardy 
*http://archive.asrc.net/ASRC-Medical/2016-01-17-ASRC-Patient-Record-Form-1.0.pdf.
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Abstract
Purpose – A search and rescue incident is ultimately all about the location of the missing person; hence,
geotechnical tools are critical in providing assistance to search planners. One critical role of Geographic
Information Systems (GISs) is to define the boundaries that define the search area. The literature mostly
focuses on ring- and area-based methods but lacks a linear/network approach. The purpose of this paper is to
present a novel network approach that will benefit search planners by saving time, requires less data layers
and provides better results.
Design/methodology/approach – The paper compares two existing models (Ring Model, Travel Time
Cost Surface Model (TTCSM)) against a new network model (Travel Time Network Model) by using a case
study from a mountainous area in Austria. Newest data from the International Search and Rescue Incident
Database are used for all three models. Advantages and disadvantages of each model are evaluated.
Findings – Network analyses offer a fruitful alternative to the Ring Model and the TTCSM for estimating
search areas, especially for regions with comprehensive trail/road networks. Furthermore, only few basic data
are needed for quick calculation.
Practical implications – The paper supports GIS network analyses for wildland search and rescue
operations to raise the survival chances of missing persons due to optimizing search area estimation.
Originality/value – The paper demonstrates the value of the novel network approach, which requires fewer
GIS layers and less time to generate a solution. Furthermore, the paper provides a comparison between all
three potential models.
Keywords GIS, Network analysis, WiSAR
Paper type Research paper
1. Introduction
In the European Alps, particularly in tourist areas, many hiking trails allow unlimited
access to the mountains, almost regardless of visitors’ hiking skills. In Austria, about
400 people annually are reported missing in the mountains and have to be taken back to
safety (OEBRD – Austrian Mountain Rescue Organization, 2013). If the location of a missing
person is unknown, an extensive search operation is necessary first. In the preparation and
planning process of these operations, Geographic Information Systems (GISs) are
increasingly used to assist the management and analysis of spatial data, providing support
to the search and rescue (SAR) team. Critical in this process is the estimation of the search
area size, affecting the time necessary to cover the area during the search. A more accurately
search area results in more efficient SAR operations with increasing chance of survival for
the person missing. Therefore, different geospatial methods were developed – mostly
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focusing on area-based approaches. The aim of this paper is twofold: first, to present a
network-based GIS approach using roads and trails, in this paper defined as Travel Time
Network Model (T2Net). Second, to compare strengths and weaknesses to create a
probability of area (POA) map with the two most common methods, Ring Model and Travel
Time Cost Surface Model (TTCSM). The metric used to compare the three models is the
preparation time factor, required data, analytical techniques involved and the probability
density (Pden).
2. SAR in mountainous areas – related work
SAR operations are emergency situations where trained experts help a person in distress.
An operation includes two stages, which can significantly differ due to the situation and
which are not necessarily carried out simultaneously. First, the person has to be located.
In the rescuing phase, the person has to be brought back to safety and provided with
medical care (Cooper, 2005).
Operations in largely unpopulated areas with minimal access to infrastructure are
referred to as wilderness or wildland search and rescue (WiSAR), including missions in
mountainous areas. If access to shelter or medical care is missing, WiSAR operations can
also occur in urban areas, e.g. after natural disasters (Durkee and Glynn-Linaris, 2012). SAR
teams in Austria are based on rescue and relief organizations (firefighters, mountain
rescue and Red Cross), in the mountains WiSAR operations are carried out by specialized
mountain rescue teams and alpine police units (SARUV Austria, 2016). According to the
2013 annual report of the Austrian Mountain Rescue Organization, over 7,000 operations
took place (five-year average 6,745 operations), with approximately 400 searches annually
(OEBRD – Austrian Mountain Rescue Organization, 2013). Despite this high number, no
database for these operations is available.
Four steps characterize SAR procedures: locate – access – stabilize – transport. From a
geo-analytical perspective, each step is representing a separate spatial problem (Wysokinski
et al., 2014). The locate and access phases are critically important regarding time and space
(Winter and Yin, 2010) – a limited number of task forces must find a person as soon as
possible within a correspondingly large area, since the chance to survive drops with
increasing time (Doherty et al., 2014). An analytical measurement for finding a person is the
probability of success (POS), which is calculated based on the POA and the probability of
detection (POD) (Koopman, 1999):
POS ¼ POA POD
To increase POS, different methods are feasible, e.g. to increase POD by using a higher
number of emergency teams and/or better sensors and tactics to increase the POD for each
team, or to reduce the search area by improving the estimation of the POA (Cooper et al.,
2003). Due to limitations in work force and difficulties to influence the POD, Doherty et al.
(2014) suggested to optimize the search area. Another metric is the Pden, which is calculated
as the probability per search size (Sava et al., 2016).
3. GIS for SAR – underlying considerations
3.1 Potentials of GIS
To analyze spatial problems and manage large amounts of data, both before and during
SAR operations, GIS offers numerous possibilities (Ferguson, 2008). As investigated by
Tomaszewski (2015) for disaster relief issues, GIS works as a tool for organization and
administration (Environmental Systems Research Institute, 2010, 2013). Maps as one basic
result of GIS analyses are used in the briefing process of task forces and in the field during
an operation. However, it is useful to prepare spatially referenced data in advance of a SAR
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operation to make it quickly available in case of emergency. Information about roads/
streets, waterways, elevation, land cover and aerial photography has to be compiled.
Information about the current situation needs to be collected by interviews and
observations. Next to personal notes, this includes weather forecasts and operation-related
data like availability of equipment, people and/or vehicles. Moreover, the application of GIS
for SAR needs high expertise in spatial data analytics (Tomaszewski, 2015). Therefore,
members of SAR teams, employees of National Parks and computer specialists developed an
extension of ArcGIS called MapSAR, enabling efficient management of information and the
creation of maps using pre-defined templates. Generating maps with MapSAR is easy, no or
basic GIS knowledge is needed. If additional spatial analyses are required in the WiSAR
operation, GIS expertise is needed, causing limitations for further implementation. Many
approaches are limited to scientific publications, dealing with geostatistical and
geotechnical assessment of search areas (Doherty et al., 2014), modeling behaviors of
missing persons (Koester, 2008; Lin and Goodrich, 2010; Sava et al., 2016) and planning
issues integrating heterogeneous agents (Flushing et al., 2012). The common goal is to
provide methods for better organization, quick and successful completion of SAR
operations. To make advanced GIS analyses available for the SAR teams despite lacking
GIS knowledge, analytical processes can be automated and only results are provided to the
teams (Wysokinski et al., 2014).
3.2 GIS network analysis for SAR analysis
The term network is used in numerous fields of science for modeling, and although the
underlying concepts vary essentially (Nyerges et al., 2011). In this paper, network is defined
as a collection of linear features, roads and trails, where nodes represent intersections and
edges represent the paths between intersections (Popovich et al., 2009).
Although network analysis carries a huge potential for WiSAR they are yet rarely
applied. Reasons for this are road/trail network density – few linear objects in areas cannot
provide meaningful results – the availability of vector data, and different locational
conditions worldwide, e.g. US National Parks vs European Alps. Theodore (2009)
implemented an application for the search of missing hikers in Yosemite National Park,
including 3D and spatial analyses. He applied network analysis primarily for splitting up
the search area.
Canadian researchers provided network analysis methods for locating persons with
Alzheimer. They combined geotechnical applications, statistical analyses of recent cases
and medical knowledge with subject-related information about the patients (Croteau and
Belhassine, 2016). Based on a road network, the application provides routes
and probabilities of decisions of disoriented patients at intersections including behavioral
profiles. The results are presented as probability maps. This integrative application
provides a suitable network-based approach in urban areas.
3.3 Data for SAR – precondition and challenge
The acquisition of current, accurate (geo-)data poses a major challenge in projects with
geospatial scope. Missing data or data errors can produce misleading results, which may
lead to injuries or loss of life. Additionally, data acquisition plays an important role since
most SAR teams are nonprofit organizations in Europe. At its best geo-data sets are freely
available as governmental or open source services. However, volunteered geographic
information covers wider areas to various degrees of detail, completeness and accuracy.
Additionally there is the need for situational data as spatial and/or qualitative data.
Statistical data from previous incidents form the basis of defining search areas
for all three models. Unfortunately, many localities neglect to collect incident data.
The International Search and Rescue Incident Database (ISRID) collects data and organizes
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the data to control for subject category, ecoregions, terrain and population density in the
reported summary data (Koester, 2008). The algorithm that defines subject categories was
further refined in 2010 (Koester, 2010). Additional data were collected increasing the
database from 50,692 to 143,951 incidents in 2016. This is the new summary data (Table I)
used to test the three models. A more detailed description of data requirements, adaptations,
implementation and analysis is discussed in Section 4.
4. Three models, three probability maps
A practical example illustrates differences, pros and cons of three models: the Ring Model,
the TTCSM and the T2Net. The models are described and calculated for an Austrian
mountainous region, showing a high density of roads/trails with unrestricted access to the
area. Next to probability maps (Figure 1), the Pden is used to compare the results and
evaluate the results of the T2Net (Table II).
The study area, located in the Austrian province of Vorarlberg, is covering an area of
414 km2, accessible by 1,234 km of roads and 1,138 km of trails. The northwestern part, the
Rhine Valley (elevation 400 m), is an urban region, while the remaining areas are
mountainous with an elevation up to 2,095 m. The IPP is set along the European long
distance trail E4 (Figure 1(a)). Statistical data used to evaluate the three models were taken
from ISRID2.0 due to a lack of data from Austrian sources. The methodology of collecting
and cleaning the data is identical to the first creation of ISRID, previously described
(Koester, 2008). The data were filtered for search incidents only, hikers only, temperate eco
domain only, wilderness or rural population density, mountainous terrain only, excluding
investigative outcomes, and containing data in either hours of mobility or beeline distance
from the IPP.
4.1 Ring Model
The Ring Model using beeline distance is only based on statistical data (Doherty et al., 2014,
S. 102; Koester, 2008); no additional spatial information is integrated. Search areas are
indicated as concentric circles around the IPP using the distance a hiker can be found with a
certain probability as radius. These distances define the probability areas around the IPP
and are calculated with GIS multiple-ring buffer analysis, but can simply be obtained with
paper and pencil (Table I).
Data sets and tools Ring Model TTCSM T2Net
Geospatial data
Starting point – IPP X X X
Roads X
Paths X X
Flowing water bodies X
Stagnant water bodies X
Digital Elevation Model X X
Land-cover classification X
Additional data
Situational data X X X
Statistical data X X X
Tool Paper and pencil or GIS
multiple-ring buffer
GIS raster analysis
(raster calculator)
GIS network analysis
(service area and routing)
Sources: Adapted from Doherty et al. (2014) and Frakes et al. (2014)
Table I.
Basic data and tools
for the Ring Model,
TTCSM and T2Net
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In total, 1,154 evaluated search operations of ISRID2.0 lead to the following
probabilities at 10 percent level (Table II) and are visualized in a probability map
(Figure 1(b)). The results indicate that the search area approximately doubles with each
10 percent increase of probability. A missing hiker is found with a probability of
50 percent in a distance of 2.4 km from IPP, which is equal to an area of 18 km2. Searching
the 100 percent probability zone requires covering almost 30 times the study area
(11,575 km2). Since the probability area is not integrating terrain in the model, Figure 1(b)
Legend
IPP POA
10%
20%
40%
50%
70%
30% 60% 90%
80%
Roads
Paths
0 1 2 4 6 8 10
Kilometers
N
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Sources: Koester (2010), VoGIS (2016), Software: ArcGIS 10.5
Figure 1.
(a) Location of the IPP
at the European long
distance trail E4;
calculation of
probability areas
based on the (b) Ring
Model, (c) TTCSM,
and (d) T2Net
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shows that some parts of that area will be difficult or impossible to cover well.
The Pden shows higher values compared to the TTCSM and T2Net especially at the
10 percent level (Table II).
4.2 TTCSM
The National Park Service of the US Department of Interior (Frakes et al., 2014) developed
the TTCSM, also called mobility model, which uses raster data. It is based on the
mobility time, indicating how long a person is moving away from the IPP, and visualized
in a speed raster. In contrast to the Ring Model, information about terrain and vegetation
is implemented as impedance raster (Doherty et al., 2014). This corresponds to a
cost-distance approach, calculating the lowest accumulated cost-distance from each cell to
the IPP. An algorithm minimizes the total costs based on a speed and resistance grid
(Adriansen et al., 2003).
The speed grid uses Tobler’s (1993) Hiking Function to integrate the slope and exclude
steep areas (W40°) (Doherty et al., 2014). Grid cells with roads can additionally be weighted
with the maximum driving speed (Frakes et al., 2014). Imhof (1950) presumed the speed of a
person moving off-roads with 60 percent of the average speed.
The calculation of the resistance grid for the Austrian example involves the
following steps:
• An impedance of 0 percent is assigned to grid cells, which are classified as roads/trails.
• An impedance of 100 percent is assigned to non-traversable grid cells (e.g. stagnant
water bodies).
• Grid cells of streaming water bodies require a detailed observation and are classified
based on Strahler’s stream order methodology (Frakes et al., 2014; Strahler, 1952); the
impedance increases with the rank of the stream. Water bodies are easier to cross
close to their spring than downstream (adopted from Doherty et al., 2014).
• If roads are missing, people need to move cross-country (Frakes et al., 2014).
Depending on the land cover, different resistances can be expected and are integrated
from CORINE land-cover classification (100 × 100 m resolution) (European
Environment Agency, 1995).
Based on the speed and resistance raster the cost surface is calculated, incorporating the
maximum speed per cell. Statistical data of ISRID2.0, the mobility time, are added to the
model. Koester (2008) estimated that a missing person is generally 1 hour moving away
from IPP with a probability of 25 percent, 5 hours with 50 percent, 10 hours with 75 percent
Ring Model TTCSM T2Net
POA
(%)
Distance from IPP
(km)
Mobility time
(hours)
Area
(km2) Pden
Area
(km2) Pden
Area
(km2) Pden
10 0.1 0 0.03 3.18310 0 0.00 0 0.00000
20 0.6 1 1.13 0.09095 1.37 0.07300 1.41 0.07092
30 1.1 2 3.80 0.03745 7.07 0.01754 7.17 0.01736
40 1.6 4 8.04 0.02358 31.94 0.00402 36.37 0.00342
50 2.4 5 18.10 0.00995 59.36 0.00365 68.48 0.00311
60 3.2 7 32.17 0.00710 135.52 0.00131 175.48 0.00093
70 4.5 8 63.62 0.00318 190.18 0.00183 263.78 0.00113
80 6.2 12 120.76 0.00175 397.93 0.00048 474.46 0.00047
90 10.0 17 314.16 0.00052 na na na na
Table II.
Distance and hiking
hours gathered from
ISRID to calculate
probability areas
and Pden of the
Ring Model, TTCSM
and T2Net
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and 24 hours with 95 percent. The resulting raster can show gaps, e.g. for pixels in
inaccessible areas, therefore it is converted to vector polygons, and generalized afterwards.
Compared to the Ring Model, the TTCSM provides results starting with the 20 percent
probability area, since at lower probability persons are moving zero hours away from IPP.
For the study area, probability areas higher than 90 percent cannot be calculated.
The resulting polygons extend the search area and trail data for these areas (Switzerland
and Germany) are not available. The Pden shows lower values for the TTCSM than
for the Ring Model, dropping quickly after 50 percent (Table II). A missing hiker
is found with a probability of 50 percent moving 5 hours away from IPP, which is equal to
an area of 59 km2, which is three times the area of the Ring Model at the given probability
(Figure 1(c)).
4.3 T2Net – an alternative approach to support SAR operations
Determining a search area based on linear objects utilizes GIS network analyses.
The network includes vector-based data sets of roads/trails, a Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) and statistical data. The main impedance factor is the mobility time.
The probability area results as polygon stretched along the roads/trails according to the
time moving away from IPP. Additionally, different modes of transportation can be taken
into account. If transport infrastructure is available, a person also might use motorized
vehicles. The impedance for the road network can be calculated with the maximum speed.
One-way streets have to be considered as well as elevation changes along the roads. Speed
in the trail network is based on Tobler’s Hiking Function, assuming a speed of 5.0 km/h in
flat terrain. Hiking uphill or downhill is resulting in different hiking speed (Irtenkauf, 2014).
Similar to the TTCSM, slopes more than 40° are excluded (Frakes et al., 2014).
The first step in the T2Net is to prepare the underlying network. Here, it is crucial to
define an appropriate graph, ensuring positional accuracy of network elements and
connectivity. Network errors and/or gaps will result in a failure of the algorithm. Following
steps are integrated:
• Linear features are split in 5 m edges according to the 5× 5 m slope raster, to ensure a
more exact modeling process.
• Elevation of the DEM is assigned to each node. Based on this information, the
increase or decrease of elevation is calculated depending on the direction of
digitalization and assigned to each edge.
• Using Tobler’s Hiking Function, the hiking speed is calculated in and against
direction of digitalization.
• If a multimodal approach is chosen, the driving speed is assigned to the road edges.
• Inverting and scaling the result to gather hours per length of edge.
• This gives the amount of time necessary to traverse an edge.
The network data set is generated using hours as impedance/cost factor. The polygons
indicating the probability areas are calculated using the service area tool (ArcGIS 10.5) at
defined threshold values. Threshold values are mobility times of ISRID2.0. To generate
comparable results with the TTCSM, the multimodal approach was not used for the case
study. Positions at the intersections of the network and the borders of probability polygons
are time accurate according to the mobility time of ISRID.
The generated network supports various analyses in the context of SAR operations.
Predominantly two operations can be applied: first, in case of an unknown position of a
person, the search area can be visualized using the service area tool. Second, knowing the
location of the person, the quickest/easiest/shortest route to this location can be calculated.
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Figure 1(d) illustrates the T2Net using ISRID2.0 statistical data. Hiking times between 0
and 24 hours determine the probability areas at 10 percent steps. For the study area, ISRID
data show that 50 percent of all missing hikers were found within 68 km2 from IPP,
including 261.34 km trails/roads. Comparing the Pden of the T2Net with the TTCSM
presents slightly lower values. The map (Figure 1(d)) shows that the probability areas
match the linear features. Especially along the ridge from SW to NE with smooth terrain, an
extension of the polygons can be observed.
5. Discussion – pros and cons
The main goal of this paper is to present the T2Net as additional model to calculate search
areas for SAR operations. The T2Net is compared with two widely used models, the Ring
Model and the TTCSM, to analyze advantages and disadvantages. The results are
summarized in Tables II and III.
While the Ring Model does not consider other than different data for mountainous vs
non-mountainous terrain or additional information, the TTCSM based on an area approach
and the T2Net with a linear basis integrate various additional criteria (see Table I).
In contrast to the Ring Model and the TTCSM, the basis of the T2Net is a network of roads
and trails. Therefore, the model is suitable for areas where a dense road/trail network is
available as well as for small-scaled areas with high relief energy, since it differentiates
between hiking up- and downhill. The vector-based data set using linear features can be
seen as advantage, since Koester (2008) stated that more than 50 percent of missing hikers
are found along road/trail or other linear features, and here 95 percent are located within a
distance of 424 m of the linear elements.
The T2Net offers advantages in respect to data, analytical steps and results. The model
uses vector data, representing roads/trails and integrates GIS network analysis.
One bottleneck of the T2Net is the availability of vector data for trails.
In all three models, the implementation of statistical data is crucial. While statistical data
are used to refine the search area, situational data can lead to more exact results, although
hard to gather. In the TTCSM, sources of inaccuracies can be named as the low resolution of
CORINE land-cover classification, resistance values defined by Sherrill et al. (2010) and
Ring Model TTCSM T2Net
Advantages Easy analysis
Cheap and fast
No additional information
necessary
Movement cross-country
included
Walking speed included
Barriers included
Not accessible/traversable
areas excluded
Detailed result in cross-
country areas
Multimodal network possible
Few layers
Detailed polygon
Fast calculation of search areas
compared to TTCSM
Determination of walking
speed according to up- or
downhill movement
SAR teams can use routing tool
for wayfinding to located person
Disadvantages No additional information
(terrain, vegetation)
included
No linear features
(street/trails) included
Many information layers
necessary
Resulting polygons can
include gaps
Equal walking speed
regardless of walking up- or
downhill
Resolution depending on
input data
(Vector) data on roads/trails
necessary
Table III.
Advantages and
disadvantages of the
Ring Model, TTCSM
and T2Net
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flowing water bodies. The Strahler number, for example, does not take seasonal variations
of the runoff into account. Modeling the behavior of a person based on statistical data does
not consider the critical characteristics of the unique individual. In addition, the distance
from the IPP and dispersion angle models does not take the unique characteristics of the
terrain into full consideration. The challenge in applying GIS-based models is, next
to the modeling process itself, to overcome the gap between an individualized simulation
and a too generalized approach.
T2Net involves a fewer number of data sets, but leads to similar results like the TTCSM
as the Pden and the map indicate. If the network data set is prepared in advance, in case of
emergency only one analytical step – the calculation of the service area – generates the
probability area map. The TTCSM involves several analytical steps calculating
the probability area, which affords GIS knowledge and time. Since the time is essential
for the chance of survival simple, quick methods are preferred.
The walking speed calculated for the T2Net was furthermore evaluated with hiking
times provided by the provincial government of Vorarlberg (VoGIS, 2016). The hiking times
in VoGIS were conducted in the field through measurement. The comparison of the walking
speed calculated with T2Net with the VoGIS data resulted in a variation of ±10 percent.
This indicates that the hiking speed derived with the T2Net shows an appropriate
results regarding the hiking time.
Finally, the comparison of Pden for the TTCSM and the T2Net shows related results,
although the Pden for the T2Net is slightly higher and the Ring Model provides best results.
From a practical perspective, an additional advantage of the T2Net can be seen in the
network analysis itself. Similar to a car navigation system the SAR teams can use routing
algorithms to calculate routes depending on different impedances, e.g. the quickest or
shortest route to the person located. This opens new fields of application, e.g. in case of a
hiker’s accident, in case of barriers through landslides, avalanches, etc.
6. Conclusion and further research
The paper presents an alternative approach to define search areas, the T2Net. It compares it
with two common models, differing in terms of complexity, data and accuracy. While
controlling for the same source of data the Ring Model scores in terms of time, costs and
simplicity, TTCSM and T2Net integrate the specification of terrain due to the integration of
geo-data. In the TTCSM, large amounts of data lead to time-, cost- and knowledge-intensive
analyses, and may result in limited success since time is a critical factor in locating a
missing hiker. T2Net methods offer a viable approach, since detailed results are obtained
with a comparatively small number of geo-data and a short preparation and calculation
time, in case road/trail data are available. They should be preferred, if the region shows a
compact network of roads/trails.
One critical issue to generate an appropriate search area is the availability, amount and
accuracy of geo and statistical data. As statistical data ISRID, an international statistical
data set is integrated into the calculation. Future efforts can be made in combining
international with local and open source data, and data mining through SAR teams. One
future research issue can be seen in testing the T2Net with local data and compare it with
ISRID results.
The integration of elevation changes from IPP or scattering angles of movement along
the path will be additional research issues. In terms of GIS analyses, advanced
geotechnical modeling algorithms and partly automated computation of search areas are
of special interest.
Compared to North America, GIS-based WiSAR operations are not well established in
Europe yet. Reasons for this are the lack of data, missing GIS knowledge of rescue teams
and different regional settings (small-scaled, dense trail networks). However, the
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development of new WiSAR approaches should integrate experience of SAR teams and
usability should guide the use of theoretical/scientific models. Therefore, extended
evaluation of the TTNW with local data has to follow and proof the model in real world
scenarios. To cope with the problem of cross-validating results in smaller areas, a more
formal metric should be applied, e.g. MapScore (Sava et al., 2016). This will allow calculating
statistical parameters in order to compare the models on a more formal level.
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Abstract 
Search theory is completely dependent upon an accurate assessment of how well a search area was 
covered by a team or the Probability of Detection (POD). Determining the POD for auditory whistle blasts 
and a response to sighting lights at night (sound-light line technique) involves a two-way detection 
problem. 
 
Two experiments were carried out at Nelson Lakes along the Porika Road track in New Zealand. The first 
experiment was conducted during the day with six subjects and fourteen two-person teams conducting a 
sound line tactic. The detection index for a search team hearing a shout was 332 meters. The detection 
index for a subject hearing a whistle was 401 meters. Searchers were able to detect 99% of high-visibility 
clues (orange gloves) and 52% of low-visibility clues (gray gloves) on the track. The night experiment was 
conducted at the same location, but with different search subjects placed in different locations. Search 
teams used a sound-light line tactic in two-person teams. The detection index for a search team hearing a 
shout was 306 meters. The detection index for a subject hearing a whistle was 395 meters and seeing a 
light 277 meters. The detection index for a subject detecting either signal was 460 meters. 
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This is the first report in the land search literature of both elements (searcher and subject) of a two-way 
detection problem. 
 
Keywords: Detection index, Sweep Width, two-way detection, Probability of Detection, POD, whistle, 
shout, sound-light line. 
 
 
Introduction 
Koopman (1946, 1980) established search theory and practice with his pioneering work during WWII.  
Prior to his work there was no published scientific literature on search theory.  An essential part of 
Koopman’s work was developing the concept of Effective Sweep Width (ESW)—a single numeric value of 
detectability for a given sensor to detect a specific search object in a unique environment.  The ESW can 
then be used to calculate the Probability of Detection (POD), a measure of a search team’s 
thoroughness. While determining the POD is critical to search theory it is not the ultimate goal. Instead 
POD is used to determine the Probability of Success (POS) in conjunction with the Probability of Area 
(POA). In turn POS is used to determine the Probability of Success Rate (PSR) which can be used to 
make decisions on the optimal allocation of resources in the field (Charnes and Cooper, 1958). For 
additional information on the full development of search theory and ESW see Frost (1999a, 1999b, 
1999c, & 1999d). 
Lateral Range 
The method for estimating the ESW uses the concept of a “lateral range curve” introduced by Koopman 
(1946). Lateral range refers to the perpendicular distance an object is to the left or right of the searcher’s 
track where the track passes the object.  Therefore, it represents the distance from the searcher to the 
object at the Closest Point of Approach (CPA).  A lateral range curve is a plot of the probability of 
detecting the object on a single pass as a function of the object’s lateral range (distance) from the 
searcher’s track.  Figure 1 shows a hypothetical relationship between POD on a single pass and an 
arbitrary scale of distances to the left (negative) and right (positive) of the searcher’s track. Negative 
values are distances to the left of the searcher’s track while positive values are distances to the right of 
the searcher’s track. The shape of the lateral range curve is determined through actual field experiments. 
Twardy (2012) provides a recent discussion on the various shapes a lateral range may take. 
 
Auditory search is also highly dependent on distance. However, it differs from visual search in that it is 
possible to know the distinct distance for each and every auditory attempt.  It is also different in that each 
auditory signal is discrete.  In fact a searcher making a continuous sound would be unable to listen to a 
response. It is also possible to determine if each auditory attempt of the team (whistle blast) was detected 
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or not detected. This unique feature allows analysis using both the CPA and to determine an alternate 
detection index from each discrete detection opportunity.  
 
The lateral range method also functionally integrates all of the effects various factors have on the 
detection process during the experiment.  Even in a fairly constant environment many factors may affect 
detection.  Wind or rain may affect hearing at a particular point; one searcher may have better hearing 
than another; or the object may require several glimpses to register on the consciousness of the 
searcher, especially if it has a low contrast with its surroundings.   
 
Figure 1 A Lateral Range Curve. The number of missed detections (B) inside the effective sweep width 
equals the detections (A) that occur outside the sweep width. This is often called the cross-over point. 
Figure from Frost 1999b. 
 
Detection Index (Effective Sweep Width) 
The ESW is one of the central concepts of search theory and its application to SAR.  Additional 
information about ESW may be found in Koopman (1980), Stone (1989), and Frost (1999b).   
 
The ESW may be thought of as the area where the number of objects missed inside the swath are equal 
to the number of objects detected outside the swath as shown in Figure 1.  In more mathematical terms 
the ESW is also numerically equal to the area under the lateral range curve.  Robe & Frost, (2002) 
previously showed for land search that the cross-over technique based upon finding the point where the 
number of cumulative detections equals the number of cumulative misses is equalvalent to calculating the 
area under the curve, and may in fact be superior. The technique has also been used by Koester et al 
(2004) and Chiacchia & Houlahan (2010) for visual search. An ESW value has not been determined for 
auditory search. 
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Probability of Detection (POD) 
Successful search planning, whether in an urban, wilderness, or marine environment requires an 
objective standard for providing an estimate of the Probability of Detection (POD).  In each of these 
settings the variables that describe the searcher, the search object, and the search environment will differ 
not only in kind but also in their influence on the estimate of the POD.  What is constant, however, is that 
POD estimates should be based on objective measures and observations. Previous research by Koester 
et al (2004) found experienced searchers were unable to make accurate assessments of POD based 
upon subjective assessments by either the search planner or the searchers.  POD depends upon 
coverage, which depends on three things: 
 
• The “detection index” or ESW for the combination of search object, search environment, and 
sensor (e.g., auditory search from the ground) present in a given search situation,  
• The amount of effort expended in searching the area, and 
• The size of the area where the effort was expended. 
 
The size of the search area requires special comment when the field technique of a sound light line is 
being used. The tactic places a team of searchers following a linear feature. Since each member of the 
team follows the same course, increasing the number of team members does not increase the total track 
line distance.  Instead, any advantages of additional team members would be derived from factors such 
different abilities to hear, differences in types of whistles, differences in listening orientation, differences in 
attention, and other subtle factors.  The size of the search area, since linear in nature, should be defined 
by how far off the route a POD is desired. This also simplifies the inputs and computation required to 
determine the POD value.  
 
Previous Related Experiments 
Koester et al (2004) reported on five visual experiments conducted in different environments for high, 
medium and low-visibility search object approximating prone search subjects. Chiacchia & Houlahan 
(2010) followed up with two additional visual experiments with similar results and using the same 
methodology.  
 
No previous study used the combination of un-alerted searchers and subjects for auditory search. In 
addition, no previous studies have reported the POD values for clues placed directly on the track which is 
a common search tactic. Only two previous SAR experiments involving sound have been conducted. 
Martin Colwell (1992) conducted field trails to determine both visual and sound Probability of Detection 
(POD) in British Columbia. More specifically the experiment was conducted in a Pacific West Coast 
coniferous forest (Marine Temperate ecoregion division). The experimental methodology involved placing 
dummies in a standing position.  The dummies were outfitted with inexpensive, portable, battery powered 
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AM radios.  The radios were tuned to a local “talk” radio stations the volume adjusted to best match a 
person talking loudly or shouting. Manson (2009) reports that some of the researchers who had placed 
the subjects were also involved in the detection experiment. Colwell’s results are reported as the 
searcher’s POD based upon the spacing. While this allows creation of a lateral range curve and therefore 
finding the area under the curve (one method to determine an effective sweep width), this value was not 
calculated at the time. The actual value would be expected to be underestimated since the experiment 
required the searcher to also make a visual detection of the search subject in order to identify the 
dummies code number. Manson (2009) conducted research looking at sound in the same environment as 
Colwell.  He looked at the relationship of loudness and range using different whistles.  His experiments 
showed that loudness does not always directly indicate a whistles range, since pitch is also an important 
factor. The experiment reports an attention-getting range for each source, although this was a subjective 
value determined by the testers.  
 
To date no experiment has attempted to determine the detection index or effective sweep width value for 
auditory search that is required to determine an objective POD.  In addition, no experiment has ever been 
conducted to look at the use of light in getting a subject to respond. Finally, no previous experiments have 
looked at the real-life issue of the two-way nature (lost subject detects searcher shouts and then 
searchers hear subjects response) of the signal detection in the land environment. 
 
Methodology 
The methodology used was similar to visual land based experiments previously described by Koester et 
al (2004). That methodology was further refined and described by Koester et al (2006). An important tool 
used to setting up experiments is the Integrated Detection Experiment Assistant (IDEA) which is built 
using MS Excel. Required inputs include the projected number of search participants, the number of 
different types of search objects, and the Average Maximum Detection Range (AMDR). The calculator 
would then determine the total number of targets required, expected length of course, expected time to 
complete the course, and locations to place search objects (subjects). If the number of targets or course 
time fell outside the experimental parameters the parameter was flagged by a change in color. In addition 
to setting up the experiment, IDEA displays the results after inputting raw data. The experimental design 
calculator was a useful tool for the experiment team but is not a finished product in regards to sound-light 
experiments.  Key differences in the experimental methodology of Koester et al (2004) and the auditory 
experiments are described. 
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Determining AMDR 
During the site visit an Average Maximum Detection Range (AMDR) was obtained. The AMDR protocol 
was modified from the visual protocol described by Koester et al (2004) in the following ways. The AMDR 
was conducted by taking four measurements instead of taking sixteen measurements as specified in 
Koester et al (2004). The reduction was due to measuring only the extinction point (i.e., point unable to 
hear the whistle or shout) and reducing the number of legs from eight to four.  Since the distances were 
large a GPS (Garmin 60CSx) was used to obtain coordinates and then measure the actual distances 
using Google Earth software. Since it was unknown what the difference between voice and whistle might 
be, both were provided. A total of three people were involved in the AMDR collection. One person stood 
at a fixed location. Once every two minutes a whistle was blown.  Also every two minutes a shout was 
made. Combined, this meant either a whistle or shout would occur at the same time every minute. This 
allowed the “searchers” walking away from the sound source to know if the signal heard was valid. The 
goal is to achieve the maximum distance possible and still hear a valid signal. 
 
Marking the track 
In the sound-light experiment a two-way detection is required.  The searcher must signal the subject, the 
subject must detect the signal and respond, and finally the searcher must detect the signal the subject 
sent.  Therefore, it was important to control the exact location that each whistle blast occurred. This was 
accomplished by precisely marking the track. A one-meter measuring wheel was used to measure the 
course. Every 100 meters the location was marked (see Figure two) and the coordinate entered into a 
Garmin 60CSx GPS receiver. The location was indicated with an orange traffic cone marked with the 
appropriate distance and reflective white or red reflective tape.  The cone was held in place by a 
fiberglass rod driven into the ground with a mallet and further enhanced with surveyor’s flagging tape. 
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Figure 2. Cone used to mark every 100 meters along the track. 
 
Prior to the experiment the several forms were created in order to collect data, manage experiment 
participants, brief participants, and ensure searcher safety.  
 
Visual Glove experiment 
The day time experiment also had clues placed on the track.  The clues consisted of either high visibility 
clues or low-visibility clues.  The high-visibility clues were white workers gloves painted with day-glo 
orange dazzle (paint), and the low-visibility clues were the same gloves painted gray. One low-visibility 
glove was left white, since it was placed on some snow. Locations for placing the gloves on the track 
were determined by IDEA.  Searchers were informed to record any gloves they located. 
Participant Recruitment 
Participants were recruited mostly from Tasman Search and Rescue, the New Zealand Police, and some 
additional participants recruited from the Canterbury district.  All searchers belonged to a search team or 
played an active role in search and rescue. 
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Basic Protocol 
The sound-light experiment used search and rescue (SAR) personnel for both search subjects and 
searchers. The searchers used whistle blasts (day) or a combination of whistle blasts and light (night) to 
send a signal to the search subjects. Teams used technique taught in the SARINZ Search Methods 
course and corresponding student reference (Wells et al, 2012). If the search subject detected a signal 
(either a whistle blast or shining light) they responded by shouting “Hey, it’s Bravo.”  Each subject was 
assigned a unique phonetic alphabet word to shout. The order of the words were randomized 
 
All participants signed in on the participant sign-in sheet and were assigned to a team. Teams were 
staggered at a 15 minute interval. Each searcher provided basic information on the Searcher Profile form. 
The form is broken into three sections. Section A collects demographic information on the searcher. 
Section B collects physical characteristics such as hearing, vision, and height. In addition it collects 
information on the physical characteristics of the searcher’s whistle and flashlight. Section C is filled in 
during debriefing and includes collected weather information, estimated PODs, and self-reporting of 
morale and fatigue.  
 
The search subjects and searchers received separate briefings.  The searchers were not aware of how 
many subjects were placed into the field. Each search team carried equipment needed to safely function 
in the environment (typical SAR pack) and a copy of the searcher information sheet, task assignment 
form, detection log, guide to determining Beaufort scale, clip board, pencil/pen plus a backup writing tool, 
and may have been issued a radio. The team’s departure was tracked on the Team Tracking Log. Actual 
position reporting, once the team was dispatched was greatly facilitated by the numbered cones.  Teams, 
instead of reporting coordinates, only need to report the closest cone number.  
 
Upon completing the experiment (returning from the field), each team was debriefed and the detection log 
examined to ensure it was filled in correctly or if any questions existed. The Detection Log form has a 
tabular representation of the search track. A row exists for each 100 meter cone. Each detection made by 
the searcher is recorded on the log along with its description, time, wind condition at the time (using the 
Beaufort scale), and clock bearing relative to 12 o’clock being straight ahead on the track.  The time was 
recorded for every 100 meters (cone location) where the team blew a whistle. 
 
Current weather and changes in the weather conditions are recorded at the command post using a 
Kestrel 4000. The weather characteristics recorded were precipitation, cloud cover, temperature, visibility, 
barometric pressure, humidity, and wind speed.  
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Data Scoring 
Data was scored in the same manner as described by Koester et al. (2004).  Some differences between a 
visual experiment and auditory experiment are described. Subject’s location were recorded by the 
subjects using a Garmin GPSMAP 60CSx GPS receiver and recorded on their detection logs. The GPS 
was setup to New Zealand Grid and the WGS84 map datum. The New Zealand Grid was used so 
subjects could locate themselves on the gridded map. The grid coordinate was then transformed to a 
decimal degree format using Franson CoordTrans version 2.3. The decimal degree subject coordinate 
was plotted using Google Earth. The subject’s location was then compared against the previously plotted 
cone coordinates and the subject placement sheet which was used to place the subject’s.  If the location, 
side of the track, and distance matched it was considered a valid subject location.  All subjects’ had valid 
locations.  It was also noted (using Google Earth elevation features) if the subject was uphill, downhill, or 
at the same level as the cone location of closest point of approach. All scoring was done by one individual 
to ensure consistent results. Each search object would be scored as either being detected or missed. 
Virtual search objects (described in Koester et al. 2004) were not placed onto the Detection Log scoring 
template and were all scored as misses. 
 
Data Scoring Closest Point of Approach Method 
It was possible to score the detection and non-detections using several different techniques.  Detecting 
the search subject involved the team sending out a whistle blast at each cone and then listening for a 
response. A chart was prepared that showed each subjects point of closest approach or lateral range 
between the cone and the search subject. Each time would then be scored a “1” if the search team 
detected the subject’s shouts and a “0” if it did not. It was possible to score the sheets rather quickly for 
this technique. 
 
Data Scoring Each Cone Method 
Unlike visual experiment where detections and non-detections can occur anywhere along the track (thus 
requiring the CPA method) sound experiments send out a discrete signal from a fixed and known location 
to a subject at a fixed location.  Since the coordinates of each cone were recorded along with the 
subject’s it was possible using a GIS system to measure the distance between each cone (site of the 
searcher’s whistle blast) and the subject. The measurement ruler is precise to 0.1 meters and 
measurements were recorded to the closest meter (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 Method used to measure the distance from subject to each cone location 
 
Each cone was then assigned to one particular subject (using midpoint between two subjects).  The 
lateral range from that cone to the assigned subject was made.  Then each team’s detection or non-
detection was scored for each cone. During the day experiment this results in 1327 detection 
opportunities versus the 115 using the CPA method. The lateral ranges were then placed into bins and 
the average of the distances within each bin was used to determine the lateral range for each bin. 
 
Data entry was then made into the MS Excel based IDEA Data input Search Object 1 sheet. The clue 
number, lateral range (or off-track distance), and clue type were entered. Then for each searcher (using 
their coded searcher number) the “0” and “1” were transcribed from the scoring form into the spreadsheet. 
Data Analysis 
Using the information provided on the spreadsheet, another worksheet (Data Summary Object #1) 
automatically calculated the crossing over point of the cumulative detections and cumulative misses after 
the automatic sort button is clicked.  The purpose of the clicking on the sort button is to sort the lateral 
ranges from smallest to greatest. It is then possible to calculate the detection index. 
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The first step in scoring was starting with the team detections. If the team heard the subject, then by 
default the subject had heard the team. The next phase was to determine if the subject had heard the 
team, even when the team did not hear the response. The trackline distance where most teams had 
heard the subject was recorded.  Then in a separate worksheet the exact time each team reached that 
particular cone (trackline location) was recorded. Finally, the team’s cone time was cross-referenced to 
the subject’s detection log.  If the two times matched then the subject scored a detection for that particular 
team. One team did not record their cone times so it was not possible to score that team. 
 
Results 
Description of Venue – Nelson Lakes St. Arnaud 
Nelson Lakes National Park (established in 1956) is situated in the north of New Zealand's South Island.  
This park protects 102,000 hectares of the northern most Southern Alps. The park contains beech forest, 
craggy mountains, streams and lakes both big and small. 
 
 
Figure 4 Google Earth view of search track with cone locations plotted 
 
Two separate experiments were carried out at Nelson Lakes on July 18 and into the early hours of July 
19, 2009. The first experiment occurred during daylight and looked at the sound line tactic and clues 
placed on the track. The second experiment occurred after dark.  New subjects were placed in different 
locations.  The night time experiment involved both sound and light line tactics.  For each experiment the 
detection index can be determined by using the Closest Point of Approach (CPA) technique or from each 
cone’s position.   
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Course Characteristics 
Table 1 provides the general characteristics of experiment conducted at Nelson Lakes.  
 
 
Day Night 
Location Porkia Road, Nelson Lakes 
Ecoregion Mountainous Subtropical M230 
Season Winter 
Length 7.5 km 
Elevation Change 467 – 983 meters 
Layout Road 
Temperature 10-12 C 1-5 C 
Wind Speed 0-10 kph 2-45 kph 
Visibility Unlimited Unlimited – 200 meters 
Cloud Cover Partly Sunny Clear – Foggy 
Precipitation None Rain Moderate 
Pressure 943 mb falling 943 mb 
Time 11:28 – 17:57 20:36 – 01:34 
Table 1 Course general characteristics 
 
Day time Experiment – Team Detection Experiment Results 
In several cases it was observed that the subject in fact detected almost all of the teams.  However, 
almost none of the teams detected the subject. This would result in a larger detection index for the 
subject detecting the teams.  This is in fact the actual result. The team’s detection index (CPA method) 
was 332 meters and the subject’s detection index was 401 meters.  
 
Day time Experiment – Clue Detection 
The clue detection experiment only took place during the day. The original intent was to conduct the clue 
detection experiment at night.  Therefore, the clues were placed (using IDEA to determine the locations) 
the previous day. A total of 12 orange gloves were placed, 11 gray gloves, and 1 white glove (placed on 
snow). Out of the 15 teams that turned in a detection log only 12 completed the log in such a way it was 
possible to score the clues. 
 
The last team (team 14) consisted of one of the officers who had help setup the course. He had specific 
knowledge about the white glove. Therefore, that particular glove from team 14 was thrown out.  The 
range of POD% for the orange glove was 92% - 100%.  The range of POD% for the low-visibility gloves 
was 25% - 83%. The results are summarized in table 4. 
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Night time Experiment – Subject Detection Light Experiment Results 
In addition to the whistle blast, teams were using sound-light line tactics.  Therefore, the subject also had 
the potential to detect the teams light. Subject’s were instructed to only respond to whistle blast, but also 
to record when they detected light. The technique for scoring was the same method to use to determine 
which whistle blast matched a particular team. The detection index for subject’s detecting light was 277 
meters. 
Predicted versus actual detections. 
As part of the debriefing process, each searcher was asked to give what percentage of the potential 
targets did they detect?  This is similar to a typical debriefing question asked on many searchers in order 
to obtain a “POD” value.  Since the number of search objects were fixed and known, it is possible to 
determine how accurate the searchers were with their predicted POD versus the actual POD. 
 
Parameter Average 
Predicted 
Range 
Predicted 
Actual % 
Detected 
Offset
Sound (Day) 29% 0-90% 33% ± 18% 
Sound (Night) 38% 5-75% 59% ± 23% 
Orange Glove 84% 60-100% 99% ± 21% 
Gray Glove 68% 10-100% 53% ± 37% 
Table 2 Searcher ability to predict Probability of Detection (POD) 
Overall Summary Experiment Results 
The table below provides an overall summary of both day and night experiments. 
 
Detection Type Method Day Experiment 
ESW 
Night Experiment 
ESW 
Searchers detecting subject shouts CPA 332 m 306 m 
Searchers detecting subject shouts Cone 276 m 262 m 
Subject hearing searchers’ whistle CPA 401 m 395 m 
Subject seeing searchers’ light CPA NA 277 m 
Subject detecting searchers (light or sound) CPA 401 m 460 m 
Table 3 Summary of ESW results 
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The Probability of Detection (POD) for a glove on the actual track during daylight. 
 
 
Number 
Detection 
Opportunities 
Average POD% Average POD% 
Orange Glove 12 144 99% 99% 
Gray Glove 11 132 57% 
52% 
White Glove 1 11 0% 
Table 4 Summary of detection results for clue on track 
 
Discussion 
The experimental methodology was built upon the solid foundation of previous visual experiments to 
determine land-based detection indexes.  The design and methodology of the visual experiments were in 
turn based upon maritime experiments conducted by the US Coast Guard Research and Development 
center. Key concepts such as detection opportunities, scoring each detection and non-detection, closest 
point of approach, looking at and for correction factors, generating lateral range curves, and using the 
cross-over technique to generate the actual detection index value have all been previously validated by 
Koester et al (2004). 
 
The fundamental issue with sound and light detection is the two-way nature of the detection. It requires 
two cooperating elements that wish to find each other. The searcher desires to detect the search subject 
and the search subject wishes to be found. The search team sends out an initial signal (sound and/or 
light) and the subject must first detect the signal; recognize it for what it represents, and then respond in 
some fashion. Based upon conversations with SARINZ instructors it was determined the most common 
signal generated by search teams is a whistle blast.  Then depending upon the subject type and scenario 
teams will sometimes augment the whistle blast by shouting the subject’s name.  It was then stated that 
approximately 90% of the time the response is a shout from the subject. Therefore, from an experimental 
point of view the ideal “search object” would be one that could recognize a whistle blast and then respond 
with a human voice. It was felt a human voice would be important since human sensory and processing 
systems are ideally suited to recognize a human voice across many different frequencies and hidden in 
background noise (Lewis et al, 2009). It was also felt the reply voice should be a short discrete signal and 
not a constant noise to aid in the detection of the voice. Therefore, it was decided that by using actual 
humans as the search subjects a detection index which actually reflects reality most closely would be 
obtained. More importantly, in the real world subjects don’t know when they will hear a shout. The 
experiment methodology ensured that search subjects were un-alerted.  In other words, they did not know 
when a team would whistle.  In return, search teams were also un-alerted, since they had no idea when 
they would hear a reply. Future experiments should continue to use actual subjects.   
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While this first auditory two-way land detection experiment resulted in several key findings, the results 
should be viewed as preliminary and not definitive. The experiment clearly showed it was possible to 
obtain a detection index for sound and/or light line tactics. Furthermore, the fact that the closest point of 
approach method (with 115 detection opportunities) and the cone method (with 1327 detection 
opportunities) provided similar results indicates experiments with approximately 100 detection 
opportunities can be conducted.  This is further bolstered by the fact that the day and night experiments 
resulted in a team detection index of 332 and 306 meters respectively, a difference of only 8%. The 
difference for the subjects hearing the whistle was only 1%.  
 
This experiment was the first reported experiment of detection of light in a realistic search environment. 
Since the experiments took place in a forested area in mountainous terrain, it is expected that distances 
would be small.  In fact, the detection index for a subject detecting the light was 277 meters. It is 
interesting to note that the detection index for light appeared to be independent of the detection index for 
sound. In some cases the subject detected the light without detecting the sound.  In other cases a subject 
detected the sound without detecting the light. This means the overall probability of making some type of 
detection increases. Therefore, the detection index (ESW) for a subject detecting a team increased to 460 
meters (when both sound and light were considered. It is important to realize that the detection index is 
not the maximum range of a possible detection but instead is either the area under the lateral range curve 
or the distance where the number of missed detections equals the number of detections. Depending upon 
conditions, it is expected that the detection index for light would be large. 
While no previous studies generated a detection index for un-alerted searchers, the maximum ranges 
provided by other experiments do provide some insight. A previous test of several different whistle types 
conducted in New Zealand (B Were, personal communication, 2006) showed for the loudest whistle the 
maximum range was between 300 to 500 meters depending upon the conditions, compared to our results 
of a detection index of 400 meters for a subject detecting a whistle. After taking into account differences 
between alerted and un-alerted searchers, different whistle types, and the left/right nature of a detection 
index, the results are somewhat comparable. The first classic sound study was conducted in Canada 
(Coldwell, 1989). This study was conducted under more search-like conditions. The study results were 
reported as a lateral range curve.  Using the cross-over technique found in IDEA it is possible to convert a 
lateral range curve into a detection index. This gives a detection index of 313 meters. The Canadian 
experiments were conducted in a Pacific West Coast coniferous forest. Manson (2009) also carried out a 
sound experiment in the Pacific West Coast coniferous forest in a recent study. This study reported both 
maximum and minimum attention ranges. The minimum attention getting range was a subjective 
measurement determined by the searcher. Depending upon the whistle type and season this ranged from 
200 to 400 meters for alerted searchers.  While maximum ranges do not convert to an ESW value the 
general range is similar.  
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One important finding of this paper was the observation that in many cases the subject detected the 
search team without the searchers detecting the subject.  The experiment protocol was for a single verbal 
reply and for the subjects to stay in one place.  In reality a missing person would most likely try to move 
towards the team and shout multiple times. Operationally teams would be well advised to make sure they 
spend sufficient time listening for a response. Those venturing into the woods are also well advised to 
carry a whistle and light source. 
 
One challenge of this research was to adapt the specifics of experimental design and analysis for the 
specifics of sound-light line and sweep. This required direct observation of the techniques being taught 
and conducted by actual practitioners in the appropriate environment. This was accomplished by 
conducting and attending field trials, refresher courses, and field demonstrations prior to establishing the 
methodology.  In addition, extensive conversations were conducted with knowledgeable searchers, 
including and going beyond the SARINZ instructor pool.  This allowed for the development of the specific 
methodology. 
 
The changes in methodology from previous visual methods included; marked cones every 100 meters, a 
modified AMDR procedure, use of trained searchers as the search subjects, use of un-alerted subjects 
and searchers, clear difference in signals generated by searcher and subject, creation of detection log, 
and measuring wind speeds at every detection opportunity. These changes were viewed as successful.  
In fact, this was the first auditory detection experiment where both the subjects and searchers were not 
alerted.  As a result it was possible to document cases where the subject heard the search team, but the 
search team did not hear the response.  
 
Previous visual experiments had used data collectors that were not part of the experiment staff. These 
“volunteer” data collectors often collected more data than needed (making scoring a little bit more difficult) 
but fortunately seldom left out critical information. This was the case with the sound-light experiments. All 
of the data collectors were searchers themselves. Almost all of the searchers successfully completed the 
data collection log. Only one team neglected to record the time at each cone.  While the team’s 
detections were logged, it was impossible to score the team for subject’s hearing the team. This problem 
could easily be remedied by spot checking the logs early on in the track by a member of the experiment 
staff. Using searchers as data collectors was a success overall. 
 
As a “pilot” experiment several important factors have been identified that could improve future 
experiments. Two key variables were not controlled.  Searchers were allowed to use whatever whistle 
and torch (flashlight) they normally used.  It was noted anecdotally that the type of whistle and torch did 
make a significant difference in detections. This is well worth further experimentation. Some other sources 
of improvement include; conducting experiments in different terrain (such as flat terrain, valley bottom, 
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etc.), conduct experiments in different types of vegetation or times of the year, conduct experiment to 
quantify potential correction factors (wind, background noise, precipitation, temperature, hearing loss, 
etc.), better measure participants hearing ability, record AMDR values for auditory, whistle, and torches, 
update IDEA, issue radios to all subjects and obtain location coordinates immediately, create a subject 
debriefing form, use synchronized time (available from GPS receivers), use GIS software for 
measurements versus Google Earth, and have staff spot check detection logs early in the experiment. 
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Objective.—Standard-of-practice search management requires that the probability of detection
(POD) be determined for each search resource after a task. To calculate the POD, a detection index
(W) is obtained by ﬁeld experiments. Because of the complexities of the land environment, search
planners need a way to estimate the value of W without conducting formal experiments. We
demonstrate a robust empirical correlation between detection range (Rd) and W, and argue that Rd
may reliably be used as a quick ﬁeld estimate for W.
Methods.—We obtained the average maximum detection range (AMDR), Rd, and W values from 10
detection experiments conducted throughout North America. We measured the correlation between Rd
and W, and tested whether the apparent relationship between W and Rd was statistically signiﬁcant.
Results.—On average we found W E 1.645  Rd with a strong correlation (R2 ¼ .827). The high-
visibility class had W E 1.773  Rd (also R2 ¼ .867), the medium-visibility class had W E 1.556 
Rd (R2 ¼ .560), and the low-visibility had a correction factor of 1.135 (R2 ¼ .319) for Rd to W. Using
analysis of variance and post hoc testing, only the high- and low-visibility classes were signiﬁcantly
different from each other (P o .01). We also found a high correlation between the AMDR and Rd
(R2 ¼ .9974).
Conclusions.—Although additional experiments are required for the medium- and low-visibility
search objects and in the dry-domain ecoregion, we suggest search planners use the following
correction factors to convert ﬁeld-measured Rd to an estimate of the effective sweep width (W): high-
visibility W ¼ 1.8  Rd; medium-visibility W ¼ 1.6  Rd; and low-visibility W ¼ 1.1  Rd.
Key words: search and rescue, SAR, range of detection, effective sweep width, probability of detection,
search theory, missing persons
Introduction
The Introduction brieﬂy reviews the difﬁculty applying
formal search theory to wilderness search, and the progress
since the late 1990s. The Methods section presents the
experiments and statistical analyses in detail, as appropri-
ate for an archival scientiﬁc paper. The wilderness practi-
tioner willing to forego statistical rigor or theoretical
background could begin with the Conclusions or Discus-
sion and work backward to check details.
Search theory as a formal scientiﬁc discipline was
established during the Second World War by Koopman.1,2
A searcher must both look in the correct location and be
able to detect the search object. However, the location of
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the subject is unknown, and even looking in the correct
location does not guarantee a detection. Search theory
contends with this uncertainty by deploying available
resources to achieve the maximum probability of success
(POS) in the minimum time. The formula that expresses
this relationship is OPOS = ∑ POS = ∑ (POD 
POA).3 That is, the overall probability of success
(OPOS) is the sum over tasks of the probability of
detection (POD) times the probability of area (POA). The
ultimate goal of search theory is the optimal allocation of
search resources. This requires determining the POD,
probability of containment (POC) or POA, search area,
and searcher speed. The development of search theory has
been described in detail by Frost.4–7 The POA in the land
environment can be determined through the use of
statistical models based on previous incidents,8–10 models
that use Monte Carlo simulation of search object move-
ment through the environment,11 subject matter expert
input from a consensus method,6 or by combining all of
the above.12 In the land environment another challenge is
quantifying the POD.
No matter what environment, the POD depends on
coverage. Coverage depends on 3 factors: the amount of
effort expended in searching the area, the size of the area
where the effort was expended, and the detection index
or effective sweep width (ESW). A precise mathematical
formula to calculate the POD from these factors is
readily available.5,13–15 Additional work describing
POD can be obtained from Stone.16 The difﬁculty in
actually implementing the theory in the land environ-
ment has always been determining the value of the
detection index or W. In the maritime and aeronautical
search environments, W tables are readily available17
thanks to extensive actual detection experiments done by
the US Navy and US Coast Guard to determine key
factors.18 These tables take into consideration the
3 factors that determine W: the nature of the searcher
(or sensor), the nature of the search object, and the
environment between the 2. Actual ﬁeld experiments are
the only method to determine the lateral range curve,
which shows the cumulative probability of a detection
for all the search objects at various distances. The
distance used is the closest point of approach along the
track to the search object.4 Once the lateral range curve
is experimentally derived, it can be reduced to a single
number (W) by either determining the area under the
curve or using the crossover technique.19 The crossover
technique has been shown to be highly reliable and has
been used to determine W on all 10 of the land visual
experiments.13,14,19
Unfortunately, the land environment is far more
complex and variable than the maritime environment.
Bailey20 and McNab et al21 have identiﬁed 52 distinct
ecoregions at the province level in North America and
190 sections in the contiguous United States.
Mountainous regions are subject to altitudinal zonation
and introduce additional complexity. Within each section
can be 16 classes based on the National Land Cover
Database 2006 (NLCD2006).22 Although only 7 of the
16 classes would be expected to vary for each ecoregion
section, this still leaves 1330 possibilities without
considering seasonal differences. Even within each
ecoregion section, the density of vegetation can
change, which will affect detectability.20 Therefore, a
simple set of tables to provide W values in the land
environment for visual search is not likely.
Because of the lag in adaptation of any new method
and the lack of W data for local environments, most
search efforts continue to use POD ﬁgures estimated by
ﬁeld searchers. Previous research has demonstrated that
trained searchers are unable to estimate their POD
values.13,14 Early landmark experiments by Wartes in
detection provided a POD value based on between-
searcher spacing.23 A decade later Perkins and Roberts
developed a concept called critical separation (CS) that
accounted for the search object, environment, and
searcher. It also predicted POD based on between-
searcher spacing.24 However, as pointed out in a
review of land search literature, these early papers did
not account for search effort (formally deﬁned as the
sum of the distance traveled by each search resource
within a search segment).15 Wartes later reconsidered his
position (POD based on between-searcher spacing) and
recanted the POD as a function of spacing approach.25
Importantly, the gold-standard method of calculating a
retrospective POD—multiplying total track line length
(effort) by local effective sweep width (W) values to
obtain the area effectively swept, then dividing the result
by the area of the searched segment to calculate cover-
age5—depends on determining W, currently through a
time-consuming, labor-intensive setup of a local ESW
experiment. In the absence of a previous W experiment,
this effort is simply not possible when a lost-person
incident has begun. The land search-and-rescue (SAR)
community, therefore, could beneﬁt greatly from a
simple, objective procedure that obtains W values with-
out conducting full-blown detection experiments.
Methods
DEFINITIONS
Area Effectively Swept (Z/AES)—Previously deﬁned as
the product of the total track length (TTL) of all searcher
paths in the area searched and the sweep width (W): AES
¼ TTL  W.14
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Average Maximum Detection Range (AMDR)—An
experimental process that involves obtaining both the
average range of detection (Rd) and the average range of
extinction (Re) from 8 legs (angles).14
Coverage (C)—Previously deﬁned as the ratio of the
area effectively swept (AES) to the area searched (A):
C ¼ AES/A.14
Effective Sweep Width (ESW)—Previously deﬁned as
either the area under the lateral range curve or the
distance in which the number of detections equals the
number of missed detections. In this paper ESW denotes
the experimental process for measuring, and W denotes
the value measured (see W).14
Probability of Area/Containment (POA/POC)—Previ-
ously deﬁned with both terms being identical. The terms
refer to the probability of the search object being in a
given deﬁned geographic space. The term POA is
typically used by the wilderness community and the
term POC is used by the aeronautical and maritime
community.26
Range of Detection (Rd)—The average of linear
distances at which a search object is ﬁrst detected when
moving toward it from multiple angles.
Range of Extinction (Re)—The average of linear
distances at which a search object is no longer seen
after it has been detected while moving away from it
from multiple angles.
Search Visibility Class—A broad description of the
amount of contrast between the search object and the
environment. Search objects were placed into 1 of 3
classes; high visibility, medium visibility, or low
visibility.
Sweep Width (W)—The numerical value in units of
linear distance that represents a given object’s detect-
ability with a given sensor operating in a given set of
environmental conditions; determined from an ESW
experiment (see ESW). Also called effective sweep
width.14 The word sweep in this context is not to be
confused with its common use in expressions like sweep
[search] an area, perform n sweeps of an area, sweep
searching (as a tactic), and so on.
ESW EXPERIMENTS
A total of 10 ESW experiments have been conducted by
3 separate research teams. Each experiment is shown in
Table 1. The data derived for this paper’s analysis come
from these experiments conducted around North
America. The methodology for the ﬁrst 5 experiments
is described by Koester et al.14 In all of these experi-
ments the AMDR distance was determined by collecting
16 measurements (Figure 1). The measurements
consisted of an Rd, when the search object was ﬁrst T
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detected, and the Re, when the object once located could
no longer be detected. The AMDR value is not the
maximum distance at which the search object can be
detected from any angle but instead an average of both Re
and Rd. The Rd value will almost always be less than the
AMDR value except in the rare case when Rd equals Re
from every angle. AMDR measurements used either a
tape measure or an electronic rangeﬁnder with precision
 0.5 m (different models of the Nikon rangeﬁnder were
used). All AMDR distance measurements were taken on
the experimental courses by the research team. The
AMDR distance measurement was always taken before
the experiment, which ranged from a week to a day before
the experiment, and was entered into the Integrated
Detection Experiment Assistant (IDEA) worksheet.28
The worksheet then automatically generated a
randomized plan for the ESW course. Search objects
were high-visibility manikins (stuffed white coveralls
with orange safety vests), medium-visibility manikins
(stuffed dark blue coveralls), or low-visibility manikins
(stuffed olive drab coveralls). In addition, gloves were
used for clue-sized objects. Gloves were either high-
visibility (Day-Glo orange or royal blue) or low-
visibility (dark brown or painted olive). Searchers then
walked the track, made detections, and a data collector
recorded all detections. All 10 experiments were con-
ducted in the daytime. After the experiment, detections
and misses were entered into the IDEA worksheet, and
the software provided the W value using the crossover
technique.14,19
Figure 1. Procedure to determine average maximum detection range (AMDR).
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The ﬁrst 5 experiments were conducted by Koester
et al14 and documented in a US Coast Guard report.
Subsequent ESW experiments used a reﬁned version of
IDEA, and made small changes as required by local
conditions.28 Experiment 6 was held at Manheim,
Pennsylvania. Half of the experimental team from
Koester et al14 observed and provided assistance to the
new team led by Chiacchia et al. (manuscript in
preparation). The seventh experiment was conducted at
Mt Greylock in the Berkshire Mountains of
Massachusetts.27 The course was set up by Twardy and
Frost (a member of the experimental team from Koester
et al). They deviated from the method in the following
ways: they had only 3 targets, the high-visibility adult
manikin, assorted white shoes for high-visibility clues,
and assorted brown or black shoes for low-visibility clues.
The remaining 3 experiments were all conducted in the
northern part of State Game Lands 203 in Marshall
Township, Pennsylvania, led by Chiacchia. The results
of 3 of those experiments were reported by Chiacchia and
Houlahan13 along with the slight modiﬁcation they made
to the methodology. The changes to the methodology
included one versus two AMDR process estimate, use of
manufacturer-dyed brown, royal blue, and orange gloves
versus spray-painting white gloves, slight modiﬁcation of
lateral range for search object location, and modiﬁcation of
some of the forms. (Chiacchia’s 2010 course was cali-
brated using ﬁgures from the 2008 experiment, but used
manufacturer-dyed gloves of much different hue. There-
fore, on August 24, 2011, Chiacchia and Houlahan
obtained AMDR and Rd distances for the objects used
in the 2010 experiment. We use these data to ensure an
apples-to-apples comparison.)
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
To conduct the analysis for this paper, the raw data and
results from IDEA were obtained from each of the 10
experiments. Before analysis, each search object was
classiﬁed as either high visibility, medium visibility, or
low visibility by visual contrast. The high-visibility class
included orange gloves, white shoes, and white or orange
adult-size manikins, and high-contrast royal blue gloves
used in 1 experiment. The AMDR value and
W value were recorded from IDEA. All results were
entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. (Note that
the W values reported in the current study from
Chiacchia and Houlahan are those obtained by pooling
data from all their searchers, and so differ slightly from
W values reported in that study, which were median or
mean values of W calculated for individual searchers.13)
We performed statistical analysis 1) to ﬁnd the 95%
CIs for our parameters, and 2) to determine whether
relationships were statistically signiﬁcant. We performed
our tests using GraphPad Prism version 5.04 for Win-
dows (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, www.graph
pad.com). All tests were 2-tailed. Trends were subjected
to a least-squares analysis using a linear function with
the y-intercept constrained to 0. To compare the slope
parameters so derived, the values, standard errors, and
degrees of freedom from these analyses were in turn
used to perform either analysis of variance (ANOVA—
when more than 2 values were being compared) or a
parametric t test (when 2 values were compared). Note
that to perform this calculation, we added 1 to each
degree of freedom value to regenerate the correct n.29
For the ANOVA results, individual differences were
subjected to a Tukey’s multiple comparison test, with the
minimum signiﬁcance level set to P r .05 (note,
however, that the software identiﬁes higher levels of
signiﬁcance as well). All graphs show uncertainties as
standard deviations.
This particular study was conducted using preexisting
data taken from IDEA software generated during pre-
vious detection experiments. None of the data uniquely
identiﬁed any individual that participated in the experi-
ments. Instead, the W values are composite values
obtained by aggregating all individual results. The
AMDR values and hence Rd values were obtained by
members of the research team, all of whom are also
members of SAR teams and well-versed in the risks of
the outdoors.
Results
OVERALL DATA FROM ALL EXPERIMENTS
A total of 27 search objects were used in all 10
experiments. High-visibility search objects (both adult-
and clue-sized) were used 13 times, medium-visibility
objects were used 5 times, and low-visibility objects
were used 9 times. The AMDR, Rd, and W were
determined for all search objects.
AMDR VERSUS Rd
Rd is much easier (Figure 2) to measure than AMDR,
and there is clearly a tight relationship between them.
(AMDR measured both Rd and Re at 8 points around the
compass. Formally, AMDR also requires using either a
laser rangeﬁnder or tape measure to enhance
repeatability. However, ﬁeld measures of Rd could use
pace counting to further speed measurement, because an
Rd value always involves moving toward the search
object.) Therefore, we decided to determine whether Rd
is an acceptable stand-in for AMDR. Figure 3 shows the
correlation between AMDR and Rd from the 27 values.
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The slope is 0.9687 and R2 is .9974. SAR ﬁeld resources
would be well served by only collecting measurements
for the Rd value.
Rd VERSUS W FOR ALL SEARCH OBJECTS
For the 27 search objects, a positive correlation was
found between the Rd and the W values. The slope of
the best-ﬁt straight line with a y-intercept of 0 is 1.645
with a 95% CI of 1.475 to 1.816. The R2 value is
.8268. This suggests that if Rd is known, then a
relationship exists that can be used to estimate the
W value.
Rd VERSUS W BY SEARCH VISIBILITY CLASS
It might be expected that more accurate Rd-to-W multi-
pliers may be derived if each search visibility class
(high-, medium-, and low-visibility) is examined indi-
vidually. Indeed, in earlier experiments, placing low-
visibility clues according to high-visibility AMDR
values caused the vast majority of gloves not to be
detected.13 Figure 4 shows the relationship between Rd
and W for the 3 search object classes ﬁt to individual
curves. The 3 separate trend lines are all produced with a
best-ﬁt straight line with a y-intercept of 0. Table 2
summarizes the results. The high-visibility class indeed
shows a better ﬁt (higher R2 value) than the pooled
estimate. However, the other visibility classes are more
scattered, possibly because there were fewer medium-
and low-visibility search objects. An ANOVA was
conducted to test the slopes of each ﬁt: the P-value for
the ANOVA is .0073 (3 groups, F ¼ 6.081, R2 ¼ .3363),
strong evidence that at least some slopes are different. A
pairwise Tukey post hoc test conﬁrms the slopes for the
high- and low-visibility objects differed at the P o .01
level. The slope for the medium-visibility objects did not
differ signiﬁcantly from the other slopes.
Discussion
The results of this paper provide a practical and scientiﬁc
technique to estimate W for visual search in the land
environment where no ESW experiment has yet been
done. The positive correlation between Rd and W (R2 ¼
.83) will allow for a meaningful estimate of W in the
ﬁeld. This estimate could, when appropriate, be deter-
mined by search teams before performing their assigned
tasks. Alternatively, the W estimation (Rd procedure)
could be a task in itself, performed early in the search to
acquire W values to be used in assessing later teams’
efforts. In either case, the searchers can use the simpler
Rd as an excellent stand-in for the more cumbersome
Figure 2. Procedure to determine range of detection (Rd).
Figure 3. Relationship between range of detection (Rd) and average
maximum detection range (AMDR).
Figure 4. Relationships between effective sweep width (W) and
range of detection (Rd) for 3 classes of visibility.
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AMDR. (The extremely high correlation between Rd and
AMDR [R2 ¼ .997] is not particularly surprising because
the Rd value was already half of the measurements that
comprise the AMDR process, and the Re was usually
within a few meters of the Rd. In only 22% of the cases
was the AMDR greater than Rd by more than 4 m. The
slope of the best-ﬁt straight line was 0.97, meaning for
ﬁeld purposes Rd ¼ AMDR.)
RECOMMENDED CORRECTION FACTOR(S) FOR
FIELD USE
We found a correction factor of 1.645 from Rd to W to
be a good overall estimate (R2 ¼ .83). In other words, if
an Rd of 10 m was measured, then the estimated W
would be 16.45 m. The actual value, although previously
unpredicted, is not completely unexpected. The Rd value
is a 1-sided value from 1 direction. In reality, a searcher
will look both left and right. If measured Rd is close to
the true maximum detection range, then the theoretical
maximum for a correction factor for Rd is 2, but
otherwise, Rd and W have no speciﬁc theoretical
correlation.19 Therefore, it does make sense that we
found correction factors of less than 2. Recall that the
AMDR procedure uses or creates an alerted searcher,
whereas the ESW experiments use unalerted searchers.
While conducting AMDR measurements, the researchers
never missed the search object. During the actual ESW
experiments, searchers missed search objects even with
lateral ranges of 0 (walking on or over a search object
without detection). In fact, early research into visual
detection and visibility identiﬁed factors that are related
to an alerted searcher versus an unalerted searcher. These
factors include improved vigilance, general knowledge
of location, and knowledge of size and general time of
when a detection should take place.30 More recently,
research on the effects of being cued (alerted) on
vigilance tasks similar to visual searching have been
reported.31 It can also be hypothesized that the unalerted
searcher correction factor varies with contrast or
visibility. For this reason we examined the correction
factor for high-, medium-, and low-visibility search
objects separately.
For the 3 different visibility classes, we found differ-
ent correction factors for Rd-to-W. The correction factors
for high visibility (1.773), medium visibility (1.556), and
low visibility (1.135) show an appropriate relationship. It
would be expected that the unalerted searcher “penalty”
would be the least for a high-visibility search object and
its W value would approach the theoretical limit of twice
the Rd value. The low-visibility search objects would
require more-focused searching and without being
primed would be more difﬁcult to detect. This is an
important point regarding the psychology of visual
search: the smaller multipliers for the lower-visibility
color objects are not simply because of the difﬁculty of
seeing them against the background environment. That is
already accounted for in the lower Rd values for these
objects. Rather, the smaller multipliers stem from the fact
that these objects are less likely to be noticed by an
unalerted searcher, quite apart from their lower visibility.
Although the correlation between Rd and W was
relatively strong for the high-visibility class (R2 ¼ .87),
it was less so for the medium-visibility (R2 ¼ .56) and
low-visibility (R2 ¼ .32) classes. There are a number of
possible reasons, chieﬂy sample size and intrinsic
variability. Although the high-visibility value was based
on a count of 13, the medium-visibility (n ¼ 5) and low-
visibility (n ¼ 9) values derived from smaller samples.
Additional experiments could help improve the
R2 values. The medium-visibility (dark blue) search
objects presented more variability. In some environments
and under some light conditions they were more visible,
while under other conditions they could be difﬁcult
to visualize.
Only the difference between the high- and low-
visibility correction factor (slope) was statistically sig-
niﬁcant. This might have been caused by the limited
number of experiments involving medium-visibility
search objects. If this is in fact the case, then the best
solution is to conduct additional experiments with
medium-visibility search objects.
Although our results have shown fairly robust evi-
dence of a difference in correction factor between high-
and low-visibility objects, it should be noted that the
standard deviations of these measurements are still fairly
Table 2. Comparison of range of detection versus effective sweep width among the 3 visibility classes and all data combined
Variable Combined High visibility Medium visibility Low visibility
n 27 13 5 9
Slope 1.645 1.773 1.556 1.135
95% CI 1.475–1.816 1.545–2.002 1.037–2.076 0.7634–1.507
R2 .827 .867 .560 .319
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large compared with the measurements—ranging from
about 25% to nearly 50%. Therefore, at this time these
ﬁgures should not be used with more than 2 signiﬁcant
digits.
Although the overall correction factor, 1.6, could
possibly be used, our data indicate that it probably
supplies an overly optimistic POD for low-visibility
objects, and therefore may not be the best choice.
Preferably, operational correction factors for high- and
low-visibility objects should be 1.8 and 1.1, respectively.
Our data do not currently indicate a signiﬁcant difference
between the medium-visibility and other objects; with
caution, the measured value of 1.6 (which, interestingly,
is the same as the overall value) may be used. However,
a more conservative approach would be to use the low-
visibility value of 1.1 for medium-visibility objects.
OPERATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 95%
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
In this section we show that under plausible search
assignments, the uncertainty in our estimates corre-
sponds to about an 8% difference in estimated POD.
This is a substantial improvement on the 60% uncer-
tainty in subjective estimates. Recall that ultimately W
has no purpose other than to calculate a POD. (W is not
to be confused with tactical spacing between searchers.
In general it has no relationship to spacing. There are
special cases in which a relationship may be found,
subject to certain assumptions and constraints.) There-
fore, we calculate the variation in POD between the
lower and upper W estimates, using plausible operational
assumptions.
Assume for the sake of comparison that the size of the
search area is 1 km2 and a team of 9 searches the area
completely and expends sufﬁcient effort to obtain a total
trackline length (TTL) of 45,000 m (5 passes  1,000 m
 9 searchers). With an Rd value of 20 m, the estimated
W ¼ 20 m  1.645 ¼ 32.9 m; using the exponential
detection function, the POD value obtained will be 77%.
If we replace the correction factor of 1.645 with the
lower bound value of 1.475 (estimated W ¼ 20 m 
1.475 ¼ 29.5 m), the calculated POD value becomes
73%. If the upper bound of 1.816 is used (estimated W ¼
20 m  1.816 ¼ 36.3 m), then the calculated POD value
becomes 80%. Therefore, for a typical SAR scenario, the
difference in POD between using the bottom (73%) and
the top (80%) of the 95% range for the slope of the
regression is less than 10%. This small difference would
not likely be operationally signiﬁcant in a higher cover-
age scenario. If we reduce coverage to 3 passes, the
difference is still only 8% (lower bound 54%, upper
bound 62%). The impact would be greater at even
smaller coverage, but smaller coverage often means
searchers are no longer in sight of each other, and this
tactic is often avoided for safety reasons.
AMDR, Rd, AND Re
It is important to recall that the AMDR (and hence Rd
and Re) measurements were taken by researchers sepa-
rate from the actual ESW experiments, and that the
researchers knew beforehand where the search objects
being assessed were located. By comparison with the
ESW experiment itself, in which object locations were
randomized and the searchers did not know where to
look, the researcher was always alerted (cued) to the
relative position, shape, and color of the search object. In
addition, during the 8 legs of the AMDR process, the
researchers would notice and learn local landmarks that
would assist in detecting the object. Therefore, it is not
surprising that even for the low-visibility search objects
only small differences existed between Rd and Re.
For searchers in the ﬁeld who wish to estimate W, the
Rd value will be sufﬁcient. Because searchers would
continue to walk toward the search object after making
the detection, they can use their pace count (already part
of ﬁeld training) to determine the distance.32
The AMDR procedure is, however, more exacting,
and may still be appropriate for calibrating ESW experi-
ments. However, we have seen that it has the same
correlation with W as does Rd, so would be unjustiﬁed in
ﬁeld operations.
We recommend searchers adopt an 8-point ﬁeld
estimate of detectability (Rd procedure as shown in
Figure 2), and use that to estimate W and then estimate
POD as described in this paper, to wit, as a function of
coverage. This is far more objective and defensible than
having search teams subjectively estimate POD directly
by introspection.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In this paper, we suggest a relationship exists between
Rd and W. We have described the strength of the
relationship as a correlation. However, this is merely
an empirical correlation—we do not yet know the
theoretical relationship, and a linear model may be
incorrect. Nevertheless, the robustness of the empirical
relationship and the far simpler method of measuring Rd
suggest an important operational role for using Rd to
estimate W.
An AMDR or Rd measurement only considers envi-
ronmental factors for the relatively small area it encom-
passes, whereas an ESW experiment integrates the entire
track. Nevertheless, the data suggest it is still possible to
estimate the much more inclusive W value from the
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relatively small area used during the AMDR or Rd
process. During actual search incidents, a search team
may encounter highly variable terrain within its assigned
search area. It is suggested in these circumstances that
teams conduct Rd measurements as needed to reﬂect the
conditions encountered.
LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER WORK
Although the 10 experiments were conducted in 6
different ecoregion provinces and in ﬂat, hilly, and
mountainous terrain, all but 1 of the experiments were
conducted in the humid temperate domain. Therefore,
the correction factor may have a potential bias.
The results describe empirical ﬁeld results. It provides
no explanation for what is causing the results. It can be
hypothesized that differences may be related to an
alerted and unalerted searcher or differences in searching
technique. Searchers approach the search object straight-
on while conducting an AMDR or Rd procedure. On
actual searches and during the ESW experiments, most
of the detections occurred while looking to the side (2–4
o’clock and 8–10 o’clock).
W is a complex product of the nature of the search
object (size and contrast), the searcher (visual searching
and cogitation), and the environment in between the 2.
Maritime W tables allow the user to look up W based on
the type and size of search object (person in the water,
life raft, etc.), search platform (helicopter, aircraft, ship,
platform altitude, etc.), and environment (visibility,
wind, seas). For the land search, it is hypothesized (but
incompletely tested) that the critical factors might be
type of search object (size and visibility), search sensor
(ground searcher, dog team, mounted team, etc.), and the
environment. The land environment is far more complex
and variable than the maritime environment; however,
critical factors may be the density of vertical obstruc-
tions, the height of ground cover, and the density of
ground obstructions such as logs and rocks. Future work
along these lines strictly tied to ESW experiments would
be difﬁcult and time-intensive. However, if an Rd
measurement can be used as a proxy for W, it might
be possible to conduct the types of experiments on land
that can lead to the development of tables like the
maritime W tables. In addition, as we have noted, Rd
measurements can be used to provide a quick estimate
for environments for which W values are not yet
available. In the future this will allow for experiments
to look at factors (via remote sensing) that may
prospectively predict putative W values before resources
are placed into the ﬁeld. A prospective W allows for
planners to use search per unit of time.7
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SEARCHERS
It is suggested that searchers and search planners can
start using the correction factors at this time. While in
terrain representative of their assigned search area, the
team should place an object representative of the
objective of the search effort. In most cases this will
be something human-sized displaying the same visibility
class the subject is believed to be wearing. The Rd
measurement should be conducted (as shown in
Figure 2) taking the mean of the 8 different legs.
Searchers may pace the distance from where they
make the detection to the actual test object (which
might be another team member). If searchers encounter
signiﬁcantly different terrain within their assigned area,
they can repeat the procedure.
Neither the Rd value nor the W value has any
particular tactical signiﬁcance. Instead it is used for
calculating the POD. In fact, unless searchers extend
their visual searching beyond W, they will almost
certainly achieve a smaller W. In addition, if searchers
need to spend additional effort to investigate areas of
interest or see around obstructions, this extra effort will
be captured by the total trackline length and increase the
POD value accordingly. Search teams only need to
report the Rd distance, the number of searchers, and a
trackline distance (obtained by a GPS receiver odometer
or estimated from time searching and team velocity).
Search management can then estimate the POD using
formal search theory as shown in Table 3.
Conclusions
This paper shows it is possible to derive a correction
factor that allows one to estimate W from 8 ﬁeld
measurements of the Rd. This correction factor is based
on 10 experiments conducted across North America in
different types of terrain with 3 different research teams
using the same methodology. Determining the Rd with a
4-person search team would take about 5 minutes.
Determining W through an experiment requires typically
over 200 hours and considerable planning. The latter
expense in time and personnel has proved the greatest
hurdle to the meaningful use of ESW on actual incidents.
Although additional work remains, especially in the
dryer ecoregions, it is suggested that search planners can
start using the correction factor of 1.8 for high-visibility,
1.6 for medium-visibility, and 1.1 for low-visibility search
objects at this time.
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with the help of the Pennsylvania Search and Rescue
Council, at their SAR-Ex conference. Similarly, the 3
experiments at State Game Lands 203 were made possible
by the permission and ongoing assistance of the Pennsyl-
vania Game Commission. The Mt Greylock “Detection in
the Berkshires” experiment (Massachusetts) was con-
ceived and organized by Richard Toman (then of Massa-
chusetts State Police) and Daniel O’Connor. Searchers and
base staff were provided by the Chicopee Civil Air Patrol
under Major Dawn Tardiff. Environmental Police Ofﬁcer
John Tranghese took care of many little and some large
logistics issues, ensuring everyone was where they needed
to be. Trail access and on-site lodging was facilitated by
Department of Environmental Conservation Ranger Bob
Rando. Clues were provided by New Balance. Kenneth
Hill, David Perkins, and Pete Roberts provided valuable
assistance and (sometimes bemused) input.
Last, but certainly not least, the heartfelt gratitude and
sincere appreciation of the entire experiment team is
extended to all those volunteers and teams—too numer-
ous to name here—who took time from their activities
during each of the experiments to participate in the
experiments. Their participation not only produced the
needed data, it also produced many useful and relevant
comments, suggestions, and observations.
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